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oj 1fot- aster of 1963 came in mid-April. at the height of the Miss- "?::>;bH7<f 
issippi spring. In Boston the arrival of spring was a very dra- ~J< 
matic thing following the long winter months. in Mississippi " ~ I , tv~~ 1 
/ 
, 
spring was the most gentle season. Spring took over the land- ~~ ~ ' 
~ 
scape with a slow assurance, born of the confidence that the 
Sun ruled this land, that there had , never been any doubt about 
the struggle against the frost. The first yellow flowers of 
daffodils came 'in JanuarYI ,then, in a slow movement for 'weeks 
and weeks, new colors appeared and faded into more colors un-
til the pastel green of the n~w ' leaves on the trees finally 
turned the dark green of their permanent summer color, 8S the 
, 
bright greenoQf the grass turned' dull under the steady sun • . 
Easter Sunday in New England had meant that the altar 
of Grace Methodist Church in Cambridge was surrounded with 
banks of Easter Lilies--as an almost sympathetic magic ritual 
to guarantee that one day, many wee~s away, the spring flowers 
would return despite the 'snow still covering the earth ofl1ass-
achuEetts. I'n Mississippi the flowers on the Easter altars 
we~e a minor reflection of the visible abundance of the 
' / 
earth~ •• Perhaps , the Chtis·tian faith is more necessary in a 
harsh northern climate1 ••• ' But, then, Palestine had its 
,Passover festival in the spring. surely a sign of victory 
of life, over death, ' a celebration with a history muc~ older 
, . ' 
than Moses in Egypt ••• and Palestine had the confident sun 
of Mississippi ••• but , Palestine had the rocky earth of New 
England ••• In Mississippi the gentle spring and the terrible 
,summer "must have convinced the men who lived here that change 
~ /,p."d 
, ' 'jp"'r) 
'. 
I 
· 1 I 
I 
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was of little significance ••• that s~uggle agaipst. the ways 
of life was as senseless as "struggle against the sun. But 
the turmoil of the. past two years, the prosence of the Movement 
in Mississippi--e~en Mississippi--had released a new spirit 
in the land. In some Black : churches the Easter prayer was 
. . for anew birth of Freedom. 
The beauty of the Tougaloo campus was full. The gnarled 
. s~ " tJ~ .,.-
vine of the wisteria sent a c~&eaee of lavender from the carved 
. I 
j 
eaves of the ·Mansi~n" all the way ,to the ground. Waxy buds 
of the Magnolia were visible ••• But the Magnolia, the ·official" 
Mississippi tree, is an evergreen, its huge leaves still fso 
. green in. midwinter that they are used ~~ Christmas garlands ••• 
. . 
Despite its ~ense white blooms, spring never seemed vital 
to the Magnolia 'tree. In the woods beyond the chapel were 
more evergreens. pines and cedars. that also never showed 
much seasonal change--until disease or lightning struck and 
the evergreen became a ragged red-brown skeleton. One thing 
was more unchanging than the evergreens--the Spanish Moss. the 
-
Hanging Moss. its lifeless-deathless gray tentacled ·mass 
, , . 
drooping in a heavy way from some ancient branch. or fluttering 
( 
in an almost weightless way fiom some an8at!ht of 'W'aL"m air. 
Nevertheless Mississippi did have one sure sign of Easter. 
The first of the trees of the wood to flower. even before 
there were many green buds on the g~eat trees, was the tiny 
dogwood--with its white blossoms in. the shape of the Cross and 
• tiny spot of blood from the wounds of the nails at the broken 
, ~ I . • I .. 
edge of each · petal, the very tree (so Mississippi Children, ~\Cl((Q;v1ltwlll\t1 
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were told) whose wood the. Romans used to ma ke the Cross. 
As lite was being strengthened in the earth my fa.ther 
was losing hisswn .struggle for life. On the Sunday after 
Easter he died. (Jeannette and 1 had made some short visits 
to Memphis during the winter. There was very little ·conver- . . 
. p,'J F;flt /;w,;f e.lldt. I;fi.~ (t'~1 4!. hVP'ddtj)" 
Bation for any of us when we visited my parents.A Jeannette {l~J.ir w<L-f.:tJid 
. / I my {Jtt (1'''It--J we. 
and 1 knew my father had 1i tt le strength.) A few days af ter .' ~4./<r-l. m,iI,'''J 
.' +0 TO"j~/t 
, Easter there ' was another h~art attack. My father was returned cJ~JfH~ tJtilt' 
an 
. ('>n(lr ~ Ph/It)t 
to the hospital. to be kept alive by the machinery of r 
intensive ,care unit. We rushed up to Memphis and waited. , 
. ; 
We could only see my father for brief moments during the 
day. After several days at the hospital 1 decided 1 had 
to return Mississippi for one afternoon. Tougaloo College·-
was having a ceremonial affair--to officially install 
(to page 38) 
, . 
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. I 
~ 
Dv. J301ttalasfrooldont ~t\{O yGru.~s Inte) and to install mo an the ' 
colloge char;lnin. · I rattu~nod to the compuo for tho ' l-rogram booause 
' rdid· not unnt to offend anyone at ·~ougaloo. (I knew that many stu-
/l/rJ r . . 
· dont o· and toachers t~ore juot)ouro that they uanted any IUssissir pi . 
"lhi to ~" o~son on their C0l11tUn--even ona "lith a Hovoment Ilrocord.. II On 
· a J)lo.ck orun}.·U3 this ldnd of aotid:tn?lio festival uno much more important 
th~ on a White CQOf;US. · ~O;LbO I,rosent; even l'.ith the moot lOGit-
·1nat o- of rennolW, would nay to .s~l?l~ O~?--O~ to many IJOOl. lo-~thnJtheir 
. . . -1W,1i\ \S~\~s,9i~ Wl<\U< ere,l I '. r 
noy cbnc1ain, the white one, did not ,roally re3~. oc ·t or a~. precinta 
. . 
· thoir traditions. t1y rathor's doctoro ;'!,!.rJ. told me 
unchanged in E.H1V01~ul days, was un: . rodiotnb~o. .bo I 
'i1s'iiO'QQ) Ny f'athel" dS.od . while ·I uas at ';'oUGnloo. 
that his condition, 
dl'ovo baOk) _ , 
Jerumetto had 
stayed in I1onphio and "IU3 w1th my mother ' at his bedsido' whon ~ 
death oano. 
,r returned to tleml.'hio and i mnde thei"Unoral nrrangorJents. 11y 
I .f'rlend -from Coroint.h, ~ho Hev .. Sam Tomlinson, Cflr.lO over ,,~ and gave 
, . 
me croat holp . .Arter the servioos in Hand lis wo ·went · to Vioksburg 
, 
for . tho final Dowioes o.nd bl.l!'ial.- Eors I saw the fullnass or the 
hato that had boon nurtured in f1issioain i .for so many years. Now 
. it l'lo.S not just a matter of 1,00;. 10 not boil~ .froe to do go?d; now 
tho bate-f'olll' (and CUilt;?~ had · overoome -the good that was in marly 
peOl- l~. ~"t c,omo V01~O not oven fi'()O to bo decent. As I sall the 
potlor or evil !'lnally' destroying evon the things that : were good 
about Southornlifo--tho !-,oroono.l rolation3hilJs, tho mwmoro, 
. f ~ . . 
thograce--I Imou again that our ohoico to uorki,.n tho freedom 
l10V0.JilOnt llns tho u tl"U[;C10 for I ... ifo. . It was the l~lght oholoe; but 
the pnin, tho sUf.forinc, tho coot \:lore tlOl"O t~.nn oz:~ >ectod. Tho 
' ovil tIna mol.~O than OX~. ootod. I could tuldo1"otnnd noithor. Hor o 
\ . 
Ql1 th:) futurc) conto.1nod no loeicJ --onlJ r o.! t h. 
1 
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~~ ' ~~;- /' 
The evening be.fore my .father's funeral 'the .family gathered 
at' Fisher's FUneral Homo. ' I had been to this plaoe so many times. 
, All the family fl.U1eralsl-lere held here. In the past it uas a1w~ys 
aunts and unolos. UO~ , it was my f.ather. ' The building was an t1a/ 
antebellum home with quietvlctoriwl furnishings inside--anda 
, 1 
massive almost mourngfui oak treeoutiide. Everything was very 
1'amiliaol'--except the people. I kn.eH thom, 'had known them t all 
ra.y li.fe--and they all me\-] me. I had , changed--but they had cha.nged 
-
even more. The realtives wd~~ seemed the same as always--but the 
old femilyfriends and neighbors often showed the ravag~s of 'the 
... 
shook, the de1'eats, the 1'ear and hatred of the civl~ rights turmoil 
in the state 1'01' the past few years. ' To my amazement ,there were peo-
ple who .snubbedme, absolutely refused to speak to me. ~ standing 
in front of'my .father's bier there were a .few who s~oke to everyone 
in the fmnily and Hould then give mea cold stare, the hate-look, and 
" 
},:"ointedly refuse to shalre my hand. Some even made oonnnents, suggesting 
that I should go baok north or similar thoughts. One lady,. wham I 
,had ali-rays ,known as the essenoe o.f gentility and graciousness, ex-
t resBed her sympathy to my brothe'r, gave my mother a sympathetio 
ambraoe, spoke to my nunts~-then w~lked Ui to me ~d said, quietly 
and firmly, td th f,rOf-er digni ty: "I think what ,you are doing ~t 
, :I 
that nim;er oollege 1~ terrible." Nothing else to me. Then she 
spoke to~~ra4%f "Arn"t the flowers just lovely, espeoil1ly 
those Easter lillies ••• ~¥ Most peo~le, of course, were , ~ro~~r. ' 
.~ . ' 
But nothing had ImIJressed like ' these rew good people, now rul~d 
by-their hate-- and at such a moment, for hate to surf'aoe was · tragio. 
IJk'J if waf . fJ..:l'l?f~J7' 
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That night n OtOl"'111 blaH into tho oi ty from out OVOF the grent 
bond in . the) rivoI'. It would havo boen a tr~il11nr, night 1'"01' mo · 
had I boon a child. By grond 1 wanta hOOl0, frOlu vlhore I had watched 
so many 1'1 VOl' sconos , had b oen torn d m,m. 11.7 t v-l0 aunt:l uho hndbeen 
tho las t of: tho f'ar:1ily li vi~C thoI-o had moved to · a runa11er, modorn 
.. h01130. .Jonnnotto and I sto.yod that night \11 t h old f'omily f'rionds, 
tho ~Ul'yows, in thoir house 'ilhloh uas on tho l1no or~tv.tl/ hillD 
abovo . tho rivo!'. Deforo do.l'm 'Wo couJ.dhoax' the distant thundoF,' 
tho staady movoruont towards us, and ~inally tho wind nod the Fain. 
It was an odd kind or storm. It came with tho vi 01 once or the 
otum?leZ' thundor3to~1; but tho windsd10d awny, the lightoningand 
thunder ceased, and the rain became a gray, stoady, coaselens thine; 
like December • 
. ,- Tho f'l.L'loral sC:>loovioe' was in ' Crawford s treet Hothodiot Churoh, 
I 
, oux- family churoh, the church that taught ·,mo Sunday School loosons. 
In the yard of tho churohuns tho grave of a ~nmous circuit, rider. 
It uas one of the oldest/t¢~i~rJ/ churohes in tho state. k fomal' 
. . . first 
m~nistox- lllld :emn1ly friend, a man who had led me do'..,m . , the road of ' 
sonicG in tho Chui~oh to rrry J .. rooont t> nth" fLW ~om anythillG ho could 
undors tand, ~od the 11mo%'Q.l services. Thin was ~~ Brother 10m ;-'1'ow1 t t. 
I una gl'atfef:ul to him ' tor coming ~backto V1ckobUFg for thio--and 
fo%' all he · had noant to me · in my "yout h. The rain still fo11 as we 
loft tho church ' and drove tln-ouGh tho old otrootn of Vlcknburg, down 
. tho aDilO Itl~ way I had' i·noaed on GO many othor i'unol"o.1a. 1#-A 
short diotance beyond tho ohuroh was rtoroy Hoar ital (used by tho , 
Confederatos in tho v.'ar); tho C1 ty Hall hlh.ere ~(,M#I / my Wlclos 
holl Od manago tho oivic affairs for cenorations}J the Cor) s of ~-
inooro 13uildi~, ,,,horo my ,father \lorl~od on tho croat 1 10118 to mako 
mnn QU1,r Omo OVOl' tho 1·1vor, to oontrol t ho flood watora of tho HisoiDOippi. 
--. - " ' -"" . ' - - - ~ ••••. -. . - '- ":' ~ '"" -T -
-' , ~10-- -
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I ' 
Soon we were at tho Old Court Houso, its mo..'l~7 colmnna and clock t01J01~ 
still ol'Ov1lhi!\,(j n hill thut mndo it vj,.siblo far out on tho . curves of 
th.o river--nnd a I:eri'oct tm"Got for tho union Gunboo:i:;s; in luter 
yo~a n 'I31ncl: oher!:'f UD.3 hurlod to his doa.th f'ron tho bo.lcon:r--and 
many yours lute!- my G-rand:'>a.ther had hist off.'icos there in hia torm 
as shorifi'; not-: it lInn a tllWC'L-'!r!l '\-1h01"0 I hnd Ho!'l:ed as n teenacer, 
gUidinc tourintn th!'oU[;hthe roOClS oi' Southern mmnol"a.bil:'Lo.. ~, 'Ho 
. Q~ " . . 
, drovo On--n01J the ntroets 'fore pc.ved u:Lth hricl:~. On ono side 
. " (,'~'!l'~ ) 
.\-Ins a 1:10~'T1Cnt shol1i!1.1 n f'nllcn tree; the ins ~ri;~ tion s houo'd :t t 
. II ' 
••• , I 
as bo1llG given "by a grateful c1 tizc!'..!*J' in. honor of' Dr. Dodloy, 
" 
murdered by the GD...'TIblqrs ••• "Beyond tho old city \-las tti ilt:fo:l¢1 
ttf{!/i¢aJ.! 1'1. "Graveyard Rond" and the GaGos ' to Cedarlmm Gcnetery. · 
r 
Th~~l: le.co, our~lY ~no of' tho nost bouutir-ili cc..-wtcrios in the land, 
- .1\"- Q. '-~ 'C) ~ c\.'. ) , 
\las a ' built on even I:lOre hi~l8 tha..~ the city or 
Viclwb'lll."t;. - OUr ~journoy r aesed tbro~h the Gonfedera~e Cl"ave aiton, 
placed hero rathor . th.D.-'l '11th the Union dead in the ITational CemeterJ. 
, Uou the l"nilW had paused. The lucl:er f'ar:1ily !::lot nus at ono of" 
. the hichoGt I ,oints in the ccmotor~; the ~ttttl¢:JJ1 bluri's boyond 
thone craves r~aChed u:. to ' the Coni'odorate tronchoG ~n tho -~I/ . 
. HOrO 
battlefiold. Eere we buried oy i'e.ther. noarby wiil';;hl: Gl"o.vos 
. , of' f!l"J t1other no p~nts. Hi Gradnothar, born durin[; tho Raconotruc-
\ J . 
tion_ and a. doEl..t' memory o:r my childho~; nnd ny cranc1ra'Ghor, born 
. 
. ill tho dnys of" tho Old South, . to 0. ala.vo-hol~'lG i'aI:1..ily, doad I 
sevornl years bofore nybi~th--but in Gone uays n doninnnt in~ , 
'. fluonco on oy life nsevoryono in thG f'nnily still tall:ed of his 
-\" 
,CllW."Clctol". l1lD deed!l. his lifo! Lli:l.d his diDti'UllGished .faco :hUll6 
as ~ rortrnit in 0.11 tho relatives" homos. Hy mother's .far.lily 
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. \·1(ll~O those who haa tall-lays ruled tho ,south. HJ tnther"s .fmnily 
' Ih~ , 
l\.,a8 tho yeoman line in tho South. 
~111~t0¢~'i~/~i~~~i/ had cama to 
1oiLo::,enMparents M/"/~iJ.~/~t I I 
tho funeral f'rom their home in 
tho nortm.Jost corner of Louisiana, nOal~ Texao, Arkansas, and Ok-
lahoma. 1>rf>tyVtJ¢t~/tJftt' It.i'h!tl It~r/>-rjr.rJ. lIly gl~end.father and my . 
. grancUnother both had the tall, . gray, Gauntt look or tho sturdy 
poo!,le oi' Al,palachia. They Imew the struggles O~.:l1\eriCa of' 
those uho never quite .find all tho riches o.f the lromised land. 
11y father had 'been bonn in Oltlnhoma. But his father was not one 
of' thoso who got tho good land. Tho .family movodback and f'orth 
betl10enthis last ~ontier and the i earl'T .frontier of l:lest Vir-
\ Ii , • . 
., 
gin1a and Or~o. ~hey .finally settled in Oil City, LouisianA, to 
. hard ' ' . 
do the , ~ labor of' the ' oil , fields. As I .stood there sUP1Jorting 
. 
mygl'landmother I l'oalized that she loolted so much lil{o Jeannette,s 
gran~lotherthat they oould be sisters. (Both our ramilies represent-
. 
cd the ~outh~8nd America. strong r eople, good l,eople--but' never 
. ~o 
soi !'roe to 00 goo.d--hn.rdl:r the ruling c'ap! tl1ist olass of' America; . 
but ce:rtain1y l-JAS PS.1 These l.'eople had ~RaeAmerica; they had come 
fiaom Britain and settled the ooast lands, ~he mountains, and, ' al-
waY3, the f'x-ontiel"s. They"!--and thoir slnves--had l roduced muoQ. o£ 
the- wenlth that built Hew T'.ngland industry and Amerioan oa}- italism. 
Thai; 1 rOble!"l~' thelrfailures, tbelr rncismwns a visibl'e thing--but 
~~ " . 
, they shared~· blame and responaibl1ty with all Amerioa. I.f those 
. 
whito Southernors--and thoir Blaok neighbor-c~ousins--could ever 
overoome their 1- nst and their ; resont, with t'J1~ Grnoe, the s01;1th 
might yet bo the most £avol'table r lace rOl' reconoiliation to begin. 
and s f read thl-ough all Amerioa.") As we drove dot-tn t~le ' hills !'rom 
tho come teI'lY the l"uino lSlo~t~ \ bogan fl{iuin _ ~r . . 
FREEDOM SUMMER, 1964 PART FOUR 
an 
"Struggle in Miss o " 
I " Introductinn" 
. ""dogs"" 
p.l 
Dogs have always been am important part of Mississippi life. 
Dogs are as much a part of the tradition as cotton and ~udzu 
folkfi • 
vin~s, as beauty queens and humble colored eepVQAts Some Miss-
issippi dogs are free and friendly, enjoying the presence of 
any man. But many Mississippi dogs act too much like Mississ-
white 
ippi men. Many white dogs hate Negroes so much that-wfl~e men 
joke about it and comment on how their t~ dogs just "naturally" 
can't stand "Nigruhs," not to see them or even smell them. The 
very presence of a Black man will set these white dogs off into 
tirades of aggressive and hate-filled growling, something their 
white ~~ owners would be too polite to ever so openly express 
themselves. Over in the Black neighborhoods there are some 
Black dogs who will even bark (t~i more cautiously but still! 
with anger) at white salesmen, bill collectors, and, sometimes, 
even at policemen. These Black dogs are showing something 
their Black owners would never reveal--perhaps not even to them-
selves. There are more dogs in white neighborhoods than in 
Black districts. Most people love the dogs. But some Blacks 
are almost paranoid around any dogs in any neighborhood--as 'if 
hinting at 
the fear they never dare show on the surface (lest they reveal 
FSIV I 2 
any dissatisfaction with their "place" in life. Perhaps they 
have long ago smothered any desire to rebel but still feel guilt 
and somehow know those white dogs might be turned on them for 
crime 
their ef~me of questioning.) Now they dread all dogs--even 
old 
the hound sleeping in the cool dust under their Black neigh-
boris porch. They pass their neighbor's home--and dog-- with 
a ~t stick in their hand; in a white neighborhood where a 
stick might seem unseemly they cross to the other side of 
the streetf~ rather than pass to near the/li~ti territory 
of some,! whi,'te dog. Most i whites treat all dogs with friend-
liness and assurance, the confidence of rulers; many Blacks 
d 
treat all dogs with malice and drea~"the obsequience of slaves. 
And so the Civil Rights Movement which had learned to face so 
many impossible ~ things with music' even developed a Freedom 
Song about the dogs. SNCC worker Hollis Watkins brought delight 
(and secfet release?) to all of us in Mississippi by singing 
a charming and innocent sounding song about all those dogs 
who some day would get together to share a bone and sleep in 
the shade. 
Most Mississippi dogs are loved just as good companions. 
practical 
Many dogs have more ppaet~eJ.~tl/i~f~ptl%/ ti jobs as well. Some 
FSIV I 
bred t 
dogs are SF&SQ for the hung; some for sport--even the old pioneer 
amusiment of "coon on a log" where the poor dogs try to swim out 
in some pond and catch a fiercely fighting raccoon which often · 
~IeeQ~e8 ~+2odies 
QF&WRB afi~ even drowns some of the dogs before his own death, 
as the white men place their bets, share their liquori, and 
cheer their favorite animal--sometimes the coon. But this 
touch of the wild, of the i vicious, does not mark the relation-
ship of most men with their dogs (-fit just as it ~i'ft does .not 
white There are all kinds of dogs; some;r 
mark the relation of most men with Black men)~ Up in the 
~Elack men even keep special dogs to smell out water moccaSl a ?y~ark a w~rn­
Hills and even the Delta there are many "poor whites" who t.pJ~· 
their hunting dogs am faithful friends like "Old Blue," so 
loved that a man would want to lower a dead dog into the grave 
with a silver chaing. 
But Mississippi never had silver chains--only cold iron 
chains. In slavery times and, till recently, on convict chain 
gangs, the fugitive man who excaped his bonds, desperate for 
blood 
freedom, was tracked down by the Sheriff7's s&ea hounds, their 
terrible baying summoning the lynch mob, more eager for the 
death of the nigger in the tree than the coon on the log (whose 
valor sometimes won his freedom). With the coming of the Free-
. 
dom Riders Mississippi began its love of the new style Police 
Dogs, beautiful G~rman Shepherds viciously trained in a style 
perfected by the Nazis for their concentration camps. In the 
FS IV I 4 
police stations and jails these dogs were kept on long chains 
which added an awful rattling, clanging sound to ther roaring 
of the beasts when imprisoned Movement people were made to 
ing 
pass near the dogs. (The growls of the dogs was never as horrible 
as the laughter of the police.) These dogs were used to control 
Black demonstrators and to entertain white audiences. {Jackson 
police officers '~~/~,ti/i'g~ were often the feature attraction 
at white civic luncheons or ladies' teas, showing their gentle, 
obedient beasts through their favorite tricks and eXplaining 
.their efficiency at demonstrations as the white men snickered 
and the white lad ies gigglee. (Perhaps the old Romans and 
their wives similarly enjoyed visiting the subeerran~~~ zoo 
at the Collliseum, admiring the lions in their cages, mocking 
the martyrs ' intheir cages. But did the Romans ever bring 
~ a wild bull to tea? ••• or even a sati~ted lion to a dull 
orgy? But, then, the Romans may never have had a business-
men's luncheon club, or even a D.A.R.) Such events in Jackson 
were duly reported in the society pages of the Jackson papers 
along with the bridge scores and new fashions. The same 
press 
~w~ also carried obituaries of favorite police dogs giving 
full details of the cause of death (such as heartworm) and the 
survivors, both ca~ine and the human handlers. 
FS IV I 5 
White Mississippi admired dogs. In the Freedom Summer of 
1~64 White Mississippi killed dogs. It was a mark of the sick-
White man, 
ness of the g~ese4-S&e~et of the triumph of the Closed Society, 
of the silence and impotence of good men whose comfort and 
prejudice and fear had allowed violenc~ and hate and evil to 
dominate their world. Hate has no limits. Throughout the 
terrible winter of 1964 aRe-eveR-tfte-8~p~Rg white men in 
Mississippi had been murdering Black men. By late sprin~time 
white ' men -were killing animals--cats--as well as ~I~ Black 
men. And in the summer they began to kill the dogs,t~it i~ 
. 
and white men as well as Black men were marked for death in 
Bloodiy Neshoba. 
At the intellectual and cultural center of the state, the 
University of Mississippi, there were no Black students that 
year. But the few white moderate students were so harrassed 
by the "Rebel Undergrounq," their fellow students, that some 
feared for their very lives.JJJJ/ White moderate stddents 
were caught and beaten •••• and one night the pet kitten of 
a moderate student was p~~I~I~ killed and left in an Ole 
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Ivan, a great red ilttl Irish setter, came to Mississippi 
from Idaho. He belonged to Lois Chaffee, a CORE worker .in 
Jackson, whoml he often accompanied to the Jackson COFO 
office. They had lived in Mississippi for two years. Once in 
the spring of 1964 Ivan needed some minor medical treatment 
d t k t 1 h · t . d did --an was a en 0 a loca w ~ e veternarlan who gla ly-gave 
the needed He~p work and praised the beauty and intelligence 
of the dog. A few -weeks later Lois and Ivan returned to 
the same vet. This time the vet accused the dog and owner 
of being outside agitators and refused the needed medical 
care. It seems the police had informed the vet about Ivan. 
Ivan was well known to the police who kept a constant watch 
in the Movement. 0 th 
on people (and friendly dogs) at-tfie-Jae*se~-FFee~em-ie~~~y 
first day of the Freedom Summer, up in Neshoba County, three 
men were killed. The next morning, ~I~~ in Jackson, two 
near eeFe the COFO 
white policemen were cruising in a their car ~~-a-~~aek--
office 
fte~gfteeFft&eQ-when they ipt/~ spotted Ivan crossing a street. 
The police car chased the poor dog, delib~rately, for almost 
half a block, then struck him. As disgusted Black neighrbors 
(who knew the dog well, who knew the police well) ~t watched 
the poor dog pulled himself out of the gutter before the police 
could back their car over him. The d~g managed to drag himself 
over to the side of tHe ~pl~l~/ his home, the Freedom House. and 
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gave one long, lonely cry, then crawled into the darkness beneath 
his master's room--to die. 
And, on the very last day of the Freedom Summer, at the 
end of August, down in McComb, a white family was packing their 
belongings, preparing to move away from their home and shattered 
life. This was Red and Malva Heffner (one of whose children had 
just ended her reign as Miss Mississippi). The Heffners, being 
good people, had made an effort to understand the racial turmoil 
in their community, to meet some of the white people in the 
McComb project and, once they did understand, to p~ protest the 
¥~e~eRee- bombings and police state conditions of their home 
town. Earlier in the summer they had refused to participate 
in the community rape warning system (a business of ~lshing 
lights or auto horns) and t other preparations for the Free-
dom Summer. Their neighbors marked thmm then as suspicious 
people. Now their attempts at moderation were too much • . They 
were forced to leave town. Few old friends dared even say 
farewell. Two families were courageous and showed some sympathy, 
their pet cats were poisoned. The Heffner family·s fina+ task 
at their old home was to bury their own dog, a little dachshund, 
also poisoned ••••• for it was a time of poison in white Mississippi. 
FS IV I 8 
The Mississippi woods and fields, the swamps and hills, are 
full of all kinds of animal life, from alligators r to deer and 
foxo 
bear and e9*** It is the dog that links the domestic life· of 
Mississippi to the forest life. The dog is honored as is all 
animal life. But t violence and death are never far away. The 
dogs of tMississippi are often victims when they get in the way 
of some need of man--like speed. The ghighways and back roads 
of the state daily see a slaughter of animal lifeo Dogs lead 
the list of victims. It is hard to travel far in Mississippi 
without seeing the bodies of dogs on the road or in the nearby 
ditches. But it is not just dogs. The roads sometimes seem 
to have carcasses for mileage" markers, from the black silhouettes 
of big trl~g frogs to the various mutilated yet still disti~e; 
ishable remains of all the other small animals of the land-- cats, 
chickens, skunks, possums, squirrels, raccons, rabbits, turtles, 
birds, snakes, and armadilloes in their shattered, useless armor. 
Valuable livestocky-pigs, mulres, cows--sometimes are victims. 
And, sometimes, Black men are victims; their bodies found by 
the ~~:~'e~~~he~£~w~!~ess to say if death came by accident or the 
ra~dom design of white hate One other vision the traveller WR~~e- 0 
in Mississippi cannot avoid-- circling in the air or waiti~g, by 
the side of the road, are the buzzards, the Southern vultures. 
It is a fertile land for them. For many generatiltons there has 
been a smell of death in the air of Mississippi. 
· " 
: i 
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·:)r.C:: U1)s .., ] u te riG }! r could not ta'!<o VJaO to drivo alor:0 41 If whito 
'.'.iCC ;U:-: l ':Jr. ; : u~ t ha n a y(:fl!~. ti~ct~ lut e ~;iU Y' of 106) to t:'"dd ... June of 
bv ~ol ice 
wun foll ,:~ wed -J.;f;!.lr/;.4lrlllttl-t,:,,/.r'l or 2i rHoTc1 V'1i ty COm:;'lission 
';a ~ ',' (., 
f .' - • • -' 
such \iud~~os and oo11ce:non to continuo nbusln \~ the l aw am the 
wlntor 6/-i- x .. n 
c1 'lil ri,?'.ht3 wor!~~r could " ,~ arr-csted nnd held in .jail u~til fere ad 
the ~ext ~0~8 inn of c~~rt. ~ft c"uld ~~t tet ~en~l e stay in joil 
~ 
'lIhil~ we t~:,ie.tj to fl~ht ouch ' a C(l.90--t)(~r.auge t here w'-'r'k V-l<J.S too 
it~;:,o~t-8T'lt fmd tl10 do!'!~~rg of 00] ~co b!'ut nll.ty too p:l."eat in the ,;ai,l. 
/ 
Two of' r:J" own cae~s ~r.'e tY')lcnl--i f FJ.."!'!vfi~\{ such bU!.:3 i!'!e~9 
J,~hn (';arrer. 
well Jt: r :OW!1 by the C"'l1(; end t'1e ~ rjorllu '£i9) to (ll~(lther tcacl~cl"' >'Jhl) . 
the Elack la.w~ler3. As W@ cA.~"" rlutof thelaw'ye~ office a 
p~licemnn so~tted us. ';'h!s 1 t"i~h was totally by c~Q.r.co. ' 'IhSs 
to ride hor:l9 'Ill th him 1'1 'T) ~! own C':l!". ".' i th the "mliccr;an f~llowi.nS'" 
: 
.' . 
us on foot wa waU:~r1 the t')J~ t.l~cl{s t;:) ttre corr-.er where we 
were to oeet GaM"'er. 'Se sow hic:i Hb~ut halt 0. bloc~: away . ;.:y 
, 
.. 
The T){)11ce·rna~ hurrl ad acr~~E1 the a t!.'eot. "Ie GtJi Ie o'!" his fncf.~ f 
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and announced that I was being arrested. He had ~Il followed me 
on foot and not made the arrest. ~lOVI ' I was puzzled and inqui.rod 
what I ho'd dono ~ "'{our meter has exoired. (~ tho officer of the 
-. 
law e~lctamedc1 altlOs t gleefully, nOh, :rou.t.l"e l:oing to jail for 
.thie, you sure arc," The red arm on. tho:) mater. in truth, had 
bounoed up just as I arrived at tho car. Then .John Garnor came 
up and insisted the meter. could net havo expired because he .ha·j 
paid onouc h time. Garnor insisted the thing must be brol?'en and 
to prove his ooint dopesi ted a d ime. ~~he meter al"m did not 
register the correct time for the money, it ~s broken. "See, 
that's whnt I meant," III said Carner~ nut one does not reason 
with Q ooliceman 1n a uol1ce-state, even over Gomethi~g seemingly 
s1l1y. . "O i( , 90 ' its broken now. It just happened, It orohably 
wasn't broken before. King Is going to jal1~'t//1.,yi/ exnlained 
the authorlty--tho authority being tho man with oower n~j a gun. 
Garner tried to ex~laln that he, not I, had driven the car and 
that he should get the tiCKet and would gladly party the one 
dollar fine This ~tJ didn't chanee th'.r1es--although the officer 
dId sup,gast that ho now wasconsldering adding "resisting arrest" 
. to my chages and ;I ' arresting Garner for "interference with an! 
officer" if we both dId shut our damn mouths. He shut nul' mout:.:ha. 
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'rho policeman marched me baett across thB street to stand wI th him 
beside a police tolophono call box as he contacted headQu~rters. 
All of thia took place iUI.I/;/ i.n an all Dlack business district 
of Jac}ffion. While the policeman was calling for help friondly 
Blaoks were phoning Tougaloo nndJeannetto to tell her I Was being 
arrested. Jeannette than immedIately phoned tho jail and 'told the 
police there _ to/ttl,at my husband gol" Thoy denied holding hor husband 
and she wal"'ned them she would start calling lawyers t [ilovo!lant 
- . 
o1'£1ce90 the ~ress, and others to~ co~e to the jail with her. 
~4anWhl1e other ~olicoman ~~re completif4g my arrest. A big , black 
, 
!laddy \'lagon arrived with two more officers. _- The three !!len then 
pushed rne into the back end of the thing and slnUl!!1ed the door -with 
a loud bang. They all climbed into the front seat before they -
-' 
realized that. no one had locl~ed the door and their dangerous 
\\ , 
orit,inal might 89cane. Orio of them tmrrled hack. Sure enough ~ "'-
half 
the door \~S h8~ o~ent but ' the prisoner was still there. I dis-
oreetly turned my head as the emba~Bsod officer comnleted his 
.-
work and securely lockod the door. I waD really surprised I had 
not been handouffed. On the ride to the jail I could hear the 
converotstlon of my CB?tOrs. t1.~/t51 All three were young men. Ono 
.. 
of the nowly arrived men said to tho one who had done the ~t deed, 
"Its r~ing, alright. I wish I could catch him GOtl9 title." There 
.. ""-....: 
~ , \ , .. 
, -
.. ~ 
was envy in his voice as if I was a prize trophy. ~erhap9 there was 
bonus re mrd in the eala.ry of oach man who caught me. 
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But these men must have 'been "rookies." Thoy had mad.o an lmportant 
mistako. At the jaIl the desk oerceant exaoinod the arrest 
record. "But its nlrea1y filled out," he snid In a su~rlsod 
tone. (I was s urprised too-on nrevlous arrests th(l chargo wan 
uounlJ~ the las t thing tho pol~e thought of.) The more experience1 
man re~n:·lmanded the yotmg polieo{:lan, At ooki nt this, Just look 
at it. You've g~t it all filled out, all the forms and every-
thlne--tor a damned overtime ~arkin~ ticket. With all those 
t~~tll carbon copies wo'll just havo to let him pay the ~~{~~ 
dollar and go." And so Ipc"lid the dollar and they let me go. 
John Garner was just walking u~ to the ja1l iilt~ to check on 
me as I walked out. It was so absurd we laughed-but also eould 
have 
.. "'. boen very l'1angerou9. A~parently oven a !,>olice~stat9 . bureau-
craoy hns Q certain fir.esse, forms are forms and carbona are 
carbons • . Tho illegality of my El.."Toot bothered nona .0£ them-
but the IlleGal arrost had to be ~roperly catalogued. I~ I 
had just been taken to jail; but wIth no overtIme 'II '!lal\king 
tiotret wrItten in the record I might have been held on one 
.. ' . ''- ' . 









Another one of my tri 'Os to ,jai.l for false traffic charrr.e~ 
wa.s so fantastic that r did go,! to c~urt with it. ,Jacl<s~n City 
Court. but 'if.i becamJe of threa t s from tlH! l"l/./J c~rru~)t judge 
we ha~ to shandon 1;he a o-osal. (AI tl'1ou:=:;h in t>rinclol0 I resented 
pa.ying a fine when I was no't gut 1 ty wi t i10ut !3~me sort of trial 
farce, I did not go to court with the narkh-,g ticket. Usually 
I d 16. ) Durinr; the early da.ys of t he nec1<"with trial r toolc twc 
coeds into ,rac]~son for t~}e afternoon sese ion. t.f1I'1i,! $1 r.ce 
local 
neither Yloman had a ~"~YQP'.!.w licenoe I "",.ao driving. I\. o~liceman 
4 outside the c::tm-ous gates saw us-:-and we saw him s~eaking into 
,his car radio. l,';"a ex'!')ected comnany after that. About h.alf a mile 
away another police car nulled into the road al'!d followed us n 
mile or GO. We were sort of relayed down the line betw~en " 
"l:)011ce ca.rs at'ld "Ool1ce motorcycles. our;'!f.P!:!tl "escort" cha!1f!,in ,~ 
every few t'lile9. Seven policemen ,lere involved in this silliness. 
About a ~11e away from aa~ital St. a car with two office~ took 
up the task. We had ansumed we were on the ~~y to jail fr~m the 
; 
ttlOn.t'nt we left the Tougaloo camDUS and were S!)otted by the 'POllee •. 
t!ocausc of the escort I was drivin.g very carefully--not that it 
IT.attered. One block fMm our deatinlltio!'! the red ll:<{~t behind 
on the police car be~~ar. flashin?: . An officer came un anrt nald 
us 




tho Dolice car--to jail. (That I thought was an intere~ting twist •. 
A'I: the jail ~4~ I parked the car in the basemGnt and the throe 
of us eot out and started walking tmvaros the ol~V1ltor. It was 
hard to adjust thts li-sht after the bright gl~ro outGic o. Suddenl,y 
a policeman sh{')uted to us. "Let the do~s getl°emf" ':19 th"ln heard 
the ferocious barklr.g and sr.ar1ing of the '00lice de;r,s and lrnew 
( 
they were charging down on us. ;<Je backed n~ainst nw cur; there 
was no place to run. 1tJ Two immense does leaned tow~:.rdG us' . 
lunglng :un, at our faces or our throats. ' The elrils acre~m~dl 
the tt;!/ dor;g snarlel1, the 0011ce laughed. The dogs '::ere still 
on cha'ins held by the delighted 'Oolicemen who had n~t actually 
roleased them. the front paws and teetih of the beg1Gts were no 
more than five feet away from us. If one of the girls had fainted 
and fallen towards the do!;s she might ' have been kl11f':!d. '<!ore 
police had come into tho great oarking garage and their laughter 
mingl.ed with the snarls of the do gs and the cl!u1gir'.~ of their 
chains on tho coniCrete floor, and all the combined noise rever-
,berated throughout the t"oom. I wanted to acroam--but did rot dare 
because of the awful feeling that I mir,ht nevnr be ublte to atop. 
Soon we were taken uustairs and inforrn~~ of t~e char~e~-- 1 the 
nolice claimod I had failed to si ~nal a turn tl two blocks before 




'I.'hey wore juot e.rrastec1,. r.~e waf'O held 1n jail until BOtletone from 
tho ; ;OV0f:1ent COTfla 1n with the ;~ 5(). for my ba il bond. No bail 
A fe'.4' days later the case '/;a3 h~ard in tho City Court. This 
court was the first steo in the whole court dt system. To be 
derIterJ a ~a1~:, trl al here tlay not have GeeL~ed imoortnnt to men 
1 t ' t ' c' ... .... ~ D t t n no ,) h ' . vus 1>l.CO e~ar men • ;t~t!tf/ilt It was true that we 
could o.l .... '3.:{3 Fl~i'eal a conviction. But B?peals took years of 
tilrlG a.~d uSti~lly over ~S 15.000. to go all the "'lay to the U.S. 
5U01"'011,O G~urt. To start an aopeal and not assume you had to 
go ~h lcr far 'liaS only t~ \vasto the reoney and effort 0 f the l3,wy(;)r9. 
There ' \f:as al'tlay~ a atron.g '\')ossiblli ty that, several years after 
the arrest. the i-'fifth eircui t mieht rule in your favor, but 
that wa3 n,9V9!' certain. In the meanwhile several hundeed other 
[';ovament ,p.ople mi~ht have been jailed and convictod on tho 
cu~e iller,al ~rounds you were. 
:,:y traffic caee this time seemed like a good one to fight. 
Tl.~o ~ollce w~r.o lying . I mew I had made the proner turn sl~nal 
ar'ld ha1 h.,t~ Studl)1"t9 ao witnesses. But this wa.s ";:19916S1,,'01 in 
the ~l!nter of 1961". In a fascist court system truth Is ircclevant, 
powa~ and ~~cp.dura ara all t~at ~~nnor. The police were lyin~ . 
The prosecutor for the State was lying. Tho judga wa~ lyl" ,~ . 
. ' . 
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'r ho first policero::m to testIfy dt38Criberl how" jUfJt 1':1 r.; !lance. 
Thin off lccr testified that !T!tH1e no turn si *71al at 111. T~!c n,z·,,-:t 
story up ~ tho poir .. t of th(} turn. 1 }:e te~tit'i~d th~t r did ·:nake 
th n ~ t -«ttl! t t,",tta r 'l" 1:"""'" e • th.l ... U ." '" .. • ;...i < V • 
• 
!'hls 
dlscrc")c.ncy O!1 minute. eetails cad not bother the jud::f! . T or c,,'Iurse 
wi th tta c~r blhl\\'€lr£" The two stu(!ont~ thQn test i fled that thilY 
the to-nck seat and the Judge anncuncoo ile would dis!,G ,~!'d hor. te::;timony 
put my ha~·d otrl; the wit'ldow but did riot knew:, vtf'lat (alt~lough 
that \'r"\1!l a conca".33ion to 'J.;( tontim!')ny th.:'tt I did roll 1o\"r\ tho window 
made no sigr.al at all with my hand¢.) Tho coed test!fif!d th;lt she 
sa.W 03 tUl'"tttha car blinker on and could see the Rrrow flag iling 
drivor's license . ',';hen shs said she didn't he sal<1 ohe could ~"ot 
undcrgtnn·:1 ~lhi1.t t n danh board signal tloant an!! would dlst"ocard her 
" 
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teoti.m6ny. 'rho othor studon.t awor e the sarno thine but it turned 
out that, nlth~w;h she dId have a drlvor.·s liconne. it VJClS issued 
by the otnte of Vil!'e~nin. Therefore tho judge disret;"!ar<le~l her 
t09tlmony sinco oho could not p03sible urdor3:tm n1 l':!ississi':)fli 
sl~nls. I~hat left my testimony aeHin~lt the conf licting test!-
trJony of tho !)Olice . 'r ho .rUdl!,O ai"lnounced that my testirnony would 
be disre~orded since 1 had been arrentod numerous ti!:le~J and ,' nw 
word certainly ~uld )"lot be trusted. 1\19 "verdict"-- (PiII TY. 
1'he dishonest . judge lrnow wo had 0. ntrone;er. than u~uril case 
and GO t o ld U9 that it \\-~ould r.ot bo \"Jiso to u !Y:)anl the YJUttor. 
. ( 
! G~j{)uld j ust !J3V the . fi!'1G of ::)50. a nd there \10uld be no .1ai1 tern 
.'~~4~-a~4~Q;~t./~'~t 
. 
If I d.id a!:')~eal he \'1~uld raise t~c h\')ffl ott) :")500. ani1 see that 1 
V/a..q ja!.le1. :'Je W(3!'e troP'ged. r e~ulcJ neither afford the mone.'!, 
the t.1mo. or the risk of v5.o1ence irl ths jail. t",ee~·l:{ t~W lavlyor 
tolti the .1udc:e tho defendant would nCCfl.f!)t tho vordict. 
'.- 1'1 • • 
AS we . left I told my lawyer, one of the looal .fnac~ att!)rneys, 
that I would root efJ t~r~m.::,h such n rookery of ,justice a p:air.. I 
would never apoear before that Bfl.mQ ,j\1d ee 9.n1 prosecutor ~f.~ unless 
"-
each one of tho~ tool~ the P;at:19 oath to tell the truth that r ~ad 
to take. the lnv~er was shoc~ed. 
' . 
..r . ' 




poo-olo should find Gona n/')nv'.~l o~t ~'Jtl'J t~ d i s ru9t tho .' courts ' till 
, 
£'01. .. justice, at this otage andt', for the fedoral s ystem YJ~ie~ tolerated 
~ {:Teuter. 
this Gtnr.o. could not have bbon' ~@4}~+J~ And T i heralD t dld tho i,·("IVOi:!ent 




"Vote for Freedomfa Th1.s · was th~ cry from every hill and mole-
hill of Mississ i ppi in the fall " of1963--and from every swamp and 
. 'Ilil cotton field. On tho more traditj_o:na l poli.tical stump and t 
, 
beneath the Confedera te Monument in the tovm t;{;;.{sy! square the white 
politicians shouted their more familiar fuessages. White hlississipppi 
was in the process of electing a sucessor to Gov. Ross Barnett.(By 
state law, and reflecting a custom embodied in the Confederate Con-
stitttion .. no Mississippi governor could ~lff;!/ succeed hlmself in 
office.) In l't~l\I¥atimes the Democratic Party primary elections 
in the summeI' should have sottlea the bus Iness. In that it'll.! 
affair Ross Barnett had ' given his blessing to his Lt. Governor, · 
i . 
Paul Johnson, who had easily defeated former governor J.P~ Coleman 
in a .contest built around tra idtional racist issues. The young 
white ~ississippi Republican Party now wa~ . dnring to t ent~r a 
., • ex-ne~8~ r<.lt Reub'll Phill:ins '" . .,( 
candlaate lor ~ ~ernor . 1nu~ Ie wab'n ecessary to hold a rcal~ 
election in November, 1963. 'rhe white Democrats raised an old 
battle c~y. "Save Our Way Of Life!" The white Republicans re~ 
plied wi tha fervent plea, "KOK';'-Knock qut Kennedy!" Blacli: peo-
ple were ~'lot supposed to . participate in white people's business, 
i.e •• -p~;(tf,tlt/ voting . But many things were unusual about 1963. 
I n,," • • • n 1,1 ::I.SS1GSlppl the I31acl{ people decided to vote and run their 
. own- candidates for the .sacred offices •• From the pulpit-platform 
of Big Bethel Church in a hundred dusty crossroads and back-
streets, came the fit t undisguised cry of "FreedoM Now,;/yfr!.{!I;<lil~ 
FREEDOM VOTE(Plans) p. 2 
'l~~e , rna ,jo t' street confrontatmons tn Bir.mingham ~ Greenwood, 
J a ckson , Washin~ton. a nd other cities in the spring a nd summer 
of 196) had b fHm neccessary. in part, because~ mOr'e traditional 
forms of e xpr o8sing opinion and/cp' power were denied Black citi-
:; .... ens of Ar:lf:rica 0 In' the Deep South states there were no elected. 
Black f s pokesman and almost no e lected whi te ' off:i.cials who were 
interested or afraid enough of th;1/f..i~t/ small Ne c;ro vote to 
listten to the voicef's of comJa int. Ins ide the courthouse no 
one listened: on the ' steps. in the courthous 'e squ;:'-,r e ~ and i!l the 
street~J a handful or a few hundred Blacks voiced the cry of 
thot; ~:mnds l~Jo)."'e ~ , And America saw--and llstened. 
Deroostrations were a weapon for those without political power. 
-\-: 1\'\ /l.~ 
Demo;:'1stratiom:; could be used in .~s when the normal 9015.tical 
process failed. After the 'War Between the States and -t){i/ Em and:-
-
pat ion t the fr(?ed. slaves were promlsed economic and poll tical 
tfl rights . 'rhe economic secur. ity never ca.me, but,for a time; 
the political rights were guaranteed and hundreds of thousands , 
of ex-slaves b~came registered voteres. In Mississippi the Black 
population outr!umberod the white population, and., for a time. the 
c A ~. d }/L~rl ·' '-i>rij t ~~~ ·14. 'p" ./ Elac k 'lot in!J~poPula t ion actually outnumbered the wh i tes • Miss iss, 
'ippi led 8.11 the Southern states in the lllatter of silencing the 
political voice of its Black citizens. Black political citizen-
ship, and all domocracy, were ended in the South by the end of 
tho last century. 
FREEDOM VO'r g p.J 
(1 often was struck with the irony of the meaning of a picket 
line or courthouse demonstratlfu .for the right to vote--that if the 
vote had never been taken away from the Black population t hen the 
demonstrations or; the present would proabl~41been 
necessary. Now we demonst\,ationed for the obious right of all 
/ . 
i 
citizens of a democracy to vote--so that demonstrations would 
,'" i . 
not have to be the major method of pollt,ical expression.) 
I , 
.In Mississippi. tl1e right to vote was always the primary 
I 
,/,-
target 'of the civil :~ights movement. S~me people thought that 
" . 
with votint; ' righ'<1>,' all other problems would be rapidly solved J 
- ., 
. others, especially. the younger workers wondered if problem~ were 
not so dell de¢-ply rooted that the vote was only the nex-f, ' f)t ep--
of many~ ' B~t ,1 all \ a,greed ,/ on the vital meaning of the vote. If.'t.t'll 
' '; ·I i ./, 
~ter severa,.i ye~'rs ~f ' .~oter~ registration efforts by the civil 
1 I ' II 
" / ii . ~; '/ 
rights · ,n forc~i ;/~:I.{t1 ,~fter severat efforts ,fit in court against 
J • I I . 
, . . , 
white registrars by the .Justice Dept. 'and after the faiiure 
.I 
of the mass movements · and demomrt'rations in ~reenv:oodand J'ackson 
. ! . 
in th~·'sp.iY{1 spring of 191?3. the IfIovement in r,lissssippi obviousq 
( . 
. nee-d~ ~omething n~w. By the end of the summer ·of1963 people 
were searching for an answer. Demonstrations meant mass jailings 
, 
and violence and even death ... -and the federal government and ... h 
some 
national civil rights groups were oppossed to these tactics. Tra-
ditional voter registration campaigns were a massive failure. 
Violent revolution was not possible. Some people talked of ' 
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' a General Strike in the Delta at the height of cotton picking. 
The idca was serioulsly considered--any idea was seriouslj' con~ 
6i~ercd 1n Nissis sippi. But the problems ~ith such a strike 
were too much-~lr;:c ould the ;~IOVeInent r eally lil lK communicate 
with enough peopl e to ma l:e it succes sful ????---what would a non-
Wiolent movement do wit~ those who refused to strike?----could a 
non-violent - movcmen~ do the necessary things like destroy 'the 
tractors and cotton picking machine$ r or burn ,. the cotton$' gins anO 
\ 
warehouses?-- lJIould a general strike -just give the whi to ownyt'era 
the chance they wanted to totally mechanize the -pp plantations. 
The strike idea was rejectcd--not b eciuse it ~as too radical but 
because failure WD.S too li kely, and' the people had seen ' too many 
failures already. Prom the extremi s m and des:oondecrncy symbolized 
/ 
by such thinldng the I\~ovemc:mt quickly turned to a beautiful )'i'and 
" f 




movement t , a nd the voter registration drive r- tho Freedom Vote. In 
,. 
a mock .election the Movement would ' demonstrate all the evils of 
life' in, tHssis sinpi, focusing , obvicuoly, on the problems of 
vot'er discrimination. In a po13.tic<l1 -campaign, in a "mock" 
election, a mass movement could be developed. Voteless, voice-
less Black Mississippi citizens would demonstrate citizenship 
"in order to fight for the right to become citizens. To become 
Free men. men would act like they were Freo •• 
FREEDO M VOTE ADDITION FOR PAGE 5 
The audacious idea of the Freedom Vote was chiefly from the combina tion 
of two fertile mind s , 
(ADD HERE -----) minds, Al Lowenstein and Bob Moses. Moses, a young 
Black man from New York, was the director of the SNCC staff in fl1i ss. as 
well a s staff director for COFO, the Council of Federated Organization s , 
the umbrella tyne organization through which all the civil rights grouns 
in Miss. coon erated. Lownstein, also from New York.lW way : f :N-e~h-C:aY"o"i"1na 
at:-d~L¥§#IIi1¥4; 1tt , was a lawyer, politician, and, at the moment, college 






The audacious idea of the Fre ~dorn Vllite war, chiefly .the 
comblnation of two fertile minds. Al Lowenstein and Bob Moses 
looked at Miss i ss ippi and America. and talked to each other. 
, . Lowen8tein camoin from the outside ' with an understand.ing of 
the American political process and ~ commitment to the best that 
was in the American heritage. (*Footnote can explain who Moses 
0J" ~ and Lowenstein aee if that is not already clear from earlier 
~,~ \ . \. ' "".~ ~ l: writing .) I,ios es had CO P.l 0 to I,liss iss ippi from the ' outs ide several V~ , ,,' ~ w-~ '-yea:cs ealier--but as a Black man he was never 't'f.:t very far out ... 
~ .~ 
, '-< -yY~~ 
~ 
side Mississippi. wherever he was in America. Lowenste5.n under-
\ 
' stood politics 'and America; Moses understood man ar~ Wississippi. 
tfh~ task of I.oVlonstein was to s~e our prob lems from nis uni,uei 
, t; c.?:t~R. t " : 
perspective and C7ver- practical and creative ideas; r,;OSE:s. tone 
of the great ' li.steners of the world, could recognize an idea 
I~ ~ I f V ;t '" 1-
~teant to the needs of the l'loYement and thel,1 place! t in a , 
, 
Mississippi framework. (Both men, obviously, talked to many other 
people in the state about the idea, but the spark belonged to them.) 
By early September 'of 1963 l"{:oses had conviRed the other civil 
, 
rights workers in the state that the time ha.d come to run a . 
Black man for the most impor~nt politicl'tl office in the state, 
the Governors hip. Evon in Reconstruction there had been no 
It was 
Black governors. But now was the tima'Aabsurd, audacious, and 
American. ' 
.I 
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The id e a of' a Black man runn ing for Governor mus t have seemed 
'B 1.11' 
, 
people, friend and f oe, black and '-Illite. It nons ense tc¢:'n:2..ny 
was .obvious t hat ther e were not e~ough Bl a ck voters to elect 
a single minor local constable, much ie88~ the governorship. At 
~ one time there had been enough Black voter s to elect a governor; 
send 
and l\Ussiss i pp i d'id/>{;&)fl Black flltl men to the U.S oHouse of 
Representavies and the Senate. But that was almos t a ' cenU\t,ry 
ea~i er. Sir;n5.ficant. Black politica l pOVler had en6ed with the 
overthrow of Recons truction, with the nRed emption" of the state 
b;y the :whi te Democrat¢s, . '1'hi8 had ¢'bee~l accomplished in a },'l 
waye O\iOlenc e · and ' vote · Ifl:;1tf stealing. 'l'he whi -;~e Southern 
Democra t s made t heir pea ce with the white Northern Democrats 
and the . v-:h i t s No:cthcrn :R epu'blica:-;.s and the Blac1r political 
threat was e~d ed. After the Co~~romise of 1877 there were 
still many Bl a c }{ vot e r s in r"i ississippi and (!ven tfll i. some 
el.ectnd officials. Economic pov~er, fraud ~ an(l, via lO1'l.ce gra-
dua ll] took all ?ower away from the Black vote. Soon Black 
f 
men. trap-p cd in poverty and ignored by the United States govern-
V 
mant, were forced to sell their ~otes for bread, or not to vote 
at all. Althou gh the Black vote was t!t controlled (in the sense 
q.that it meant l i t t l e for Black people) there w~.s always a 
potential of {l.tf-lt~if.illl the disease of democracy bfeaking out 
" ) 
! , 
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in the state. To guarantee that Black men had not part in the 
, 
political process Mis s i ss ippi finally decided ,to remove them 
from the voter registra tion rolls • . A new s tate Constitution 
, 
did this 1n 1890. (This (lift-tl. constltution was never submitted 
to the voters of the sta te for l'"atification--too dangerous ~d.nce 
there were still Dl~ck voters.) As late as 1889 ~ississiDPoi ~till 
. t .. .: 
, Black re~S ,stered 
h~'lCl both a Black population majority and a majroi ty of ' fr!if.:tlfrirt 
voterse That year there were almost 200,000 registered voters -
who were Black. ~rhe ne vi cansti tution . d id its job well J \'Ii thin tP{ 
a fev; years the Black vote was cut' by almost 95%. In the long f!l~ 
years th at fofllowed even this remaining.. B1(lck vote was gradua lly 
reduced i elder voters died off, too active Blac],: voters wore Idl).edfff; 
younger Blae}:s were just never allowed to reei~ter. A good ex~ 
ample of' the process is Panola County in north If: ississippi. The 
1600 Black voters r egistered hera in 1890 was reduced to 114 by 
. total 
1896, and to j us t 2 (two) by 1950 in whi'eh year the Black pop-
The new Mississippi Constitution had two major features that 
were used to r~duce the Black vo ~in~ numbers. The first was the 
poll tax (which also ~J{)1f. kept a large number of poor whi tee 
, I 
away from the polls). Thin tax was for. the good purpose of 
raisin~ funds fcr'the public school system--or so 5,t was claimed. 
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The annual tax was $2.00--an expens lvc .item in a state where most 
people lived in poverty, especially if there might be several 
voters in one family. To be eligible to vote this t aBx had to 
have been paid for the t wo year s .preceding the elect i on--and 
a voter had to present his poll tax rece ipts to the voting 
officials. The way the system ViaS worked out, "t;·he poll t a.x 
. ", . ~ 
c'ould . 'Only , }1f-l-l)!pf/be paid dt~ring the month of January, long before the 
usual late summer elections. (Thus, for example, for onacf the 
rar~ Blacks who had actually passed the tests and threats and 
become a l"'egi st()red voter in the summer of 1963, there was 
still no 90ss ibility to cast a vote for Governor, becaus e 
'poll tax rece ipts would be demanded by the whlte poll IJmr}~ers ,--
yh~5-e . 
and tiri-s-receipts would have had to have been paid in January, 
1963 and in ,January. 1962.) fcj ONe rea,son · fo~ the c01nulica tecl ' 
busines s of paying the tax and keeping the receipts was the white 
belief the Negroes in Mississippi were just bound to lose the 
. ,; p1eces rof paocr in -a. two year span. · A similar thinking was 
involved in other aspects of state voter requirements such as 
not allowing certain "convicted crimin~ls" to vote (and the 
crimes listed wer6 those that whi te Mississippi thought of as 
'''tJrpical t; ep~o acti vi ty) J and the h~.l"dest residency requir.ements 
, 
in America--two years in the state and one year in the local 
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election district-·owhito people aSFl l.m~ed tr:l1t many Neerocs moved 
around 0.0 fre<1ucntly th2.t the residency requireI:lent would help 
to limit Negro ,rotin;;- -i t did ~ Along with the poll tax til,il 
these vore j ust mi~or refinements. The ma jor item in the new 
-
consti tut i on tr,at worl~8d a gains t !'~egro r eg i stration was the 
Ii t Hr a cy requ :lrt~ l:1e!!t. 
rule 
.The. literacy i;ilif ',.\fas not' so :Simple as · l t sounded .. Although 
fr'i iss i ssipni d5.d V~?~y little to educate its Blacl~ . citizenG p the 
il11 t (~racy :-at c was going do\'m eVery year. Simple 1 i teracy tests 
coul d never keep enough Black voters of~ tha rolls. The ~ississippi 
. ... 
rule. providej' that a yotar apnlicant . ltbe. able to read. any 
section of th e (s tate) Constitution ••• (and) give a r easonable 
"1 
.. h"'1 +~""'.L ·""" .. '''::~+ a'c' ~o7' ttnnr~o_f' .. tI Tho 1<,'1: to rnVl· s+ ....... re of tJ"c CI(,!",y p. ... , v,", . .J .l. ~ v _ .... H "" _ ' . .... ,.1 ~ , _ C u , ' . . """ at,.· \.,tu. 
Nineties·' d:i.d their work well--few Bl2,cks. literate or not" 
could , P 2.S S the tests. Vlhi te a-pplicants had no problems . 
/. 
The B18.ck voters who stayed on th!= rolls 'Nerc not allowed 
lelcctio11S 
to have an;y" p1"o;>or role in state poll tics. All of,11}!yff,/wc!:' 
settlod in the wl"'i to only Democratic 1>arty prhnilrios, at the 
I 
NOVCItebcr' goneral elections voter's only -ratified these choices 
as thc:re werf: never any local Republican car..didates for of':fice. 
Black voters were allowf~d. in insignif;'cant nm~berG, to eo the 
polls every four th year to cast votes for the national GOP 
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presidrmtial ticket... Por many years th(~ Hepublican party in 
. . - ' . Ner,ro . ~L 
Mississ ippi, was aIr-lOst al l t>tilf/and ~I//L;alled the "Bl ack and 
Tah" Party. When the federal courts fi~ally'ended the white 
primarr,f in the Southern Democ:!'_~atic party, Mi ssissippi was ner-
vous but not too worried. A proYision of' Mi f1Siss iopi Party 
. rules 'II said th3.t voters had ' to agree with the -pa.r ty plat-
form... In lS48 a f ew Black men actua lly identified th emse lves 
as Derno cl."'ats (!-!o doub-c.." thinldng of the nat ional party and 
Harry 2'.' ruman) and came to vote in the iVi ississ ippi prfmary 
elections in one South Mississippi co~nunity. The wh1.te 
. ~ 
of'ficials said th(-2t the rlack men could vot e if they ~'!~uld 
swear they Guppcit ed the 8e~regation ~rovlsions of the state 
platforWe After the U.S.Supreme Court 1954 School desegregation 
decisis ion r<is s issippi bef;an -Co prep'pare for serious battles. 
The first si7,rlificant state action wa£l to str'engthen the ' "tf;f 
t.tla·\'l~ a nd weapons a gainst Blae:1\: voter registration. By 1954 
there were about 500.000 Negroes of voting a ge living in Miss-
In l'Iovf:!:11ber of that year 
issippi ~ only 22., 000 (lJ. .l.j.·;O were regisr-ered. t1he whi to voters 
. ,litera cy j.'fi approved amendments to the con~t:ltion tha t added to the flilf 
requirements a new provision. Now a prospective voter had t~e 
old literacy and constitut16n interp~etation problems arid he 
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also h;L4' was requi~cd to "demonstra te to the county registrar 
a reasonable unclerst~nd i:1g of the dutios and ohligations of cit-
1 
• 1 •. 1zens 'up tn'1o.er/ia const itutlonal form of governme nt." All of 
thiso of course, was to be defined by the locat white r eeistrar. 
Black voting began to drop~ Black regis tration began to drop. A 
few courat:;Gous B1ac!{ I;'lSn tried to rally pE:'ople to fi.~ht for the 
. . 
~ . . 
right to vote. ;!Naturally ~ thes e men wer's murdered. " 'rhere was 
j .... " ~. 
no Ku Ylux Ylan in- 1954--just the White Citizens Councils , .the 
m~derate gentl~men trying to prevent violence--and integra·tiono. ' 
In the at~osphere of terror of ~ississippi in th~ mid-fifties 
... 
it was not surprising that death was the answer for some of the 
men v!orltinr; with Medgar Evers and. the local T';AACP in a-t l!icmpts 
at voter rer;istrcttion.. On August 17. 1955 Lamar Smith was shot 
; 
dead in }fy{ Droold1aVE.~n on a Saturday morning. his blood s t a ining 
thecourtho~se s~eps. literally. In tho Delta Rev. George lee 
was killed in Ee lzoni on May 5. 1955. There were other shootings 
where the vi~!tims sur vived (such as Gus Courts in Be1zoyli). The 
impact of the new law and the new violence soon ended the regis -
trc:tior:. cnrLpaip'ls and the pitifully slIlall number of registered 
Black votcra actually be~an to drop rapidly. Medgar Evers and 
the NAACP issued a striking pamplhet on tho situation called 
"M"IS FOR lUSSISSIPPI Arm Fon MURDJ.me; America noticed the lynch-
ing of teenager Emmett Till--and did nothing but express shock . 
-- ~. l _, '\ r (' ., '\ 
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America did not notice the murder of Black men for trying to vote 
in Mississippi. 
Th~ number of Black people registered to vote in Miss issippi 
plunged from 22 J 000 dO\ffl to half that number. SOUle opinion thinks 
\ 
the low point was down td.8,OOO~ others think it never dropped 
below 12,000. It hardly matters. No one bothers to fi gure how 
many of these i registered voters actually paid their poll tax, 
kept all the rece lpts , and dared to vote. Certainly many of those 
registered could not be thought of as actualy voters. in the 
I 
.. 
late fifti es the number of Blacks on the registrat ion lists 
began to rise. The perseverence )f . of men like Wtedgar Evers in 
. Jackson and Amzie 1\;1oore in Bolivar County--and the stimUlation 
of :t;{1 61 viI rights acti vi ties and victories in other parts of 
the South--began to give courage to ~ few people. Mississippi 
_ responded with yet another improvement in its legal arsenal. 
In 1960a new requirement was added to' the demands on the 
! 
voter applicant. Now a voter ha.d to be of"good.tharacter". This 
I / . 
determina t ion 0 f mora lity. it li),e other matteOrs. was fOrfhe 
loe!l white registrar to decided. But wise Mississippi leaders 
knew that this was a dificult matter to determine. To aid the 
V I . 
registrat the new law provided that the names of every person 
applying to register to vote must be listed in the local news-
pa.per for several weeks to allow local citizens to bring forVfard 
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finy information that m~ght ,/J{y.{ help the registrar detkl"mine the 
character of ~he applicant, The voter registrar usually asked 
, ' 
a Black applicant for his white employer--so he could verify his 
moral charicter~ Blacks p complained that all this j~~%/~¢ was 
, . 
just a scheme to get applicants fired from their jobs (or marked 
for ftt violence and nightriders) f white ' rrUElsiasippi replied by 
claiming that voting in America was a privilege, not a right, and 
something that every American citizens should be ~roud of--any 
American ashamed to hava his boss know he wanted .to vote, qr to 
have his nS.me listed in the ' local newspapers. must have some ' fault 
' in his mor~l character, or might ~ven be an"unAmericano" 
.I' 
Slowly Black citizens began to be ac~epted as registered 
) t · voters and the old total was again reached and even passed . By 
\ 
1961 there were slightly over 25.000 Black voteres in t~~ statoy 




in a few cities with"moderate"reputations like Greenvil~e, Vicks-
\ 
\ 
burg, 'Jackson, Gulfport. and Biloxi. Here the per_centage of 
\ 
Blacle voters was us ually botween ten and fifteen per ,bent-';'far 
above most areas of the state. The average for the state was { .\\ 
I . ' .... '.'. 
about 6%. However there were still nine oounties where no"ti a 
\ , 
single Black 'citizen was allowed to register. 
' \ \', 
; ~, 
Tallaha·tchle. '\. 
, not a gsingle '~i 
as a s ad example" had 0 B!ack roistered although thor 
voting age popultion was 6L1-8J. ' 
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In contrast with counties with zero per cant Black registra-
tion' there were s ome I~t interesting 'counties where the white 
voting population was 100%--and sometimes even more . )f Touga-
100 College is located in Mad ison County. By the end of the 
summer of 1963 the CORE voter work and the efforts of the college 
students shovled little progr ess for Black voters--on1y 218 of a 
\ of voting age " . 
possible~f ,366' were able to register~I/~i But of the 5~622 
white residents of voting age, a grand total of 6256 were now 
registered . The Black p vote was about 2%. the white vote was 
t 
more than 102%. The neighboring cot!nty to the north, Holmes, 
\ 
showed a similar situation. Here SNCC- had led ~ voter registra-
... 
tio,n campaign. Out of 8.75'1 Blacks of voting age. only 20 were 
able to pass the registration tests, for a .23%, but there were 
4,800 retgistered white voters out of a possible 4.773-~just 
residents 
a little better than 10'0%. When Black f P?nneBttnumber white 
voters by ;i)1r! several thousand possible voters~~ it seems 
the white populatiol1]lf must strive for perfection, or more . 
Two counties that are of special interest are the homes 
\) i"i~~~ 
of the two m~nTED States Senators from Miss issippi. Sen. 
Stennis is from Kemper County in East Mississippi. There the 
Blacl{ and white population at the voting age is almost equall. 
In 1962 there were 2.769 registered white voters out of a 
possible 3,113. There were only 30 registered Black voters out " 
of a possible 3.221. The white registration was '88.9%, the 
, 
Black registration was ;J onlJr .9% ~ Sen. Stenrii.s t}<;1}>1)(;t claims 
there is no discrimination against Black votqrs in Mississippi. 
Sen. J" lmcs Eastland Its ho me and plantation is in the Delta oounty 
of' Sunf lowor . Hls neighbor . Mrs. F~nie Lou Hamer and SNCC };Ja 
worked on voter registration for over a year (despite people being 
. fired :['rom their jobs, beat~ngs , .and shootings ) to . get Black.s 
, . 
fiit~~~tit/~' on the lists. By the end of the summer of ' 1963 
there were 7,082 registered 'white voters in Sunflower County out 
of a possible 8.785. There were 185 registered Black ' vot~rs (j.n-
eluding Mrs . Harner!) out of 13.524 of :voting age. The white 
.. 
\ 
registration in Sunflower County was §O.l%; the Black regis-
tration 'iI'TaS 1.14.%. Sen. Eastland agrees with Sen. Stennis that 
there is no dlscrimination against Black voters in Mississippi. 
Sen. Eastland and his white neighbors are far outhumbered by ~i 
their Black neighbors. But Sen. Ea.stland knows that no Black 
elec;ted officia ls haV'6 a voice in setting the tax rat,s on his 
··plantation. 
By the end of the summer of 1961 the pri!TIary activity of 
\ 
" \ 
the Movement in Mississippi had shifted from the Freedom ~ides 
\ 
to voter registration. Outstders from SNCC and COHE and SCLC 




I \ \ 
! 
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leadership of' Bob Moses a small band of SNCC worlrers moved into 
the SouthvJest · t corner of the state that summer. T~e Kennedy 
Adminiotration had encouraged the mtfl. move into t voter activity, 
, -f/l-x'L c/a//J/12 d 
promising t help from the Justice Department ~c was ~Dt possible 
in the Freedom Rides or traditional public accomodation protests. 
p1y{ liJany, SNCC workers and ·others understood thes to mean federal 
pr<;>tection. \iiith~ or without the support of Washington SNCC 
g 
'\iI[as ready to begin such cDmm~ni ty orlaniz ing work around -(;he 
issue of voter registratione SNCC worked chiefly in three 
e 
counties--PiJw (and the town of McCom~, "Lt)5tfftiT!- Amite: (and the 
town of LiLey-ty) and Wal thalL,}t;zf)1.v{;(f Very few local people had the 
courage to take the voter tests, most of those who did tiri/ make 
the attempt failed the tests . The white resistance and ' violence 
/) 
was greater than SNCC had a.ntici~~ted--and the support from the 
Lewis Allen, 
Federa l government was almost nonexistent. One of the local Black 
member 
men helping Moses and ~NCC was ItY{rfttt murdered by a menn° of the . 
SNCC men learned about the poverty, the jails, the injustice of 
Mi . ~ . ss ~s.s ).pp~. 
Amite . Coul'1tyo 
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SNCC men met strong local men like E.W.Steptoe in · 
From the local people and from their own experiences 
I 
the SNCG workers began to rea1z iie their oV:rrl strength. 
I j' , 
:. " 
In .1962 the SNee campaing was shifted the Delta . Headquarte~s 
I, 
was the town of Greenwood in LeFlore County. After the Freedom Rides 
there had been CORE workers andSCLC staff who also stayed in 
: k. l t, !ted / Iviiss'issippi (su~h as · J'ames and Dianne Bevel who worked in Bolivar \ ltd,,: /"J .i}, 
eount~r .. ) with all the four major fl'ci vil rights groups now -fillilfi 
Jf some of 
represent<fedin the state 'it was obvious to the 1eadeer that there 
should be SOIile cooperation. c Medgar Evers from NAACP was very 
j). 
concerned about this matter and he had ~ major role in developing 
./ 
eOFO~ the Council of Federated Organizations. At first this was 
1 . 
just an effort at cooperation and communication. But in the spring 
.of 1962 COFO became something more than just a paper organiza-
tion.This was as a result of the development of the VEP--Voter 
Education Project, sponsol. ... ed by the Southern Regional Courlci1. 
ij~a t YEP was the -major instnument set up to stage a massiye 
voter regiGtration and education campaign in the Southern states. 
Private foundations ' were a major source of the funds which went to 
SIX~ ( 1-> 
i.fI\tlJ- ; t? 
111 oed? 
YEP. From the Atlanta headquarters the director, 'ttli Wilt:;y Brantoih"Q 
encouraged and {fltt./ developed registration campaigns allover the 
South. Local community organizations and civil rights organizations 
were ul"ged to develope proposals for votel" registration and to 
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seek funds from the VEP offic0 o All the major ctt civil l"i.ghts 
groups strongly supported tho idea--and a ll were g iven sub~tantaal 
grants j1 and other supportfrem YEP for local carllpaigns. From the 
start of V12P e"iterYOlle invel ved knew tha:~ voter registration in 
Miss issippi would .bo the most difficult • . But SNCC was eager to 
t-tt tacld e the Magnolia s tate. Most of' the rlovement workers in 
Mis s i s sippi belonged to SNCG. Rather than just funding one organ- . 
I 
. iza tion YEP urged · the various groups in Mississippi to )(;1. a real 
organization out of COFO. This was done and V-EP funds were avail-
able for IIl ississippi by late s ummer of 1961. The unity effort of 
COFO t. was symbolized in its two major ,,-officers! \ Aaron Henry of 
Clarksdale, State Pres ident of the NAACP, and a boar d member of 
SCLC, was iiil;!1 made -Pres ident of COFO, Bob Moseo, SHCe Fie ld 
Direc-c-or for Ii1ississ ipni. was named t staff dlrec-corof COpO. rtf{ 
I . - - • \ 
.n 
T~e key position was the job held by Moses, a full timee ~ position. 
' .. 
Most of the actual staff of CO FO were SNCCflfield i)i · s ~c.retaries" 
in the state and most of the ac-sual -voter registratIon -Jfli cam-
paigns were really SNCC projects , Greenwood became' the COFO 
headquarters as vlell as the SNCG headquarters. 
civil r:t ghts 
As COFO operated the organizations in the stlh'te ·made certain 
1 ?rac~cal divisions of l abor., The SNGG staff worked in four 
.", 
Congressional districts I aJ'ld COHE in the tIl other ' district. 
·i 
. , I 
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The major task of SCLC was training local leaders. People who 
worked with SNCC or CORE such as IVlrs. Hamer in Sunflower County 
and Mrs. Annie Divine in Madison County, would be trained in voter 
and community work at the SCLC training centers in Georgia and 
South Carolinao NAACP had no staff in the state other than its 
s tate secretary, Medgar Evers, in Jackson. But there were many 
ic>cal communi ties where a small group of ueoule had belonged to 
NAACP chanters.for many~ many yearS'. - Unq. e r SNCC :j..ead~rshlp some 
local com~unltles formea voter reglstratlon organlzatlons ln 
places like Holmes Co. and Ruleville. CO FO thus represented 
~veryone in the state--but was, nevertheless, chiefly a SNCC 
program. 
.. The COFO staff played the major role in developin~ COfO 
program and policy. ' COFO was an open membership organlzatlon. 
Anyone interes ted in civil rights work in the state could attend 
the district or state wide conventions. (But the staff did the 
work of organizing the meetings and brinp.; ing those lQcal people 
who were not members of the scattered NAACP chauters). The --
COFO staff usually held its own meetings prior to and after,i 
each state meeting . Only the staff members voted on the jobs 
of the staff director and assistant~-the uersons who would suuer-
vise the staff in carrying out the program approved by the state 
COFO meetings. -.-
The courage and hard work of COFO brought the message of 
v0ter registration to the Black population of the state~ 
Many thousands listened to the words of freedom and pride; many 
turned away to wait for a better day but many turned their 
faces torward'ds the county courthouse and the office of the voter 
registrar. Almost all faced intimidation of some sort, from loss 
of job to loss of home to loss% of credit to loss of welfare to 
loss of life. In the face of this it was the job of COFO to 
convince people that becoming a registered voter was the most 
, important matter in their very ~ives. This was not ~asy to do. 
SNCC Yorkers visited thousands of homes, over and over; spoke 
in hundreds of churches and club meetings; and lived in the 




local C;)IfJ.!l1U:1,i. t lOS ~ :Jh' ring -Ghe li f e of til t:) p00p l e ~ I f ths \-~oter 
, I , 
canpaign had t o b o jud ged \ i n" terms of the actual nUfJbor of' Llack 
( 





f a iJ:tl:::'e" During t ho first i'OW:'Y0i::11'Z of the 1960's the novoment 
\ ,. I 
eGtir'l::lted th~t 69 ~ 000 B~ack persens trlad to reglst(~r to vote 8 1:1 
I , 
, !, 
Thin fi gut"-e includ oG those who U;ctua l.ly took the teat, then fai.led 
there were mn.ny. people who t?Ok ..... ,.'~l:d fa ilcd ... ",th,G t est s everal 
tiI:1CS .) Only '6,6CO Bl a'c k people yf}{)?'f' at?'tually pa~:sGd t he t es t s Emd 
i 
.. 
had their names li~ted' ·~ amc)ng the qualifie1 voters co 'l' his was a 
of . < 
. failure J."ate til! oyer 90%" (In oth '~r So.tlthern states t even A1abama. o 
; li~.' led 
the e;eneral pro gram of YEP was one 0 5t~::n~bce0S ., BEiCaUS0 of the 
impossibil i t y ,of regist0ring Black voters iri ,\::ississlpplj{ the 
YEP actually had to oU~'gend ae·ti vitiE,Q late in tho f::t l1of 1963 
<.:. and spend i to money in sta tes ~lherel\~ggrple could be' r~;~.is ~ erCd .) 
l " ... : ./ , 
As nob T:OGOD u Aaron Henry , and. the other C?Fope~pl\e in 
, :: 
I ', 1is~issippi loc l:od at the Btitte at tho end of th~ fJUnlmcH.,- ' of 1963 
it V;las 
.. \
obvious t hat the vote r reg i stratlon ~ampa i,Wl 




' \ ' \ ' ,. 
succoss ful in reaching and l a"t:"ousing the Bl a ck people o-t- the ' 
stato-.... but was a failure tn actually ,registol'"l.ng Bl a,c k voters. 
, , 
Someth:il".g new ~ something drastic, had to be donG. ,Some people 
were flrf ready to turn away from politics and voter ' registration 
, 
complately~. But the daclsion waG mad e to us e pol 1tic~1 methods , 
,conbi nod with demol1stratlons , to t r y to ga'ln the right to vote 
" I ,. 
.~' 
MISS. U 1SS. 
• • 
SEconD PART. 1 ~6 J FF EEPOh1 VOT E 
COFO Pla gs .... I)-l I ' 
• • • 
The Freedom Vote was not the first venture into electoral 
politics for t he civil ri ght:& ;:iove rne nt in I'.1iss i s s ipp i or for the 
Black people of the state. The s mall number of middle class 
BlacKs who wl-l'/r:lt/f{lf;1:L~ did vote in elections over the years 
usua lly pic ked ,the candidate who reuresented the "lesser evil." 
Their vote was too small to effect the r esults of the elections 
~nless s6me cand idate could clai~ his opponneRt was getting 
the Ne::rro vote . In national elections these Mississippi Negro 
votes often went [{epublican. , ( In 1960 a major ity of the Negro 
voters in IJississ ippi probably suuported Ni xon over John Kenn-
, 
'edy. ) The one , major exception to this , pattern of a meaning-
t ..,\ : oJ ',\ L.i 
less vote was in the all Blac }r town of j',ld. Bayou in ' Boli val" 
County. HeY'e the Black voters were allowed ' to vote in their 
own local elections~ -where all the candi~it es were Black and 
the white voters had not particular interest in the outcome. 
(These Black voters of ~d. Bayou were fully registered to vote 
in ail Mississippi elections~-but special arrangements were 
s06etimes made to i see that this Black vote could not in-
vluence any white election--in the county or in the state. In 
the 1955 Democratic Primary elections (for everything from 
Governor to county contstable) the j.ld. ' Bayou Blact votes for 
the white candidates were pointedly not counted at all by the 
./ 
white election officia ls.) Since Blacl< votes were so few--or 
would not even be counted--K no pattern of white moderate 
candidates appealin~ for these votes with concessions on 
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early 
In the sixties t here we r e s ever al cand j,da t es who made a 
direct bid for the Bl a ck vot e . Of cours e ' these men 'I.;{rt knew 
they had nO ' chance of beine elected. In 1960 a young 'white 
t '/ 'Ji Bsissippi lawyer. William H i gg~. campaie ned fory{ the Demo-
cr~tic nomination f or U.S.Congres s as an open liberal. Al-
though he could not win an election by snea kine; about , the racial 
proble~B of ~iesiss ipp i, the camnai i gn did give Hig~sa leglt-
Ima te platform ,to 'r a is e vi tal i ssues. By 1962 the civil rights 
gro ups in the~ state were ready td run Black ca~idates for U. S . 
not 
Co ngress uBin~ the same idea- -a campaie n' that could produce a 
winner but could legitimately rais e issues and encourage voter 
registration attempts{-- In central ;~1ississippi the Hev. E.L.T. 
Smi th of Jackson ,ran a gainst John 13ell V.'illiams. 11'1.1 f/;r. Smith 
3aptist 
was a prominent buis nessmR)!', minister, arid NAAC P leader. In 
the Delta and hill district of North idssissippi the Black can-
didate was a j,;othodist minist er , the Rev. j i.:errill Lindsay of 
Holly Springs . This district had just been created by the 
r 
the state legistlature in a ' gerrymander t10~e against the modea. te 
congress man ~ Fra.nk :E . Smith t who was forced to camt,1aign against 
a strong traditional s egreg'ationist. ·Jmmes Whitten. The SN CC 
, staff. led by Bob ;::os es ,1i/tr/. /f.;{'ltl¢lltl< organized~ and directed 
One (after some stru~~le) 
the two carnpaigns. 1;{1 major breal<through rX was the right' of 
~lack candi~ates, under FCC regulations , to buy time on local 
• ~ Bqth candidates made a TV address to 
television stations . 
the ,people of their districts--and Black and white Mississipp-
I 
ians heard intelligent 13 lacl~ spokesmen discuss the race problem. 
" 
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Over 5000 Black people voted in these two elections for the Black 
candidates. ' (Several hundred Black votes probably \'lent to Frank 
Smi th, tY(J!1 an honest choice over the extremist ",'Ihi tten, but ;4lf~ 
probably represented an attempt to cast a "real" vote rather 
than &. "protest" vote for the Black candida.te • . The white mod-
erate lost the election jtfll by a landslide , of con,iservative 
votes and the Black voters who took the"third" c~ndidate. the 
Black Xminister, did . not have a ll;l.ltrlttt-'{I,sl fifth of the 
. votes needed to change the actual election.) 
In the Democratic Prim~ry elections of August, 196), there 
were further ;!developments i'n !3~ack participation in actual · 
electionst. In t Jones County ,(where SNCC had been working 
out of Laurel) a "Dlack man t ran for a min6r county office. 
-i'. He was ~efeatedl but the fact of his candidacy was important.' 
l\.~ In the First Primary. election over 750 unregistered Blacks , 
. ~ ~ l' '. ' . (as provided .in an obscure :,ass. ~~ ~ t tried to vote by -presenting affldavi ts that they had been , 
~ ~D ; . ' \00.~ J denied voter reGistration by error. Three weeks laterlliilt-n. 
~~ t't SNCC and COFO orgu::-d.zed the first r5 r.1ockeiection. Tn a 
\.) ~ ,~ "Vote for F'reedOT:1" campalgn Blacks were encouraged to cast 
~ ... -
t:J~~ spec ial votes in their churches and other community places. 
~ 
Over )0,000 people did this, mostly voting for the "lesser 
evil" white candidate of the two white men listed on the 
officinl ballot for Governor. But in Coaoho~a Co~nty the . 
. special ballots carried the" 1.'& nar.1e of a third candidate for 
Black •• 
Governor, the local drUf:,:gist, Dr. Aaron Henry, who received 
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Although some of the local SNCC an~ CORE staff in Miss-
issippi wer~ against anything so big as a statewide Freedom Vote, 
the experiences of the summer elections and the frustrations of 
demonstrations and voter registration, made most people ready 
to accept the advice of Bob i'/ioses that a massive action was 
.. I 
necessary. Dr. Aaron Henry, state president of both NAAC~and 
. COFO, strongly ~upported .the idea and worked with Moses to 
1 ' ~ /. persuade local B~ack community leaders that now was t~i~ right 
,itime to try something new and something statewide. By early 
September of 1963 the civil rights forces in i:lississ tnpi--local 
Black people and the ' ~ y~ung workeri of SNCC and CORE-- agreed 
t to have a m~ck election at the time of" the reGular electi,on , 
in November • . 1'1 . The ·campaign would ·be known as the "Freedom 
Vote. " 
The "Freedom Vote" would be just6ne part of the on-going 
program of the I.lovement in , Mississippi. fiiany local communities 
, 
had th~ir own programs with boycotts or other kinds of dem-
onstrations. But everywhere the overall program was that of 
voter registration. 7;t'trtli%'ij/~/tJ{t~j/ "One Man ••• One 
Vote," was the SNCC sloga!l USE1d by everyone. 
. Sinc'e SNCC was the major portion of the COPO staff the 
proeram of SNCC and ,the program of COFO in Lass issippi were 
practically the same thing. ' THE SNCC goals for "tw%il the 
fall of 1963 and the winter and spring of 1964 in Yttiij,iitp~t 
the state were announced in a pamphlet published by the 
SNCC i\'il.ssissippi Staff in mid September~ 1963, c~lled ;A.. 
19tt~~Tt8i'lo~t~id~s~g~66rqe~~ib~A~~e 8~~e¥OT~j,'1~~IB~rec~or) ' 
and Sam Block (for the staff) was p~inted in the pamphlet. It 
is an oxcellent summary of SNCC -t;{il:/,j.Y{i thought and work. 
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Dear Friends, 
We write you from Greenwood, Mississippi, headquarters of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee's Voter Registra-
tion Pro ject. For the past year we }<.}I have worked with 
Negro citizens struggling to exercise the right ~ to vote. 
Events in Mississippi and the nation during the past year 
have indicated to us the feasibility of expanding our 
operations in Mississippi. The conditions we have encountered 
in the state, convince us of the necessity of immediate ex-
pans ion. 
There is a massive migration of Negr6es from Mississippi 
every yaar. They flee northward. untrained and uneducated, 
filling the ghettoes, making new ghettoes" adding to an 
already explosive unemployment situation. This migration 
will not be stopped unless Negroes in Mississippi can be 
convinced that they must stay and solve their problems in 
MississippiJ the problems of finding work in the face of the 
mechanization and consolidation of farms, getting an edu-
cation in the poorest schools in a poor school system, 
removing from political positions those who are preventing 
.. 
education ~ and denying jobs. 
We have divided our personnel into five voter registration 
teams, corresponding to the five congressional districts 
in the state. These teams will be directed by experp 
ienced voter registration workers '-' . and will be respon-
.. 
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sible for (1) getting 200,000 Negroes to vote in a mock 
election \'t'hich will act as a trigger for a stepped up regis-
tration drive in every a.rea of the state, (2) mobilizing 
local communities to exercise their right f to register and 
vote. We are beginning to take steps toward the solution 
of economic conditions among Negroes which are a direct 
result of their i mpoveri shed political and social positions. 
Vi'e fuce resistance on every levelq . from the racist judges 
of the federal dis trict courts to the poor white people, 
systematically manipulated by the political oppor tunists 
. 
who control the sta te government. Having only our bodies 
and experience to throw into the struggle. we have ,esti-
mated a budget orY3.930 for the first month. We ask 
your support. ii~oney for supplies and o-perating ex{:}enses--
such a s emergency telephone call8-- is our first need. 
We also desperately need cars. Now we have less than 
a car per district; to movo efficiently we should have a 
car for each city where a. project is started. Some other 
\ ' 
needs are I reproducing eqU~Plllent, typewriters. paper '.~ . ) 
f!1:~ The chan.~es which .r.ar.:c us feel an exnsnc1ed re!!is-~ *i<ll){~/ -- - ~ , ~ ______ / 
tration pro:;ra::t may be sucessful have been bade w1th great 
I 
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help from people like you. Hungry people have been kept 
from starving and thous ands have been carried. to the court-
house to attempt to register. Because of your contributions 
in Leflore County over 1500 Negroes have tried to register 
this year, even though less than fifty (50) have been 
allowed to pass the test. We thank you. ONE MAN ••••••• 
ONE VOTE ••••••• BY '64. Yours in the struggl'e,,,1 
The letter was signed by Bob Moses as theliDirector" and 
by Samuel Block for "'l1he i;iississippi Staff. tJ 
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The threefold work of the Wovement in Mississinpi is clearly 
SNCC 
' shown in otatcmentfJ in the rest of the same pamphlet. Organ-
·izational work ru~ong local. Black ~eop le ~ was a constant 
effort. This had ~o be done at · the same time that the white-
. powers 
l¢i1i¢i~ of r.iississ ippi and the· institutional forms of segrc ,::.a-
tion were r es isted. But I therci was always a third matter--
the failure of the federal government. The SNCC pamohlet statesl 
., 
"Voter re~istration workers, who have been con-
ductinga vo te drive in the Mississipoi De lta, op-
erating out of Greenwood , knowing the urgent need 
,for a strong protest regi~tered by Negroes across 
the state atl (1) the inherently ~iscrirninatory 
state voter registr*tion requirements, which t . 
along with the misuse of these requirements by 
/ 
voter registrars, have consistently made it im-
possible for Iiegroes to register to vpte, and 
vote;" (2) the myth that NeGroes "aren't ready". 
' and don't want to votel ttt (3) the 11.;1. failure 
o,f , the federal governnent to reco c;nize that ·ne-
groes have l ong wanted to vote, but continuin~ 
econociic an~ pyhsical reptisals against ~ eeroes 
. at:ter.lpting to exercis:se the righ t to .vote. ,makes 
th~ decision of w~ether to register to vo~e or 
not virtually a choice between life ~ and death 
as long the f~deral government ' refuses to act ~ ),. , 
to protect the right to vote." -1- ' (sic") 
'l'heparticular program of the j , Freed.om Vote" vtaS presented 
in seve~ral places in the SNCC materiala 
"Vote workers in ;·.iississippi have begun laying 
plans for a s t a te-wide mock election with the goal 
of ~etting 200,000 N e~roes or more to vote for a 
Negro candidate running for governor. For the first 
time f there is a ctrong i{epublicnn gubernatorial 
,. 
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I 
candidate runnlng , and with his bid for the till 
governorship. there is a fit. real chance that 
.----- , 
the conservative democrats voting bloc that has 
dominated ~issis s iDDi politics will be split. 
If the democrat'G . bloc splits, 200,000 Neg~o's 
votes (i f they were registered) would nrobably 
be more votes than either candidate 
'and could (if re gistered) certainly 




of this ldnd by thousands of Negroes across the 
state of ;'.';ississ i p-;:>i, the myth that Negroes aren't 
"ready", and don't want to vote would be disne lled 
, and , co uld lead to the Justice De.ipartn\?nt press -
ing more forcefully the voting suits it has 
pending , particularly the one asking for theri 
removal of the literacy test, poll tax, and good 
mora'l character requirer:lent. , Negroes w~uld more 
clearly recogni ze their political .P't' ... 'potential 
through th~ reactions of whites-of the nature of 
the democratic Executive Committee's recent state-
ment (note from EK , a sta tement warnin~ of the 
dangers of a two party system in rHss. f'"I , to 
white voters) - and be encouraged to reg ister 
to vote." 13 
'I'he "Freedom Vote" was;! only one of the six ' items in 
the "Generll ProgramY for vQter i re~istration-education 
work. This section of the SNCC pamphlet gave further 
, goals of the t "Freedom Vote"jl 
"The Wock Election will be a central focus 
in the ' ONE ;\iAN t ONE VOTE CAMPAIGN. The purpose of 
this project iSI 
(1) Give people experience at the art of voting . 
(2) ~ake the world understand that we really want 
to vote. and if ' g iven a chance, we will vote. , 
. , 
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(3) Give the field workers a chance to observe 
the final process of organization in action. 
(4) Give an added feeling of pride to the persons 
, h 
exercising the right to vote, in a mock election." ' 
The SNCC staff (and the C6FO program) was divided into five 
districts, based on the lines of the five ' Congressional Districts 
for the state. Bob ~oses was the director of both the SNCC staff 
land the COFO 'pro t;ram. Dave Dennis ,~llrt0JI. COnE state d'irector, was 
the assistant director of COFO. The CORE work in ' the Fourth Cong-
ressional was chiefly in ~~dison County where George Raymond was 
the dtfiltlll staff director . SNCC ',s work was q;reatest in the 
Delta but in the fall of 1963 was organized in all five districts. 
and headquarters 
The SNCC district leaders weres Frank Smith fbr the First District, 
Holly Springs (J~larshall County); Sam Blo ck ~Or the Second District, 
Greenwood (LeFlore Co.), McArthur Cotton for the Third District~ 
Ii'lcComb (Pike Co.), George Greene' for part of the Fourth District, 
~erid ian, ' (Lauderdale Co.); Lawrenc~ Guyot for Fifth District, 
Hattiesburg , (Forest Co.). four of these S ~CC district leaders 
were J,lississippians recruited into the SNCC program IOn the two$' 
years since t ob moses and the first outs ide staff had moved into 
Southw'est in 1961. SNCC had aboui/thirty "field secretaries ", in 
FississiuDi 'for the I~tt start of the 1963 fall pro gram. illOSt of 
them were young , between 18 and 25, but some older local people 
were also on the staff--like h'irs. Fannie Lou Hamer of Sunflower 
Co. Some .. field secretaries" had never been to college, some 
had left college for a time to work with the riovement I some, like 
Guyot and ,I,oses were college r;raduates . Almost half of the 3j\:CC 
staff' were nativ:es of k ississippi. Ji!ost were Blaclq a few whites 
worked in the Greenwood and Jackson offices. ~ost, but not all, of 
the staff were men . The weekly salary for a SNCC staff member was 
$10.00 (or ~9 .64 after federal deductions, for "social security?h) • 
• , _ +-'-' +' .... V'to~ __ ..t_t ___ '1 __ , ____ ,l 
Eve~ th~R n~v m~nh+ rl~nn ~ho"~.~ _n_ ~-~ 
.1. ~o J I' fd;:' ;':'UUJ'd v v 1.lJ \JUL' \) \J \ .'n v r:, l~ .l. 1. U l~ J. V'~ l 
" 
on Oct. 6, 
The ree;ular fall s tatewide iJiltfl l t XI COFO conferenc e officially 
approved the pl ans fo r the Freedom Vote. Since the idea had been 
discus s ed in the co mmunities b~fore most people came to the me et-
ing, and because the lead er s of the civil rights groups in the 
state supportc~ it, there was no question of the severa l hunrlred 
not 
rtltiiltlr{ r5il;i people 'llf/I;i;1-lJ>lftXrii present endors inl:; the Preedom 
Vote. There was als o no >(ques tion as to the choice of a candidate . 
'1'he. s tate CJ.?() chairnan . Dr. Aaron Henry. was voted to be the COFC~ 
candidate for Governor of ~iss issippi.' ,/ . 
. Aaron Henry and his friend. the mu'rdere~i{kedgar £ v ers, had been 
, . the 
the ,best known and respected I Black men , in ~is s is s ippi civil 
rights field for the past ten years . Henr:y 'Nas state president 
of the i ~AAC ? while l'iedgar. Evers was the 'fUll time staff person, 
the "State Field :3ecretary." rr hey had worlfed together in · the 
grini days of 1954-fSf559 , watching the failure of the federa l ~overn-
ment to move on the rulings arid promises of the federal courts , 
watching the rise and triumph of t&e White .Citizen's Councils and 
the l.ussissip~i :;:liate .0 Sovreigni ty Co mmission, investigatintft 
and vainly protesting the murders and lynchings of Black men, 
v 
some stlrangers--s or:J.e friends. j.f:edgar E ers y{ and Aaron Henry 
were among the very few BlaC k Men. who dared ' to be visible and 
vocal in their denunciation .of segregation. They worked to 
hold together the scattered local NAAC P chanters in the state 
and slowly build these · groups imbo a stlkte organization. Henry, 
an active layman in }{i.'t the fii ethodlst Church, was interested in 
"\:-
any efforts at interracial understanding . He especia~ly en-
coura~ed the development of the Mississippi Coun~il on Human 
' Relations, a group that let a 'itit sma ll number of white mod-
erates meet 80me of the Black leaders of the state. He worked 
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withj Black leaders in other Southern states and was the j ~ iss-
I 
issippi representative on the Board of the Southern Christian 
Leacrership, Conference. 
Henry ;4f,was born in C0 2.homa County, in the f.;ississippi Delta, 
in I S22 . He left ;::1ss1ss11)Pi to attend a Black colleGe in \'!ew 
Orleans, Xavier Univers ity, fro m which he received his Pharmacy 
. degree . Ee r~turned to his home county and est~blished his own 
drue store. All the local people so on be 0 an callin~ their druggitt 
,. 
"doctqr." And . the name t vms continued by the SI'H'W wor kers, some ' 
of home just called him, "Doc" Henry. He lived with his wife and 
daufh ter in a fine home in Clarksdale . Their . home was always open 
to the SNCC workers and to better known visitiors, like Congressman 
Diggs of hl ichigan. And the),t' Henry hom~ --and dru 'S store--hacl been 
targets for fire bombs in the sprin;; and summer of 1 ~5 3. 
Henry~s general anpearance and. dress was that of th~ 
successful Brac~ businessman. A dark, s toc ky man of avera~e 
height, he usua lly wore conservative suits--but, som~ times , he 
put aside his . coat to stand in white shirt and tie before an 
/ 
outdoor audience on a hot afternoon. ~is eyes and voic~ were 
usua lly gentle, but not weak. However, on the speal~erts 
stand , · the quiet dete rminat ion was oft~n sucrieeded by a stron~, 
more i ;.nass ioned advocacy of the cause 6f "the -,1J peop1e whose 
, 
votes he soueht. His sneeches always contianed favorite little 
. jokes and fl:tt/ (criPture Dassa 2:es--alltlhour:;h he· never used the 
extreme emotio~alism of most of the ministers (and other Jea-
ders) that the ~ississiDDi Black oeople were used to. His na me 
on the ballot, hie picture on the caDpai ~n leaflets, his 
presence on the speaher's nlatfor, allsDoke of his courafe. 
','. 
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The confidence in his voice and presence was easily commun-
people . 
leated to his audience. ji:Vst of the il¢frl~ who heard Henry 
spea]" knew that he had been .iailed sevel~:l:--t-!mes- for his 
civil rights ,activities. His happy, easy-going style showed 
that prison had not broken his spirit~-and this was very re-
assuring to all those who met him. H~s most recent .iailing 
had been in rnid-summe~ of 1963. Then the Clarksdale white 
officials did a very stuuid thing . In an ~ttempt to publicly 
humiliate Ilenry in the Black community, the police placed him 
on a prisori work gang. In p~ison dress he was placed on the 
back of a g~/i/ garbage truck and paraded through the city, 
picking up trash in the- whIte neighborhoods-.;.and .just on 
display in the Black areas. From this chariot he cheerfully 
waved to the many Blac k people he saw starihg ~t him. They 
waved back--and their respect for Henry increased all th~ more. 
The Black people of Coahoma Coun~y were~ proud' to have their 
nati ve son--and ex convict--chosen by the Freedom !Iiovement to 
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conference which selected Aaron Henry as the 
candidate also il~J¢lif. voted on a platform for the Preedom 
Vote. '1'hi8 platform )4'/ was .prepared by the staff members and 
~othcriticized the present state of affairs in ~is~issinpi and 
presented propos a ls for changing the state. The Free~om ?latfor~ 
was a thorour h document of ieveral thousand words. (It is an 
excellenttt ex~ression of the thinking of the staff/~-mostly 
SNct--that prepared it and of the adult B~ack peopleT-the most 
active civil rights leaders in their local communi~ties-- who 
enthusiasticaly ippf¢/i% voted their approval of it. It ~il, 
. is, of course, more sophisticated . and . mill tant than the thin}\;. 
, 
lng of f.t;{.rftf most of the Black people of h;i ssissippi t still 
mostly untouched tby the Civil Rights ll'jovement in the fall 
of 1963.) The Platformillike the · wholell calnpai gl~Tlwas 
seen as a way of educating the neonle of ~ississioDi-- ~nd 
of America. 
The opening statement ~ announced-the ~urpose of the 
freedOJ~1 Vote, 
U;;;ississip-:)i is a state in which the minds 
of the people have been ensl~ved by hysteria 
a~dt i Gnorance, in which their bodies have 
been enslaved by an archaic and unfair econ-





been enslaved by a dictatori!al policitcal and 
l aw enfo rcement sys tem. The candidacy of Aaron 
llenry for c: overnor of l: i 8S i s s i ppi is there fore 
based on the belie f that our most important 
goal is to bring freedo m t o our state . We will 
p.3'+ 
accomoli8h this first by raising the issues which 
, 
are at the heart of the problems_of the state 
but which ~re never raised by bonventional Miss-
issippi politicians. These politicians have been 
, ' 
able to maintain their ' power by buryin~ the state's 
problems under a blanket of race /It hatred¢'t As 
a ~esul t, the people have not ){f this century , 
had ~n opportunity to m~ke their voices heard on 
\ 
the genuine issues. The presen't state in which 
Mississippi tinds itself is testimony to - the I 
, failure of the political system. 
If freedo m 1s to come to hHssissipui , problems 
, in four major f areas r~ust be solved. 'rhe a e ares 
are justice, voting , economics y{ and education .,,15 
Each s e ction of the ' Platform i dealtj with one , of these 
four ~ajor areas. There were many very specific, proposals 
but ,the introductory ,sections for each concern area reveal 
,I 
~he general und erstandine of the ~ ississippi ~ov~ment ' of 1963. 
~he first matter was Justice, 
.. 
"Securityl in the belief that the. laws will 
be fairly enforced and security of personal 
safety are necessary for freedom of mind and 
, ) 
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and action. Negro citizens of Mississippi' do not 
enjoy such freedom. they mus t live with a conS%R-
stant fear of private and police violence, and with 
the knowledge that the violence will g~ unpunished. 
The roots of this problem go deep. Its 
primary cause ~~ is the segr egation system, for 
it is thist that ,condemns Negroes to second-
class status. Since they f are treated by the 
law itself as second class, then it is natural 
that those responsible for the law's enforce-
ment will treat · them the sarna way. Negroes 
\ 
will not .be treated/iiit equally until they 
are recognized by the law as being equal."6 
Voting was ~he neit topiCI 
"It is essential to freedom that every 
man have the right to take part in his own 
government .by voting . The fact that this 
right is denied to a large proportion of 
Mississippians is responsible for the ty~ rannica~ 
. . nature of our government. The right to vote 
has been d~nied in our state as a result of un-
just qualifications f6r registration, of 
intimidation of Negroes desiring to vote, and 
of discrimination by registrars. 
. " 
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"It is b~cause many Mississippians cannot 
vote that we have developed the "one issue" 
political system, the system that ensures 
-tiff, that' only' one viewpoint is heard. Re-
storation of the right to vote, co~pled with 
. . 
freedom from physical . danger, would lead to 
the emergence of a two-issue system and a guar-
. antee that elections would offer the people 
genuine choices.~7 . 
The third matter was Economics I 
"No one can be truly fre~ unless re-
lievedfrom the burden of economic insecurity. 
Huge numbers of Negro Mississippians are . enslaved 
by an inability to galn meaningful, rewarding 
jobs. 
In the cities they are '~e victims of un-
employment, long hours, low wages, and ,discrim-
. ' 
ination. Because labor unions are persecuted, 
they are unable to help themselves ., but are at 
the mercy of white employers • 
. ' In rural areas they are even now uncertain 
that they will have sufficient food and clothing 
to survive the winter. The present system of 
cotton farming yield large profits for the own-
ers of the huge' plantations, but pitifully 
. little for those who do the seasonal labor in-
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'\ 
could improve the Delta Negroes' lot, this would 
not be an advanta~e to plantation owners, and 
~hGnce it is not done. 
Ironically, f ederal pr ograms have worked 
to s~pport the owners. They have not aided poor 
Negroes, principally because of discrimination ' 
in their admimistration. This has resulted inia 
federally supported system of exploitatioh. 
The situation is contin~ually getting worse. 
Increasing use of machinery has disnlaced numbers 
- of forner share ¢¢ croppers' jobs. Part of these 
problems result from the unfair system of cotton 
farming. n8 
The final section of the Freedom Vote Platform was~ducationl 
"Education is vital to freedom in two ways. 
First, it ·frees man from the dungeon .of irrational 
~ears t~t that are created by i gnorance and pre-
jugice. Second, in a technological society such 
as ' ours, one ¢~-'{,f. cannot be free to seek rneaning-
ful employment unless he is properly educated. 
The Mississippi educational system has failed 
to achieve of these goals. The primary cause of 
the failure is school segregation. By cutting 
off con!TIunication between the races, segregatIon 
prevents students from discovoring the universal 
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humanity of man. Furthermore, segregation 
fosters the idea that the white race is superior , 
t to the black, ,and thus the stat e ~ teaches 
\ . 
ifalsehood instead of truth, Finally. it is 
segregation that t allo\-,,r8 the state to give 
Negroes an inferior education and thus malee 
it impossible , for them to compete successfully 
for jobs. The schools are also handicapped 
by frequent political interference with the 
process of learning . ~ Teachers are fired for 
teaching~, or even daring to discuss.i con- " 
troversill topics. Wors~. Negro teachers who 
partitipate in civil rights, andjn some counties 
,. 
reeister to · vote, are in danger of dismissal. 
These restric ;t: ions eliminate any chance perpetu-
ation of present ways of thinking.,,9 
The Fieedom Vote Platform carried a great many detailed 
proposals to bring about significant change in each of the 
four major areas discussed. Obviously there was a t call for 
an end to segregation in all, forms. , One major i tme would 
have replaced the official state se~regation agency, the 
State So'\reeigni ty Commission. with a"State Fairness Commission." 
, This agency would function in many ways--from being a state 
FEPC to work against police brutality to placing a "reasonable 
proportion"lRf Negroes in state jobs. Some proposals supported 
·the rights of labor unions to organize (8 radical idea in "Right 
to Work" conscience Mississippi) and a minimum wage of $1.25 per ~uV', 
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Among the many economic proposals were three that had to do with 
the necessity of Land Reform: . 
_I -
"To bring economic freedom to .lI\iliss iss ippi%, it 
i~ - proposed: 1. That the state establish a sm~ll farm loan 
program which would provide long term loans on little 
interest for farmers with less -tJ{pfl. than 300 acres. 
2. That a progressiye land tax be established which 
would fall only on tracts of over 500 acres and the 
rate of whibh wo~ld increase as the tract size in-
creased. ). That the state establish plans by which 
101. small farmers could cooperate in farming if they so 
desired. These plans would include seed purchasing, 
marketing , and use of machinery.,,11 
The Freedom Platform was even broad enough to include a plank 
~alling for repeal of the state's Prohibition laws and the 
1-tilt.rlil infamous "Black i'llarJ{et" state tax collected on 
illegal liquor sales in the state. (The most obvious 
omission from the platform, as might be seen in 1969, is 
any reference to welfare--recipi{iDs, rights. or state 
w~lfa~e officcis. Perhpaps we all somehow assumed that 
all the ideas for jobs and education and economic security 
. in the rest of the platform negated the need for a discussion 
of Welfare.) 
-. 
196) FREEDOM VOTE EE Decisi.on to . i\ un 
About a week after the campag ign had officially begun I 
-....-
· recieved a phone ca ll from Bob Moses. Bob said he wanted to 
\ 
talk to me about so me im~ortant matters concerning the election n 
and would see me that night at mougaloo. ' Since his COFO phone and 
my own home phone were both tapped we could not discuss the 
matter over the phone. Th*t evening .Bob came to my home on . the 
. . . 
campus. I assumed he wanted me to do something like a northern 
I 
sp,eaking-fund raising trip or, perhaps, directing the rrougalo~ 
students in volunte er ~ork on. the campaign iri the Jackson area. 
~ . 1B t Moses wanted much more ·than that • . In/ his quiet way he made 
.his request--he want ed me to join the ticket as the candidate for 
Lt. Governor. I was suip~ised~- and fri ehtened. He knew I would 
be and seemed to understand my feelings--some of them. 1 knew 
immediately that I could not refuse him, that I valued his 
thlnldng so much that on 'p{ any nlan I would be his disciple ~ 
t>1t I had known of the idea of the mock election from the start 
and he knew that I thought the plan was excellent. But that was 
the plan tc run the Black candidate, Aaron Henry, for Governor • . 
In the precedins months none of us had ever talked about running 
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Bob said that he knew that I was interested in interracial 
Vreconcilliation -;{ and understandine. ';ust as he was. This wY{il 
campaign could be an i mportant step in that direction. The 
. most important thing. ~bviously. was to have a Black candidate I 
for Governor. But if I would ';oin Aaron Hc·nry thon we could have 
-
a ticket wi th,i tV/O native Jdssissippians ,one IHacl( and one 
white, working together, speaking to gether at campaign rally~s. 
talking about the problems of all neoole of the state. 
Moses gave me some time to think about the situatio~and 
talk with Jeannette. I though t of many ~ood excuses why I could 
not do this thing . But they were just excuses. I could tell 
Bob that an electio~ campaign would have ~o much publicity that 
I might bring danger to my family or ~o Jeannett~'s . fa~ily--but 
the publicity I h~d received dpring the summer had already done 
all that \'ms possible on that point. I could say that my physical 
fr 
condi tion was t09 bad for the work of a campaign. But Bob ·had 
already anticip~ted that by saying that I would not have to 
campa,tgn every ni 5',:ht~y(mm-.There were no good excuses. Jeann-
\ 
ette and I knew that there would be great physical daneer 1n the 
• effort--hut that wo had alreddy faced and would be in pood company 
1n the campai3n. 
·." ', ' ., 
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'rhe real r.eason I hasi tatad tol a~ree with 1/108e9 was a very 
, , 
smill thing. which suddenly BeeMed very large. I rea1i~ed th~t 
1 reilly did care wha t neople thought about me--and that in-
-
eluded thE.' o-pinion of myoId white friends and of other white 
ministers i n the s t~te. ~y imaz~--public i mage ~ ~ and self 
,/ 
image--was still very important to me. Everything 1 'had. done 
in the past -tKf fS'.'l years--frorn the arrests in : ·~ont E:O T:1ery. Ala..,; 
bama throuGh the .1ob (as "Cha~)lainil) at Tougaloo Colle :::;e throur-;h 
the worI, and arrests in the Jackson ;.~o\rernent with r: edgar Evers t 
all of this could be explained as the wor~ of a Christian ffiln-
ister. Lut not ?olitics. 1 could work to help register Elac k 
Voters--but never so that those same people could one day vote 
-for me. I was aware that I thought many white Mississiupians, 
. even the Good' moderates lH~c ITIy ;·;i 11s8us Co 11e.::;e teachers, 
mi ght now think that everythin~ I had done was because I 
wanted the publicity (jultt (;3.S the criticJ? described anyone 
who joined any kind of de~onstration). V It Might now seem that 
, 
I was doinG cvcrythin~ just for my own ;?crsonal adv8.!"'lce:'1ent. I 
guess that I wanted to be thou~ht of as rfi,(ilt SOT:1C )(ind of 
"pure" Christian soldier, faithfully doing whatever came be-
fore me. But I never expected to face something li~e juds ine 
politics in tQrns of Christinn intcrraci~n1 reconcilliatl~n. 
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Politics, even this kind of a "mock election~ all seemed so dirty. 
And yet, .it also sounded very interesting. almost like it might 
even be fun. I had always en,;oyed poli tics--but only fro'm the 
bleachers. I thought it best to keen it at the spectator sport 
sta~e . iiow Dob .,:05e9 had a concrete nroposal and I had to decide . 
He nrobably }'.nev\r I would accept. The next day I did. 
I did have to consider my fZl.mily at one "Doint. I ' told Bob 
th*t I could not make any speeches in V~cksburg or Warren County 
where most of my relatives lived. He understood and agreed. 
I was· also concerned;i'about my hea lth--and my ·anpearance. 
C'-"'y il,)red( 
I was still weak from the ~ d$~ in June and still had large 
band~ges on ny chant and face. I was in ~o physical condition 
to ~o much traveling or sneaking . So we agreed I would make only 
~ about ene n3..iors~ecch a week. But there was still the problem 
of how " I loo ked. ' I did not like to have peopie starin~ at my 
bandaGed face whila I sat on a platform, or while I was sDeakin~. 
But I could not take t~e bandages off. (I even wondered whether 
SOT:le old whi to friends night think I was wearin ~ the banda~es 
just to produce sympathy.) Then I had a very stranr:r.e thought. 
\ 
I knew that my vlhi te ;{it skin and my Southern whi to voice must 
I 
cau~e fear and uneasiness amon~ many of the ~lac~ oeonle who 
came to our political rallies. EV~n though ~ might be intro- · 
:i' 
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duced as a kind of battered veteran of the Civil Hi ghts Wars and 
had impressive ;~ovement credentials, once Y I started speaking in 
my Southern voice there was bound to be apprehension in the Blac'~ 
audience. As I thought about' all of this I had the strange 
~ea1ization that being forc ed to ~ear that biZ bandage mi ght not 
be all bad-- people did have to stare at it, but that bandago just 
might be a to ken kind of cOl.lpensation for the shock of ;/ttl the 
-
rest of my white face and ;.i ississippi accent. 
'.'li th all m~{ complicated feelin ,qs I still had to a €:ree with 
Moses that a ticket with two ~ississiDpi natives, one Slack and 
one white, was a grand symbol. A~d so "r entered politi~s. There 
...A~\-\.-Jf1 
was one ,major thing to cons ole my senses--I knew that ~r of 
" us 0-.-; uld win the election--ei ther in the 1mocl(" vote or as wri te-
in candidates on the tfg~t~f/~II official ~ ballot. 
/ 
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T~e election campaign was or~anized by capo was g iven a 
separate identity early il1 Gctober. 'l'f,he "Vote For FreedoM 
Campaign" office ' was s e t up i.n the i',;as onic Temple 'Building t 
1072 Lynch St •• in J a cke on. This office was j ust down the hall 
from the sti te ~AAC P office . The 6rganizations and persons who 
were CO FO beca~e the campa i gn staff. The State Executive ' 
Commi ttee was led hy Bob 1,,:09'e8 (S~JCC) as Camon i gn rv:ana ~er. 
" 
Dave Dennis (C CF(l.!; ) was Policy Commitee o Chairman. Henry Briggs, 
(Tougaloo College Director of Public Relations) was the Public 
Relations director. The NAAC P was represented by two mens Charles 
I : 
Evers as Soeaker·s Burea~u Cha irman, and R ~v. 1~ . L .T.Smith as the 
:Finance Cha irman. (The Rev. Smith aleo tot the ministers know 
they were includ~d i n the leadership.) ' The SNCC.::.COl"O congressiona l 
district leaders t ii became the campai gn managers in their areas. 
o I 
\ ~ . , 
Miss Anne~~?ond er (8C I£) was added as a second manager for the 
Delta area . The two candid a t es were also part ' of ,the state 
executi vo comni ttee planning and directing the campa'ign'. )t The 
one other major position in the carnpagin was fillea by Al Lowen-
stein. whose ori ginal ideas had done so much to bring the whole 
~\.~~\).A\ 
td-ea alive. ~ Lowenstein was Chairman of the Advisory Committee. 
His task was to line ,up out s ide (out of lliiss iss i ppr) suppor,t for 
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finances. But the major help Lowenstein brought was manpower. 
It beaame obvious to the COPO leaders early in Septbmber that 
the CO FO staff , even if augumented by, SIWC and CORE workers from 
other states, was not large enough to begin to reach the 200,006 
Black voters we wanted, to participate. Lowenstein was convinced 
that we ~ could get ~orthern colle~e students to come ' in and work 
under the CaFO staff ~Y(/;!;(I. f\one of us in Mississippi were sure 
that we could get people to leave sch60l in the middle qf the 
term to come to 'It.<J%:Lrt<Jt!t>tl work on a "moe}, " election. ' But Al 
Lowenstein proved a r/tly{P{f wonder worker . ... <From Yale and from 
Stanford Lowenstein recruited volunteers--and a substantial " 
amount of money. Fill/lltel About 60 volunteers ,came down 
from YaleJ from S tan~ford and the West Coast cam~\ almost 30 
more. The Civil Rights groups also sent in all the help they . 
, I 
could! to augment their regular Mississippi staff. On the 
election carnuaign SNCC had about 50 people working , almost 
its entire staff (and this was ~hile major work was ' being 
done in Se l ma), C8f@? CORE had about a dozen workers in the 
. 
, \ 
state for the/itiiit.pn11 effort. 
f 
The Civil Rights Xorganizations also sent in money. other 
major sources of funds came from the Voter Education Project ~ the 
National Council of Churches, and some labor unions, like the 
Federation of State, County and '~unicippal Employees Union.AFL-CI~. 
. I 
kind 
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A·traditional election for Governor in Mississsiopi was a 
kind of ultimate absurdity. The Black min was . almost always the 
major issue~ in the campaign. I All candidates (t all white, of 
course) talked about,athe threats fro m the Elacks (or their 
north ern, liberal supporters) to th~" Mis~issipui way of life." 
But the Black people who were the center of all this attention 
could never vote on~ the matter. Of course, the heart of the 
matter was for the white community to select the leader who could 
best guara:1tee that for: four tmore years those Bl a c Y.;s wouldY{ not I 
be voting--or enQoying any other rights of American citizenship. 
Usually these natters were settled in .the Democratic Pri-
f:1ary elections. But this year there was a third election, Paul 
Johnson '~ the Democrat, had to liB face a Rep.ublican, Reubel 
~Phillips •. The only "new" iss ue /was tha t of the"two-party 
system~ But even this was ex?ressed in the old familiar terms. 
The issue now 'Nas I " ','ihich system will best keep rIy{.,4,1 the ~3J ack 
The speeches and literature of this cam-
man do \'rn--in his nlace--and save 'Pt "our ~':ay of 11fe?".1\ paign reveal the. 
of paranoia loose in Miss. for over a year , since the federal troops occup led 
,u Ole Miss. 
The two white parties spread their messap;e all oyer the ·state • 
. There were two major sloGans. 'fhe Democrats boasted, "Stand Tall 
>' 
with Paul." This was a reference to Lt. Gov. Johnson"s defiance 
of James ~eredith and the federal marshalls at Ole ~ iss in 1962. , 
The Republicans also looked to Ole ~ iss and the hostility of 
whi te .xI,a ,88 iss i;>pi to the federal authorities. In huge billboards 
the Republicans proclaimed I " ;<. 0 K. KNOCJ ~ OUT KENNEDY." 
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Tbe Freedom Vote carnpai gn had no money for big bi11boards--and 
\Jilt'" 
any such signs:that we might have erected would have soon 00 blasted 
I 
away. i'{e did spread our campaign posters allover the state. Thes e 
were four small nosters .that could)Sbe placed in store windows (or 
inside the store or ·cafe -if it was too dangerous · to show on the 
street) or even churchese The candidates were not pictured here. 
Xtf;!:tll.r;t/( some of our mailines and 'leaflets did include the strange 
. " 
picture of a white and a Black candidate on the same ticket.) The 
pos ters showed four scenes of Mississippi 1ife--the "way of life" 
that was the issue for the Democrats, the Republicans, and the 
Freedom Vote. 1t'fi Two .pictures protested police brutality, lone 
showed a polica dog attacking a fallen B1ack~ manJ the other 
showed a hard looking white l!fltlt/ highway patrolman with the 
12 
caption, "Is He Protecting You?·~ . A. third · poster s.howed ay{ ;ttrt 
tired, old Black man working in a cotton field. The final poster 
pictured two young Black children seated on the steps of a typical 
Delta cabin and a'/Xirt said, "Give Them A Future In i~iissisippi.t3 
The posters included the names of the candidates and dates of the 
Freedom Vote. 
Fior both pf the white parties in Mississipni the ' President 
-
'of the United States had almost become the anti-Christ. The fear 
and rage went beyond the man, John Kennedy. The Republican slo gan 
, , 
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to 
f O'lOI<" o . t' "(ylength ened -i- ,t · k out th K ' d ,,14 o <. . was some l.mes Ff1- ± 8l9':bReRea - 'l' 9 mean Knoc e enne ys • . 
Both brothers and -I.-'{~ their' allies were ' included (1. and, it was 
always understood, the Black~ people that the Kennedys had aided 
at O~e Miss.) The Republicans urged good white ~Mi8sissippiansl 
. "Jo'in the crusade today! Rubel phillips urgently n/~ needs your 
. . 1~ 
help to defeat the Kennedys and their New Frontier stooges." , ~ It 
was 'almost as if " Kennedrsm" was a disease that f could be stamped 
out with the help of ,all clean people./li~~'l.t The hennedys sym-
bolized more than just the racia l crisis. The GOP asked, "Shall 
we throVi off' the yoke of socialism the Kennedy's are tight'ening 
around our nec ks?,,1¥16 The Republcian cand idates talked about 
many issues in the state, such as industrial growth, education, 
, 
and highways. But the first thing they always p~omised from a 
Republican victory was - defeating the Kennedys. "A Goldwater 
\ . 
Hepublican governor of Mississippi will sound the death knell 
of Kennedyism in 1964 by demonstrating the freedom of the 
f 
lvl ississippi voter. ,,17 The second goal-promise of the Republicans 
was t.t-Jli/ Segfe gation. "Rubel ?hi1lips is a staunch segre gation-
ist •••• As Governor, he will fi ght for genuine racial harmony' 
in keeping with Mississippi tradition~. Having no obli ga-
' . 
tions to the Kennedys or their liberal henchmen, Rubel Phillips 
, cannot be forced into a politicll "deal" on the race I 
. 18 
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tain Segregation •••• He 'tiitlfl'l deeply resents the atmosphere 
of fear. distrust, and hatred which the Kennedys have forced on 
- 10 
the South for selfish political reasons." / Most white Mississi-
ippians, wh*tever their political affiliation, are -convinced that 
behind all the troubles - in their land is a ereat Communist con-
sptracy. Thus the average white i' .. assissinpian is concerned 
about foreign policy and thinks it normal for candidates for 
- --j Govenor to have a forei gn policy. (Sometimes that "foreign, 
policy" sounds lilee a matter of relations between the Sov~eL,;n 
St~te of ~ississippi and Washington, D.C.). In an attempt to 
~ 
show why l~ississiplans should now vote for a Republican grivern-
nor one GO? ~eaflet ur/ge~ all~ * conservatives to unite (implying 
that perhaps a two-party system was not needed in MissisSippi. just 
one Republican parti), Many differences were listed between the 
Republican ;5.1r//f.,/1,! ?arty and i\ennedy. On Foreign Policy I "Re-
v' c -~ubiiclans advocate a .{i~orOUSt firm forei gn _policy that de-
fends the security of Americans aGainst Communism. Repub-
, ' 
licans are unalterably committed to forcing the Communists 
our of Cuba and the Wes~ern HemisDhere. Only strength commands! 
respoct. ~eakness invites contempt and defDat:~O This statement 
was followed, in RED letters bya 
",(FENr':EDY has opened the door to Red expan-
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course of appeasement, retreat, and vacilla-
tion which has dropped American .prestige to 
an all-time low and woakened our nation's 
securi ty. JUs weakness and subservience to 
the United Nations' stooges precipitated a 
nationa l disgrace. As a direct consequence, 
the Bay of Pi gs invasion failed, millions of 
I 
n. 51 
liberty~loving Cubans are still underl Commun-
ist tyrar.ny. th e j.;onroe Doctrine .1-s dead, and 
A~erican still has Russian arms aime~ at its 
Heartl .. 21 
(When the Mississippi Republicans began developing and 
preaching all this concern for Freedom in Cuba and for the 
failure of the American invasion of that island I could not . 
I 
help bl.r'think of the old ;,lississippi dream of the filibustering 
expedition days of the last century, t the goal of "liberating" 
Cuba by an A~erican invasion--so that the slave territory might 
. be extended.) 
'the Black people as well as the white poeple in j,Hs,si'ssip?i 
easily rcco.r;nized th,at the Republican candidates v/ere t»<~/more 
~ . I 
"moderate" than the Democrats. Paul Johnson had nreached his 
anti- l<ennedy line all summer against IpJ his major opponents and 
SO his credentia ls in that department wer~ clear. If the~es" 
. 
like t" ~nock Out Kennedy" or "sound the death knell" seem strorig 
. ' 
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\ . 
or even a little too violent for an American political campaign, 
there is no indic.ation that whi ~e Iviiss issipni. felt offended. In 
the Civil Rights l'IoV8ment (and probably in the whole Black commun-
ity) the extremism of the political climate was obvious and the 
association of 'l1,LII" K 0 Kit and . the more familiar "K K Kit was 
fri ghtening . . 
ii' ftfi~/i~t»i.tQ.~~~tem~l~t~.j / . 
A much more moderate tone was s e t in another Republicari slo-
gan, " j'.'IISSISSIPPI1¥' YESl KEfm EDY NO!!! .,,22 . Seemin81yr moderate 
political gestures by Blacks were riot .tolerated by white Miss-
issippi. A Tougaloo College student placed a bumper -sticker 
. < 
on his car. It read, "Go JFK. 1964." For this act of courage 
. I,amar Stewart was stopped by jtj{1 police in Kosc iusko on Oct. 22. 
was one other / 
There wefll/j11Ilt){ff/ student,i with Stewart when the police 
saw their Ii narked car with the sticlcer. (r~e police demanded 
that the students tip off the Kennedy sign. Stewart dId not 
one of 
respo~d, rapidly enough and was beaten bYl\the policeman (whose 
. description and exact b~d ge number were, of course, reported to 
the FBI who. of course, did nothing,lO The two Black students 
were taken to the city hall and eventually released--without 
ever being charged with anything . 
The candidates of the i';i ississippi wemocratic Party were 
Paul Johnson for Governor and Carroll Garten for Lt. Governor. 
Johnson·s fathe~ had once becn.goverrior and the family had a 
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repu~ation as moderates on the race question. Because of this 
Paul Johnson lost one of his i early campaigns for Govaenor. 
Since then;' he had become I,t. Gove~or in the Hoss Barnett 
administration and and the stigma~ of moderatlon no longer could 
be used against him. His campaign was based on attacking the 
J " s l-;,II/g J C!:J h ;'J(( 
Kennedys r;fy{t~j;ng---t:he I'assissippi Democratic Party from 
the national party,it claiming that he was the best defender 
of segregation tit and the I- heir of Ross ,.Barnett. and dis-
crediting his opponent and the Republican Party. 
Rubel Phillips had been a prominent Democrat until his 
conversion to the Republican Party ~t l~SS than a i~ear be-
fore. Philips was popular with many Mississippi Democrats. 
To attack the man the Democrats accused him of the most heinous 
of all crimes--rnoderation. "By his own adT!lif.loion, he is a 
Moderate who will sacrifice principal to obtain his goal. n23 
(This was a definition of "moderate" that most white Miss-
issippians accepted.) Many times Phillips was called ·'that 
self-confessed moderate". That was enough--no decent whte 
man would want to be associated with such a thing . 
To answer the GOP attack about relations between the local 
and the national Democratic parties, the Mississippi Party made 
this answer in officlll oampaign literaturel 
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"The J'.lisGissippi Democratic Party, which hue 
"segregated" itaelf from the left-win~ National Dem-
cratic ?arty, and which haG fought consi~tently every-
t'pJ~i/ thing both national partles sta.nd for. offers 
to the citizens of this state (and to the troubled 
white conservative majority throughout Amerlca) their 
only chance to raise a conservative voice in the 
land ••••• 
"The Mississippi Democratic Party is not sub-
servient to any national party. It has its own 
staternent of principles adopted in convention tP{ at 
Jackson, amI theGe are in direct conflict with the 
position of both national parties ••••. 
", •• ~issi ssippians have repudiated the in-
fluence of the National Democratic Party in ~isg-
issippi. We don't want any r'~ational Republican 
24 Party influence here either!" 
The major theme pushed by the white Democrats was the danger 
of a two-party system where some party might bid for the Black 
vote. 
"Y6ur defense against ~ississippi's handful of 
Republicans and the possibility of a growing Negro 
vote 1s the continued unity of our white conservative 
majority. 
"As long as one party controls all of the govarn-
mentnl machinery within Hississippi, and as long as 
that party is dominated by loyal, white, conservative 
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Mississippians, you and your loved ones and your wa.y 
way of life are as safe as they can be in this troubled 
world. 
"The Bississippi Democratic Party, "segregated" from 
both national parties ~ and solely an instru~ent of 
the citizens of ttlt/ this ~ State, now is safely in 
the hnnd,s of the conser:'1fative, responsible major! ty 
of Mississippi voters."25 
, /! /f / l ,) '7 /] -7,' 1 /i~" ~i /.~""~" ,' 
, .tYft; as/ no.y ElnS,ug,h t,b Oii1t/u;t .. t . J the R~P . ¥c_n~rt~1 1/ / / ' i ! I ! / . '/ " / ' / ' 7'1 Ii /
on /~Je /?~7io~dl i~c~ry~ ' hbdlmtYL}J~,~ , { 'ic1U .,t:!'-l·' ;Uc4 
fl:o;nAay j darre;Ifj2? f,' ? , ',~, Ii / ' ' 
The Democratic campaign effort brought out many organiza-
tions of various k~inds of elected officials to endorse the 
ticket and prove that there was no connection with the national 
party. One such Itt't statement came from 95 members of the 
state House of Representatives. 
"Wa are unalterably ouposed to the formation of 
a two-party system in Mississippi because of the divis-
ion of the white qualified electors and the inherent 
danger of the minority block vote becoming the balance 
of po\,/or ••• & '/.,!/,,1ttt/'lJz{:p/The }.iississippi Democratic 
Party has no alliance with the ~ational De~ocratic 
Party •• We pledge to the ~ people of Mississippi that 
we will continue to conbat tattempts to destroy our 
freedoms and the efforts being made to establish a 
feder!l dictatorship in 'llaShington.,,26 
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It was not enought to point out that the Republican Party 
on the national scene had many liberals (including the Chief 
Justico, called "Black i/londay" V1arre~7 in the Dernocratic Ii tera-
ture). Missiosippi always had to look back at its traumatic 
past. 'l'he standard myths of Heconstruction were revived once 
again to attack the modern Republicans. t The Democrats pub-
lished a long , scholarly account of Reconstruction and its 
modern implicati'ons. 'I {vlost of the material in the article 
could have been written at any time in the past il~ ~t cen-
tu~y. The thinking in the article ~ not only reflected the 
moodt of Mississippi in the fall of 1963. but the predominant 
mood .in the state since 1875. Dr. Claude Fike, Dean of the 
School of Arto and Science at the University of Southern 
!;iississippi in Hattiesburg was fl-/ply{j!f)5ti/ was the author 
this 
of the long address .tl>lf./·lflt.~ Some .sections will g ive the 
~ tone of the whole piece. 
tiThe two-party system is a good thing , say in 
Maine or South Dakota where a homogenous poopulatlon 
sharing common viewpoints can decide on which party 
should represent them locally and nationally. 
"But where a large minority largely i gnorant 
and restless for more welfarisffi, exists, we need to 
examine the facts. 
" ••• Negroes are guaranteed the right ~ to vote 
by the 15th Amendment to the Constitution. The Fed-
eral Government is backing up this right with voter 
, 
registration suits. And the Negroes are backing up 
this right with agitation and violence. Let us not 
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delude ourselves that the Negroes cannot and will 
not vote. They can and they will •• 
Then followed a long section on the problems of life in other parts 
Negro 
of America, cauned by politiciano pandering to the bloc vote.~1 
:¥,«t let us turn back the pages of history for a 
moment. I have heard some peo,!)le say they nlan to 
vote Republican--since they hate Eennedy-- and ty.~t 
that we should forget the :past. If could forget the 
past and go Republican on a cmRlj£party basis in this 
.tA state that would be ~lne. But we cannot forget our 
past--anymore than we can-,{p{f, forget the 920,000 Negroes 
in our midst. They will not vanish by wishing them 
away anymore than we can wish away our history. 
flA century ago this state had been through a 
hideous war that took husbands, brothers, and sons 
from nearly every home. Our countryside had been 
beaten, humiliated by a foe under the Hepublican party. 
This state tasted despair, defeat, de~radatlon with 
grim 8ftl stoicism. Because we still draw our temper 
from our land, our memory of this period of political 
upheval is a lingering wound. No, we cannot forget 
our history. And we should not forget itl 
"In the ~ year 1860, there was in Clinton. Miss •• 
an ignorant Neero blac}C9mi th who wi thin eight years 
would be helping to framo a constitution for this 
state. In Raymond. little nilly Johnson. a boot-
black. hurriod in and out of the boarding hOUGO 
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of his owner with no thought of the problems that within 
ten years would face him in tho state legislature. ~ ear 
Holly Springs there was a slender young mUlatto who in 
tift1- 1872 would give the order for the election of 
another Negro to the Senate of the United States. Just 
across the river from Vicksburgi there was a little 
Negro 13 who y1;t;f.tt before he was 40 would be speaker of 
the i"1ississippi House of Representatives. three times 
~ember of the United States Congress, and temporary 
chairman of the Renublican National Convention. How 
did this happen? 
J'The radical Hepublican party in Congress was 
determined to perpetuate Repbb1ican rule in the South 
but also to visit revenp;o on this stricken rep;ion. 
Accordingly, three Reconstruction Acts were passed in 
1867 which disfranchisod the white population and en-
franchised the i gnorant Negro po"Oulation. 
"When the Republicans took over i~ 1869. their 
membership included at least 90 per cent of the more 
than 100,000 Negroes whom they had registered ••••• 
"Back in Congress the Democratic minority issued 
a report which declaredl 'History, until now, gives no 
account of a conqueror so cruel as to place his van-
quished I~f foes under the domination of their former 
slaves. That was reserved for the radical (Republican) 
rulera of this great Republic.' ~ And 1n the South an 
incredulous people could scartcelY believe that a~yone 
. , 
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could be so dlabollcal as to give the Neero the vote 
and hand the ;South ovel;" to him to rule--for h !story 
had a.fforded, as .it still does. abundant examples 
of Negro rule in practice. And indeed the South 
under Republican rule. WEtS now plunged into debauch-
cry, corru~)tion. and prlva te plund er!.:"w unbollevablo. 
"In the Missisoinoi elections of 1873. 77 of the 
. . . 
115 membors of the lowe-I" house were Hepu'blicans with 
55 being Ns €:roes. In the senato of 37 membGra. 25 
wore Hepubl.¢'l.cans, and three of them--the lieutenant 
gov<-n:'l'lOr, the socretary of state, and the auperin-
tendent of education-- wero Negroes. FurthBrmore. 
a Negro from Warren County, I.D.Sha1d,coon became the 
incompetent speaker of the house, 
rrhe audience which first heard this speech--and those who read 
the /t;(~1 many reprints of it--were then treated to a familiar 
list tt of financial and other ho~rlble mi)l'sdoings of the past. 
Some must have wanted to stand and cheer when the scholar finally 
saidl "Sclf government was finalily restored by the Democratic 
Revolution of 1875 ••••• 
"I have tried to establish that fo~ the immediato 
of 
future this state should romain in the hands PI.. one party. 
'rhO advantage of the primary eliloina,ites the competi tlon 
for tho NeGro vota since the number of voters is imr!'Jlterial. 
Even as the ~egro gets the ballot the choice is still 
limited to the candldatos of tho one party which owes hlm 
nothine--needs him not--and there la, thus. no oornpotltion 
for this vote. But what of the future?" 
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THe historian then discus sed the f~htnine; state of American 
polit1~~t~~dlexpressed his wishes for a complete realignment 
of all political parities into a true Conservative and true 
... 
liberal party. Ilieanwhile there were too many dangers for 
. . 
Mississsippi to experiment. Therefore •••• 
"Let us think clearly; let us do our duty as we see it; 
let us have courage, and let us, above t all stay united 
on the major is'sues that affect our lives and fortunes. "28 
Most white Mississippians already believed the Recons gruction 
mythology. Many appreciated hearing it all again. But most voters 
were not interes t ed in anything so involved. The Democrats 
reached the {tipfirf.ltir/tfiltt~ descendents of the Populists with 
familiar ~i attacks on the rich and the Biacks. A popular 
Democratic cartoon showed a a lady·s I gloved hand (with a 
flashy diamond ring on a g loved finger) daintly picking up a 
silk stocking . The title of this item was "Republican Symbol." 
The caption read I "cttt'll:t-tlittlti l'Kllf;11 "SILK-STOCKI NG REPUBl.ICANS 
have fun with their new game, politics, at their teas and parties. 
'£hey think it's so stylish to chat about Mississippi's "rural' 
leaders and her 'backward image,' They saya "Integration is 
. YOUR worry.' (They can afford to send their kids to private 
schools. )29 
Paul Johnson probably gathered the most vost votes for his 
victory margin, though, with his crowd pleasing definition of 
NAACP as "Niggers--Apes--Alligators--Coons--and Possums.")O 
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In simple contrast to the literature of the flt»1if parties the 
leaflets of the Freedom Vote Campaign stressed "Four Freedoms" in 
Votes, Justice, Jobs, and Education. 
"What is the Freedom Vote? It is a ?rotest Vote 
To Achieve •••••• 
FREEDOM to choose the men you want to govern you 
and the laws you need for a good soc iety "WI'rHOUT FEAR 
of losing your ,jobs or endangering your family1 •••• 
F'REEDOi-I to have a ,just trial WITHOUT FEAR of 
brutality or intimidation by police •• ~. 
FHEED QiA to work at any .10b for which you are 
qualified.;' to earn a guaranteed wage WITHOUT F~AR 
of hunger and want •••• 
FREEDOi'/i3 '8;t to learn t to attend good schools, 
to be able to finish school ',HTHou'r ?EAR of having to 
drop-out and go to work. This means ~ good school 
system, not two }~ferior ones,31 
.' 
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By tho ti~e that CaFC ~~a decided to ~ount : the Vote POI' 
Freedom drive it was too .late to qualify any candidates under 
Nississinpi law. Therefore our names did not appear on the 
official ballot~ The special ballots printed for use in our 
election contained the names of ,fir three cand.idates for both 
major sate offices. Alri\ost everyone who ' .... or~ed o~ the campai gn 
knew that ~ ississi~?i Black people regarded themselves as 
Democra ts. 'I'he rr.ore the .,.,hi to candidates att~cked the national 
Democratic ?arty and the Kennedys the rno~e popular both becams8 
:1n the Black communities. COPO did request that all those 
£\egroes who could vote (ar:d any whites who would) ;.tj{Jxft cast 
write-in votes for Henry and King. A few days before the 
reguiar election state officials announced " that write-in 
" 
votes would not even be counted and that any ballots con-
taining such votes could be declared void. !,:ost of the middle 
cla.ss Negroes who voted f.i tried to believe that their vote 
was a serious matter and tf it was tfl- clear that rr:ost of them 
intended to vote "for somebody who has a real chance" and pick 
"the lesser evil." 1i./-iil/p;'Llfl;f..j;fil I :.iost of their votes went 
to tht? Heuublic2.'!1 cD.ndidates. 
j.;Ost of the B1 ack people of i.1isslssiu-ni regarded th'(m9',elves 
as !)err.ocrats. They wore ,c:slad to hear the j,:ississiupi Democrats 
(renounce any affiliation with the national narty. The ~or~ the ) 
\Whi to cand idap.es of both parties a ttacl~ed the national Demo-
I . ( Cratlc Party and President K0nnedy the more popular both became 
I / in the i\egro cot1rnuni ties. Since most B-ackpeople could not vote 
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conservative 
and did not have to ma~{() a choice between the two 1r<r5Xlt candi-
dates there was no ~roblem in convincing oeoDle that they should 
vote for the "third" party. There was never an official na~e for 
this new ;( party. just the "Freedom Vote." or- the "Aaron Henry 
~)?l.i~J.vernor Co rnmi ttee." But b:{ late October many people were 
beginning to use their own phrase for our activities. This 
new term was "freedom Party ~ II 
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The firs t work on the campaign was done in those counties 
which had been represented at the fall COFO conference. These 
were the counties that had had some direct involvement in the 
Movement for a few months or for several years. MOst had either 
a local NAACP chapter or an indigenous voter registration com-
munity organization. Mast of these counties also had COFO 
staff workers, either living there or in a nearby count,ty. 
In these places it was possible to line up several churches 
where election rallies could be held, set up local It.till 
Freedom Vote election committees, and begin distributing 
literaturel. These counties I were expected to produce the 
heaviest vote. 
A major purpose of the campaign was also to reach out to 
new territory--to the great majority of Mississippi counties 
which had never seen any civil rights demonsration or even 
held the first mass meeting. A general plan was followed 
in each such city or county. Movement workers tried to make 
contacts with people suggested by Mississippi adults who were 
supporting the Movement--usually ministers or relatives of 
someone in one of the counties with an '"old" Movement. Some-
, 
times initial contacts were made by mail or phone, hsually the 
COFO workers just went into the new community and introduced 
themselves to the persons they hoped would support the plan. 
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Because of the fear of t white violence and/or arrests it 
was not possible to hold public rallies in many places. Here 
the campagin just concentrated on convincing a minister or 
cafe operator that they should allow a ballot box to be placed 
in their church or store--and allow a worker to be there 
during the election. Although some places where COFO had 
hoped to have Aaron Henry speak proved impossible (such as 
Yazoo City and Be:lzoni) there were many other communites that 
To promote attendance at~ the rally 
~t.~ put aside their 'fear and did have a campaign rally. 
COFO workers would canvass a Black neighborhood, going door to 
The first rallies were inside churches in the Delta area. 
But soon Aaron Henry began to appear on the stump. like a 
traditional Mississippian politician, at outdoor rallies--
such as the "Fish Fry for Henry" in the yard of Mt. Olivet 
Holmes 
Church where over 200 residents of HeHne~ County cheered their 
candidate and donated money for the campaign.(The "1fiirt;1ft1 
"Freedom Fish Fry" became a popular way of raising money 
for CORO an~ late.:; MFDP among the poor.) 
door (often 
as a car of 
white poliCE 
l'ollowedthe ! , 
Aaron Henry's speech usually outlined the problems of Black 
\ 
people in Mississippi, talked of what the Movement had done in 
the state, ti discussed the platform ideas of the campaign. 
and assured the people that now was the time for them to join \. 
-r4 MOIJ'LM e N+' 
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The central point of ~ every speech was always the VOTE. t The 
participation in the Freedom Vote was only a first step, the 
next step was to go take the test at the white registrar's 
office. At the outdoor rallys Henry often talked about the 
benefits I of integration for everyone, Black and white, in 
Mississippi. The loud speakers would carry his voice to the 
omnipresent police.! It was a new message for them. 
One group of white policemen did not hear the message. t 
Henry was speaking at Back Bay Mission (a United Church of Christ 
church and community center basicly serving t'~lf/lt~tt/ poor 
whites, whose minister, the Rev._~~ ________ --~ was active 
'\ ( J A c ;/. ) (\ 
, f\ v V 
I n ,1(.1" -)a hr\ 
in the Mississippi Council on Human Relations) and a crowd of 
hostile whites gathered outside the church to jeer at the Black 
people going in to the church. The crowd soon turned into a 
mob and began throwing bricks, breaking out a number of 
windows in the church, as the police just stood and watched 
the mob. 
In Hattiesburg the police had a very frustrating time--
trying to frustrate the Movement. Several white students 
from the local tl. state college. Mississippi Southern Univ-
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ersity, tried to attend the ~Iitt~g/t~/ rally in a leea~- Black 
church. Two white coeds attempted to enter the church and were 
stopped by the police. The police seem to have thought that the 
women were some of the northern college students working on the 
election. Then the police discovered that they were two local 
Belles. The police refused to allow them to i~ attend the rally. 
From that moment on every white person who came to the church 
was stopped by the police, only those people who could produce 
Yale ID cards were allowed to enter. After having turned back 
several white men. all Mi s sissippi natives and local students, 
the police began to reveal their shock • . Soon a firetruck joined 
the police cars parked outside the church. A ciii~~t/ cacaphony 
of wail~ing sirens tried to drown out Aaron Henry's voice. The 
crowd inside the church was quite nervous and Henry sensed their 
fear. "There is a fire burning in here, all right," he shouted, 
"the Fire of FREEDOM • .land those fireman will 1.1,11"1 NE VER put 
it out." The people 'fil burst into applause and cheers that 
ceased. 
were almost laughter. The f.~til sirens ilii/~iti/~ti~f.I~/i~tJ 
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Greenville was the scene of a very different reaction from 
the police. Here there was no attempt to disrupt the rally--and 
the scene was the Washington County Courthouse. All the white 
candidates had. held their rallies here, now, on ay{ cool fall 
evening, over 500 Black people gathered on the lawn to see 
their candidates standing on the Courthouse steps, Flags, 
bunting, and posters surrounding them. t It did not look 
like a "mock" election. As Aaron was speaking I sat on the 
platform next to .Al Lowenstein. I whispered to Al and -t¢t~ whowed 
him -t~/t¢~t the dim outline of the stat~~of the Confederate 
soldier on a pedestal at the edge of the crowd. Beyond this, 
in the ~tft~I~~/ shadows, we could tell that about fifty white 
men had gathered. standing with the police. These men seemed 
to be listening to Dr. Henry. They must have come to jeer--
but they remained silent. I was very aware of them when my 
turn came to speak, The Bhack crowd was so ~ enthusiastic 
that I even joked about our Black.!.white ticket, "Some people 
may think there is something unusual." I said, "about our 
campaign, about having Dr. Henry and ~I me on the same 
ticket. Of course there is, we are both from the Delta. He's 
from Clarksdale and r'm from Vicksburg. We've come from the 
top of the Delta and the bottom of the Delta to Greenville, 
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. , 
the middle of the Delta--to talk about 'tt freedom in Mississippi, 
to talk about the things that tilpfil,{lfl candidates never 
mention. This is a time of demonstrations, and allover the 
state at our rallies we are trying to demonstrate that white 
and Negro Mississippians can work together to solve our joint 
problems." 
\ 
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The response of the Black people of Mississippi to the Freedom 
Vote was even stronger than the Movement leaders and 'I workers 
expected. In early October it was clear that the COFO staff 
would not be large enough to reach all the communities that 
and were 
wanted to participate. The opportunity/ the need w~~ too great 
to ignore. Al Lowenstein made the suggestion of recruiting 
college volunteers to come into to Mississippi and work one 
week under the COFO staff. Some staff members had ~Ii~/ mis-
givings about the idea. They wondered if the presence of 
northern whites might bring own more violence from white 
Mississippi and thus stop the whole p electJon campaign. 
,. 
They also wondered if any outsider could adjust to Miss-
issippi in just a few days and if the time of the staff 
would be wasted trying to train and direct the volunteers. 
But it was soon obvious that the violence ~~~/t'i~g/ ' and 
police harassment was going to be a major feature of the 
campaign, whether outsiders came or not. The staff knew 
that without more help there would be many local people 
who were ready to make their first major move with the 
Civil Rights Movement who would never be reached. The 
doubts were soon put aside and the decision made to try 
to t recruit volunteer college students. There was little 
time left before the election. Lowenstein took the task 
of reaching students at two schoools where he ~~ had ties, 
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Yale and Stanford. For the last three weeks of the campaign each 
school sent down %'1.1 volunteers. All were whiter they came from 
all parts of the country, including a few Southernors. Each 
student stayed in 1,1 iss iss ippi only one weel\; over the entire 
outside %;{fll period. In all, almost 100 students helped with the 
Freedom Vote. 'tilit Some were graduate students in law or 
theology; most were undergradua tes. Some ' were assigned to 
the Jackson or Greenwood offices to do the unromantic work 
of the telephones, typewriters, and mimeo machines. Others 
did field work, under the supervision of regular COFO staff, 
- ~ 
such as driving around the state to deliver campaign leaflets 
or ballots. 
There were, of course, many more students involved in 
support groups on the campuses than those who actually carne 
to Mississippi. On their home campuses there was some debate 
Some 
about the project. t Southern students warned that the Freedom 
Vote, itself, could do no good, only stir up trouble in Miss-
issippi, and argued the traditional point that Northern students 
should clean up their own back yards. But it was clear to the 
students, from written appeals by Aaron Henry and by Bob Moses, 
that the volunteers were wanted by the Civil Rights Movement. In 
that case the opinion of white Southernors did not weign heavily. 
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The "Yale Daily News" even sent a reporter to interview 
a 
Gov. Ross Barnett. y: 'rho white governor C s views were contras t" 
to the views of the Bf aclr candidate for govenor. printed in the 
O-~~G; rJ\~J q 
ne-*dolumn. The first article was headlined, "Barnett Lashes 
Out At Yale's Entrance On Local Scene.,,32After assuring the 
Yale reporter that Mis~issippi Negroes were happy with their 
state, Barnett condemnded the Northern students, "All we 
ask is the same treatment from other states, for them to 
quit trying to run the affiirs of Mississippi and quit 
sending freedom riders and agitators. We will send them 
to jail when they violate our l aws and will continue to do 
so as long as I am governor.,,33 
The Yal~ailY News let a diffe~t group of white Miss-
issipians speak for the state. Starting on Oct., 21, and 
running every day that week, the paper reprinted sections 
of the II report on violence and police brutality issued 
by the Mississippi Advisory Committee to the U.S.Commission 
on Civil Rights. (The national press of the country was~ 
not yet ready to began to examine Mississippil but the 
student press had made a beginning.) 
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Mississippi prepared the special kind of hospitality for 
the northern student~ election workers that had been used in 
1961 on the Freedom Riders. The repression had mounted 
against local COFO workers from the day the election cam-
paign was publicly announced. Everyone working on the cam-
paign seemed subject to arrest at the whim of the police--
everyone except the two candidates. Aaron Henry and I soon 
realized that this was a time of little risk for us o' Private 
violence was always possible. but, for some reason (probably 
because of the bad publicity of actually arresting or beating 
the candidates) Aaron and I were not arrested that entire fall. 
four 
For me this was a new thing. During the t~f!! months before 
the electio~started (and for a year after it ended) I had to 
face a possible arrest every time I went off the Tougaloo campus, 
in a demonstration f arrest was expected. but I faced arrest 
on false trtl traffic charges atlt~~/~~t~ any time the police 
might see me. (My car was always followed if seen by the 
police, I~ even walking in a Black neighborhood 
followed by police. The only protection was to 
activity, especially in the matter of driving. 
I might be 
limit my 
I was never 
free to drive my own car alone--if arrested alone I assumed 
the police would kill mel therefore. someone always came in 
the car with me. and someone t else usually did the driving.) 
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Mississippi prepared the special kind of hospitality for 
the northern student^ election workers that had been used in 
1961 on the Freedom Riders. The repression had mounted 
against local COFO workers from the day the election cam­
paign was publicly announced. Everyone working on the cam­
paign seemed subject to arrest at the whim of the police-- 
everyone except the two candidates, Aaron Henry and I soon 
realized that this was a time of little risk for us* Private 
violence was always possible, but, for some reason (probably
because of the bad publicity of actually arresting or beating 
the candidates) Aaron and I were not arrested that entire fall,
four
For me this was a new thing* During the months before
the electio^ fetarted (and for a year after it ended) I had to 
face a possible arrest everytime I went off the Tougaloo campus? 
in a demonstration / arrest was expected, but I faced arrest 
on false &££./ traffic charges a a n y  time the police
might see me# (My car was always followed if seen by the
police 1 /jf even walking in a Black neighborhood I might be 
followed by police. The only protection was to limit my 
activity, especially in the matter of driving. I was never
free to drive my own car alone— if arrested alone I assumed
the police would kill me* therefore, someone always came in
the car with me, and someone % else usually did the driving.)
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Now, at the time we were the most public, Aaron Henry and I
were both $ enjoying more freedom than during the summer*
(My car was, of course, tM&MWXlt/ almost always followed by poliee, 
3?e-&evea?ai-t*Hi9B-%ha5fe-my-eaF-wa&-#e-
but I was not stopped but several times. Then the police did not 
curse or arrest anyone in the car*) The candidates may have
had a kind of freedom, but no one else.
About a week before the election I had to meet some friends 
at the new Jackson Airport in Rankin CountyThis was re­
garded as very dangerous territory, but the trip was neccessary.
A white student drove me in my well known Rambler, We met the 
people and told them that the police had- seen the car and 
followed us. The American friends just sort of laughed j( and 
made the polite comments that indicated they did not believe 
me but could understand the tffyfflfy/jL/ tension that made me
say such paranoid things, I pointed to two plaincloths men 
at the newstand, telling my friends that the gentlemen
wat/ching us were from the State Sovreignity Commission.
By this time the Americans were a little embarrassedj tfone of
them muttered something about my comming north for a rest
after the election* I went over to a payphone to call
Jeannette, telling her I was sure the police were going
to stop us and giving her instructions to alert the COFO
my
office if we did not reach Jackson soon. Since tKje/phone
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was tapped by the police (at least) I gave Jeannette a story
about how important the visitors were# hoping the local police 
would decided not to bother us* As we descended the escalator
-f/v?and headed for the doors we saw a uniformed policeman, usually 
stationed at that spot* As we reached the car we could see the 
officer making notes on/ffffyijljlylX// a small pad* Ky friends were
a little nervous now* I sat in the back seat of the car,
between my friends, as we started away* I reminded the student
driving the car to stay well below the speed limit on the mile
or so of deserted land through which the airport exit
road passed. As we left the parking lot I looked for the
police, yi My friends laughed* But soon we all realized that 
there was a car behind us—*with no lights on* "Oh, well,” one 
of the Americans tr^ed to joke, witfs probably just a taxi. We
all M  forget to turn our lights on sometimes.” I didnft
laugh# Then the light came on— a bright red, flashing light
behind us* $ Police* We stopped* An officer came up to the
car and shined a big flashlight at the driver, "Where's King?"
the officer asked, then saw me as he spread the beam to the
back seat. He accus/ed the student of speeding. I assumed
we would all be taken to jail— or worse— when a second
policeman came up and said,MJust get their names." So
we all had to hand over identification papers and state our
business* Th«m we were released and followed back to the city.
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SNCC^staff working on the election had more serious trouble
at the Jackson Airport^ Vf. On the weekend that the Freedom Vote 
was being cast the police were very hostile. The /Freedbm Vote
campaign office kept a log of daily events,
from successful rallies to violence, which was made
publick Some details of Nov* 2., involved the airport*
"While driving to the airport to pick up some
rented cars and to see Bob Moses, Campaign manager
for the Freedom Vote Campaign, off to Memphis, Tean.,
four SNCC workers were stopped by Hankin County po-
Xlice in three patrol cars. After questioning y( and
releasing Moses, the police told the four Negro 
campaign workers to leave* The four weret Charlie
Cobb of Springfield, Mass., Langston Mitchell of 
New Orleans, Ls., Jessie Harris of Jackson, Miss.,
and Ivanl^ oe Donaldson of New York, When the SNCC
workers told the police that they were waiting
for some rental papers that had been left in
Jackson (necessary to rent the cars), the police
told them they could either go to jail or leave.
David Dennis, 23-year-old CORE Field Secretary in
Jackson, and Michael Sayer (EKt Note, only white man 
/ in thJe incident), a 22-year-old SNCC worker bring- 
/ ing the papers out to the airport. They were stopped 
by the airport police, interrogated for about 20 
minutes and threatened with ?2 hours in the Brandon
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jail with charges of trespassing. "The federal 
government doesn#t have any jurisdiction over this 
airport,** the police said. On the way back to 
Jackson, Dennis and Sayer spotted the other four 
SNCC workers in a Billups gas station. Cobb and 
Mitchell and/"Harris were being forced by police
1/
to stand outside the car with their hands on the 
car for 1 hour and 15 minutes while the police
interrogatedharassed and thrftat.^ wAd Tvanhnfl w 
Donaldson. ^ /Donaldson was asked if whites were
better than Negroes^ and when he repliekd "no", 
<the interrogating officer took out his pisjbtfl
and rapoed hija on the knuckles with th6 butt of
\  ' >  \  X -the gun*/ On answering another question, he was
again rapped. Finally the c>fficer placed the
/  \  /zzle of the pistol against Donaldson's terrmle,
\cokcked it, and said, "Nigger, I think I*m
\going to kill y6u right now." At this point
/  \  another officer Interrupted and said, "No,
/  \  \ you can't kill that nigger nowjj\it*s not time.”
/ N\The<rfour were / finally released\^ft§r threats
and w^surn5j|2ss^“*
"Returning from Memphis at ^ 13^ ~a7nr. Bob~7Ioses
attempted to call campaign headquarters on four
different pay telephones, hearing in the back­
ground all four times* ”you’d better not call
that number again.” His return to town was other-
0 ‘Wise without incident.”^-
\0 f'
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Ivanhoe Donaldson, a long time SNCC worker, gave his version of 
the event in his field report to the SNCC office*
"There were four policemen. They told us to put 
our hands up. During this time, the policemen started 
a series of verbal harassments and intimidations. They 
threw in a couple of threatening gestures for good 
measure. Their language was abusive and vile*
♦.."Nigger, where you from...BoyI what’s your name?... 
Goddamned nigger twenty years old, ain’t old enought 
to register himself, come down here to get other nig­
gers to register... If you stay down here long enough, 
you gonna make a mistake... Just like your mother 
paddled your behind, I"m going to have to paddle, 
yours... God-damned NAACP Communist trouble maker, 
ain’t you, Boy?*.."
"After about twenty min^utes of that and other 
vorms of routine Misssisippi cop interrogaation, one 
of the policeman told me I was under arrest for 
having illegal plates on the car. I got into the 
back of one of the police cars while one of the 
policemen got in the front of the other car. The 0 
other three fellows were standing in front of the 
gas station with their hands up. A policeman got 
into the front of the car in which I was sitting and
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turned around and looked at me as we were driving off.
It seemed as though the harassment was to begin again.
H ’... Nigger, what’s your mamma’s name?’ I didn't 
answer, "Boy, if you feel so God damned sorry for 
these black son of a bitches,Why don’t you take them 
all up north with you?..* B N i g g e r ,  if 
I had your god damned ass over in Brandon I'd kill 
you. Before you goddamned black Communist sonofabitches 
started coming down here, everything was all right. 
Niggers dovm here don’t need to vote— -ain’t supposed 
to vote.’
"All during this period of time^1 was just sitting, 
only answering questions which seemed half-way rea­
sonable jti and tyif£y{ that I felt were in his juris­
diction to ask. Finally, he told me that if the 
federal government ever sent troops down to 
Jackson, he would ’kill every nigger’he met."Boy, 
don't you know that whites are better than niggers?’
I told him no. He unbuckled his holster, pulled 
out his gun and swung it at me. It caught me 
across the knuckles of my right hand.
"’God damned black bastaards think they*re 
going to be taking over around here. Well, p you 
and the other god damned Moses’ niggers around here 
ain’t gonna git nuthin* but a bullet in the haidl’
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With that, he swung his gun at me again and caught me 
on the other hand, "Black son of a bitch, I’m gonna 
kill yo\X/t nigger* God damn it, I’m gonna kill you!'
He was almost hysterical as he lifted his gun and put 
it just inches from my face. He cocked the hammer and 
for a couple of seconds I felt it was just about over. 
Just about the same time he was cocking the hammer, one 
of the other three policemen who were outside with the 
fellows, came in and told the other cop, // ’You just 
can’t kill that nigger, heah.’
"They both just stared at me for what seemed like 
an eternity. I noticed that the other policemen were 
in the car and the fellows I was with had gotten back
into the Ford. Finally, the copwwho had arrested me 
threw X license in my face. "Don’t 0  let me catch 
your ass here in Rankin County agin, nigger, evahv
agin, or Ah'11 kill you.’
WI got back into the driver’s seat of my car and 
tried to calm my nerves which felt like they were 
about to explode. I explained to the fellows what 
happened. It was already after two o*clocX± Moses 
had taken off a 12132, so we had been out here on the 
highway for nearly two hours.
"As I drove back to the office, I reflected over 
the incident just narrated. There was simply nothing
to do except to chalk it vcprf. as something to be ex­
pected, especially when you're trying to bring the 
vote to the black man in PiissiBaippi.* %%%/$% 3^B
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A more sophisticated form of harassment was used in the more
moderate city of Columbus# There the officials pressed an
anti-leafleting law into X effect. At first, COPO tried to
obey the law. The effort was XX reported in the campaign
$X daily log for Oct. 26.i
"Campaign literature to promote the candidacy 
of gubernatorial candidate Aaron Herny may not be 
distributed in this city (EK note, Columbus) the
Mayor ruled today.
"The distribution of MISSISSIPPI FREE PRESS 
pro civil-rights 
(EK, NOTE, a weekly newspaper, published for 00
two years in ^ 0 0 0 /  Mississippi) which Includes
material 0  on the "FREEDOM VOTE" election, and
other leaflets would only cause "racial disturbance"
he said,
""Aaron Henry can't prove a goddamn thing," the
Mayor told area campaign manager Donald White.
"White reported that he had previously sought
permission from the chief of police here. The chief 
reportedly hesitated, then asked what literature
White wished to pass out. When White showed him the
Free Press, the Chief said that the Mayor would have
to decide.
"The M^yor got angry and condemned Dr. Henry,
White said. Viewing the Free Press headline,
"Negroes Get Schackled," the Mayor said "there 
ain't no damn Negroes getting schackled in Comum- 
bu3,"X White reported.
"A request for permission to use a sound truck 
in the campaign was also denied
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Ordinances against /leafletlng without permission were used 
to restrict the campaign in many areas. In Jackson workers/were 
even prevented from handing out leaflets to an all Black crowd at 
a Jackson State College football game. The major trouble with 
this kind of **laww came In Indianola. This was iy(/ the major 
town in Sunflower County, a place where the Movement had been 
working for several years in the smaller towns. late in October 
four workers were jailed one morning for handing out campaign 
leaflets. The Greenwood office heard about the arrests and a 
decision was made to make a show of resistance* This campaign
Indjafianolaj the n Movement had to sh®w that it would not be stopped
by this kind of police harassment* In the next two days many
people went to Indianola to defy the police and hand out
leaflets* A total of 22 people were arrested. Black and white,
SNCC/staff and Yale students, men and women, were packed into a
dirty little jail where they spent the next few days* / The bond
for their release cost several thousand dollars. (They were,
of course, convijficted in the local courts and the appeal trial
(
dates set for h s i x  months later— still before another 
Mississippi /white jury.)
The Indianola affair was the largest number of arrests in
a single incident in the election. But the greatest number of
arrests probably were on false traffic charges. One white policeman
was an important attempt people in
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in Yazoo City was so flustered at the sight of a worker handing
out leaflets from a "Votemobile"(as/^K//^xV// we called the cars
that took ballots into a community where we could not find a church
for a public meeting) that he stopped the man and demanded his 
driver*s license. But#instead of being given a traffic ticket,
the officer just wrote one word across the face of the license*
WAGG IT ATER/** (spelled thusly). One of the more interesting
crimes for which people were arrested in several parts of the
state was for**resisting arrest”— with no other charge*
By the end of the short campaign there had been over 200
major incidents of violence and harassment->including over 70
arrests •• A major ilffifjt amount of campaign money had to be
spend on bond, especially in paying the traffic fines (which
usually cost less, at the moment, to pay than to appeal with
no nope of winning when faced with a dishonest white judge, a 
dishonest white prosecutor, a dishonest white policeman, and
an all white jury*)* This violence and harassment#' was so
extensive that it probably lowered the possible vote in
the election by one-half.
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The vote campaign for the entire Delta area was directed 
the
from Greenwood SNCC office. During the last few days before
*ffce election— and on the days the ballots were cast—  all of
the staff fS members working on the local campaign in Leflore
County were jailed. A variety of charges were used. The most
\ *absurd was for Jane Stem#rijge"8 second arrest of the campaign.
This was a traffic ticket for running a stop
light (at a comer where there was no light) i for this traffic
offence Jane was ]6% held in jail several days on a bond of
$1,000.00. Typical of traffic fSjLfljljf/ arrests, it turned out
to be cheaper to pay a fine of $100.00 rather than try to-Vo
raise the amount needed for the bond. Jane had^spend several 
days in the jail* she was the only white woman arerested there and 
thus was placed in a "white only" cell. The first day and night 
she tried to talk to herfi jailors with little success. Then she 
began singing— not Freedom Songs, but old Southern Baptist 
hymns and gospel songs. It was too much for the white police. 
Even Chief/ Lary finally came in to the cell to talk to her. At 
first he just made the jifeOrf usual dirty remarks about why a white 
woman would join the Movement. But Jane soon talked to him about 
why she, a white Southernor, & had joined the Movement. She 
talked about the church and her father, a Baptist preacher. /K 
He gave the usual defense of segregation and hostility to out-
eiders* But he almost agreed with her that there might be 
some things wrong with life in Mississippi and that some 
Negroes might not be happy* When he was ready to leave the 
cell Jaae asked him to join her in singing the hymns. He 
excused himself* She continued singing— and she knew all the 
verses*
Jane wrote a poem about the view from her tiny windows. The 












The Greenwood staff met more hostility from the police than 
most workers did* This was prorably because of the strong Move­
ment in fCthe town* Not only did they have a Freedom Vote for
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Governor but local Bjraek oitiaens ran for county offices, from
sheriff to Willie Peacock for the District Attorney* (Peacock 
was especially qualified for his office because of ^ #-vast
experience accumulated during his many arrests*)
From Greenwood SECC workers went out into the cotton/
fields on the plantations in Lef&ore County and nearby areas
of the Delta* This was the most dangerous task in the entire
Freedom Vote* Any one discovered campaigning on a plantation
would risk the possibility of being shot* If not killed he
might still be arrested for trespassing* Although campaign
workers in several parts of the state were shot at, none
were injured* Most of the SNCC workers on the plantations
were never discovered* /X S’hfc workers dressed in overalls and
carried cotton sacks, just like the other workers in the
fields» It was the height of the cotton picking seasonj
thousands of Blacfcljmen, women, and children were In the
fields— and thousands of them cast ballots for the Freedom
candidates* The S?JCC workers got this vote by working in
teams—-usually three persons* One person kept watch for
white meni the second person walked down the rows of cotton,
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showingexplaining the purpose of the Freedom vote, gfrfrlftg pictures of 
X the candidates to the workers, and handing out our simple 
paper ballots f*»om his cofcton sack* the third worker then 
came down the row, helping people mark their ballots and 
place them inside the cardboard ballot box K concealed in 
his cotton sack* When possible SNCC men went out in “Vote- 
mobile** cars to isolated plantations, where there sure to be 
no whites around, and called the field hands together, gave 
a short talk about the election, and let people bring their 
ballots to the box placed in the open trunk of the car. Some- 
times NCC staff got up before tfffjt/ dawn to
board the ancient buses that carried the workers out to the 
fields. Ballots were passed out. That night the bus was met 
and the ballots collected. Thousands of the most oppressed 
people in a land of oppression cast their vote forrf freedom.
One of the most beautiful events of the entire Freedom 
Vote took place in Greenwood. This was a rally in a local 
church. The special guest speaker was Worman Thomas, who had 
come to Mississippi especially to help with the Freedom Vote. 
Any freedom rally or political meeting had to have prayers and 
hymn singing, Mr* Thomas joined in all the hymns, quickly
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c,catching the slow thythra of the Bnack music— he already knew the 
words and the tunes. The hymns were the / standard songs of the 
white, Protestant frontier evangelical churches— but now 
sung with a special Black style ("Soul* is what SNCC would say). 
Thomas was sitting with me and a grout) of Black ministers in the
t m m t
choir pews. He was a very impressive figure fi when he stood 
to sing, Xif^ /white hair crowing his head, almost like a preacher.
When it was his turn to speak he understood that very few people 
in the 500 in the audience knew who he was. He started speaking 
at the pulpit, but soon stepped down to the floor, closer to 
the people. His talk was almost a sermon; it was his own words 
yet also in the language of the people. There was no condescen­
sion in it, but the rapport between speaker and people was ab­
solute. He talked of faith and couragej of his admiration for
of his pride in what the youth of America were doing* 
what the Black people of Mississippi were doingf of the struggles
of the past and of the present1 of his hopes and fears for
America— and for all the world.
When he finished speaking A1 Lowenstein turned to me and
Vllj Qlfjtf
asked me to request one of-AfcS® favorite Freedom Songs.
I asked Willie Peacock and Sam Block to lead us. We sangi
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"We are soldiers in the army 
We’ve got to fight although we have to cry 
Wefve got to hold up the freedom banner 
We’ve got to hold it up until we die*
«/"My mother was a soldier, she had her hand 
on the gospel plow
One day she got old, couldn’t fight any more 
But she stood there and fought on ahyhow.
We are soldiers in the army.....
As we slowly sang on and on, every verse more drawn out than the 
preceding one, X could tell that something was bothering Al. I 
asked hira,"Isn*t this the song you wanted."^ He replied, "Well, 
yes, it is. But I’ve never heard anything so sad, so mournful. 
In North Carolina X we sing it twice this fast, like a real 
b/attle song*" "But, Al," I muttered," this is Mississippi.
All our songs are slower than anywhere else in the Movement." 
(And / I understand, once again, the isolation, the horroryof 
Mississippi. In North Carolina men could sing, proudly, about 
being in the freedom array, placing the emphasis on the "fight." 
In Mississippi the tempo was different— and so was the meaning. 
We stressed the words "cry" and "die," each word being held 
on so/ long that it became a kind of moan TffCAi/tjf/jWAi/// But 
it was the kind of moan that united everyone in the church and 
did make a kind of army. Our singing was occasionally inter­
rupted by the sounds of muffled explosions from outside 
the church walls— as if from a distant battlefield. We were 
not too disturbed— we all knew it was Haloween night. White
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men and boys were driving past the church/ and throwing fire­
crackers at it. Sometimes we could heard the thud of a brick 
or the shattering of a coca cola bottle. We knew that there 
were too many Black men standing watch outside the church for 
any of the v/hite men to dare slow their cars long enough
to take careful aim or do any serious damage. \^0JX$£/ltiXX$/
Because of the tension we made a slight change of plans 
after the rally was over. Originally we were supposed to drive 
from the church back to the SNCC office' in the same car we had 
used to come to the church. Because the time was so late and 
because of the tension about the white.men it was decided that
it might be dangerous for me and % Norman Thoma .3 have a
meeting with the staff. (The SNCC office in Greenwood had
been firebombed earlier that year and once the staff had been
practically besieged in the office throughout an entire night 
armed.
because white men were p a r k e d o u t s i d e .  In the 
past few weeks several staff members had been beaten# by local 
white men. XX Everything considered, it was wise not
to have a midnight meeting of white students, SNCC staff, Nor­
man Thomas, and Ed King.) Thus Thomas and I got in a different 
car to be driven straight back to Jackson. The road we did not 
take, the road that led back to the office,ftJS£?*o pass-outside
the city on a state highway, fSji On a long curve built on an 
steep embankment above the cotton fields, the car we yfjfifji/■ had.
planned to be in was attacked by several cars driven by whites...
M U /
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The SNCC car was actually rammed from the back twice by one
white car# The SNCC driver was experienced with this 
Uncommon
form of attack. (Some ^people might wonder why any 
man would risk his own car and life by using his car to attack 
another car. Perhaps that is just another aspect of "defending 
our way of life” in Mississippi. ) The SNCC eaivm£naged not
V. j,to pushed over the embankment and soon outdistanced his enerny
D-
and reached a Black neighborhood. When Norman Thomas and I 
arrived back at Tougaloo I phoned in to headquarters to let 
them know we were safe. The////X// office told me of the 
attack on the other car. I didn/t bother Mr. Thomas with this 
news until the next day. (There had been publicity in the state 
about his visit. Not many Black people realized who Thomas was* 
but there must have been many whites who thought that he was 
some kind of Communist agitator— some may have thought that 
Norman Thomas was one of those "behind-the-scenes” Communists 
who were manipulating the Civil Rights Movement, especially 
such strange things as the Mississippi Freedom Vote. Al­
though I was supppsed to have been in the car that was attacked, 
I felt that this was not an attack on me, so much as attempt 
to murder Norman Thomas. I was an easy target any time.)
After Korman Thomas returned to New York he sent a letter
to President Kennedy*
"We have in Mississippi a st&te 0  obsessed with 
maintenance of segregation in support of white supre­
macy* It is a religion which, like communism to its 
believers, cleanses and sanctifies lies, perjury,
perversion of law, perhaps even murder to maintain 
Itself. This situation is America^ business* I 
do not write as a sensationalist but as a veteran 
campaigner who has frequently covered the United 
States without finding a parallel or precedent for 
what I ///X found in Mississippi
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During the Freedom Vote Campaign the SNCC workers returned 
to Southwest Mississippi, SNCC work in Mississippi had begun here 
in the summer of 1961, But the hostility of the police/ and 
the voter registrars— plus the open violence, including 
/fomrder of local people, led to SNCC temporarily giving up on 
$this part of the state and moving to Jackson and Greenwood, Now 
workers came back to some of the old counties for another effort. 
The white violence was still too high for the staff to ask 
anything that would bring a risk on the local people. The 
final vote out of places like Liberty and Am^te County was 
very low. But nearby counties were reached with the first 
significant Movement work in the area. This was especially 
true for the area around Natchez, (over.800 votes) and the 
nearby small town of Port Gibson and Claiborne County (almost 
300 votes,) (The contacts made by SNCC and C0F0 in these areas 
were maintained after the election and the groundwork for a 
strong movement was begun,)
One new county worked was Pearl River, There was no 
final vote total from here because the Picayune police con­
fiscated the ballot boxes (including one from Columbia).
An integrated team of five young men was working in the area.
There car was )i X& identified by hostile whites, who poured 
water in the gas tank. When the yfjf campaign workers tried 
to get the car repaired a white mob began to form, (One 
man phoned /X/X// the Jackson office for advice. The FBI 
was notified but just said to get the local police to help.
The local pf$X/ refused to offer any protection— and denied 
a request to let the students spend the night in jail.) The
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men then tried to leave leave town by catching a bus to Hatties­
burg. The # bus-station was closed. The white mob had broken up 
but now several cars of white men (and women) began circling
them. The students started walking down the highway toward a 
Black neighborhood. Several white cars chased them. Leading
the chase were three white man in a black ambulance! The stu-
At 2f15 a.m. four 
dents hid in the woods and became separated, /?$)$ of them
were able to flag down a Greyhound bus and ride to New Orleans 1
the fifth, one of the white students, remained hiding in the
woods ukntil dawn when a SNCC search car rescued him. (Although
the Black students knew the history of the terrire^y, neither 
of the white students seems to have realized that the nearby 
Poplarville had an old-fashioined community
lynching of a B*tack man in 1959*)
The organizers in the Natchez area almost became victims of
an election lynching. This was just before the /
balloting was to begin, i/t is recorded in the daily log in
the Freedom Vote office;
November 1. Bruce Payne of Oakland, California, a
21-year-old Univ, of Calif, graduate now studying
political science at Yale Univeristy, was forced out of
a "Freedom Vote" Votemobile in Port Gifoson, and beaten
by four men. He and the two Freedom Vote workers
accompanying him (EKi George Greene and Mrs, Ella Baker of
SNCC) were followed by the four men all the way from
Natchez, ^2 miles away. They had been organizing
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polling places / / / / /  . • • Payne and the two 
other workers were warned to stay out of Natchez,
November 2, (Event occurred app. Ilt45. a.m*)
George Greene, a 20-year-old SNCC worker from Green­
wood, Miss,, was driving a Votemobile with Bruce Payne 
on the way fro$ Natchez to Fayette, a distance of 23 
miles, to work with balloting for the Freedom Vote 
campaign,•••
Three miles out of Natchez, Greene realized thatf
they were/being followed by tpwj of the four men who had
beaten Payne the day before. During the 25 ensuing
minutes, 4- Greene tried to evade or lose the pursuing
car by turning around, and out-racing it, but the top
speed of 105 m,p,h. on the 1963 Chevrolet was no match
for the 196^ Impala driven by the pursuers. Finally the
workers were forced off the road against a bridge and 
one of the men walked up to Greene, pulled out a pistol and 
toldh^g get out. Greene, whose door was locked and
window rolled up, (EK, note— following instructions
and usual precautions) shifted into low, swerved
sharply, and escaped back on to the highway. As the
car left, the assailant shot three times at the left
rear tire, hoping, it is believed, to disable the
vehicle in order that the two workers could be forced
into the Impala and taken somewhere more isolated than
the highway.
xyo^ jfvoxe aiv^f "suuthwjsst'"
With a slow leak in the tire, Greene once again
tried to lose his pursuers, going through three red
lights, crossing double lines and driving in oncoming 
traffic lanes. Finally he managed to get three cars
ahead of the Impala and turned out of sight on to a 
backwoods road where the tire was changed, Payne and
Greene then proceeded to Jackson to report the inci­
dent to the highway patrol, Department of Justice, 
Henry headquarters, and the press,
Payne stated that about all that saved the two 
workers was Greene*s excellent driving. (Greene had
raced in high school*)*'
T^is kind of determination did not produce a political result of
thousands of votes from the counties in that part of Mississippi
but it did show that the Movement had come/ and would not be
driven out.
When I saw George Greene and Brucjfe Payne in Jakcson 
that evening I congratulated George on his famous driving 
skill. This was not the first time that his fast driving 
had saved lives, his own and others. None of us on the COFO 
staff had any questions about whether murder was intended in 
the affair or not. But the Yale student was now trying to con­
vince himself that they would not have been killed. He asked 
me, "Do you think those two fellows really intended to kill 
us? Those bullets did hit the car sort of low.** I assured
him/'In Mississippi its a dangerous error to confuse good in-
kO
tentions with poor aim.'*
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Sometimes campaign workers faced death* sometimes they just 
faced a traffic ticket* But no one ever knew. In either case 
the initial terror of being approached by a strange white face 
was the same. People got out of a bad situation anyway they 
could. George Greene was a good driver. A! Lowenstein was a 
good talker.
Lowenstein was in Clarksdale for a meeting of campaign
staff at Aaron Hej3ry#s home. kMost of the staff present
were black and were planning to spend the night in local homes.
But A1 did not want to jeopardize any local people and Henryfs
home was already full of guests. So A1 and Sr8'white students
took a room in a local white hotel. They were followed by
police when they left %%££%/ Henry’s home and drove ^ to
their hotel in the business section of the town. They
parked the car and started walking across the street to the
hotel entrance. Police came up and arrested them. The charge
was violating a curfew (a law used to clear the streets of
Blacks after 9*00 P«m.t during the demonstrations of the
previous August— and not enforced since then.). Some of the
police made verbal hints— *or threats— about beatings. A1 told
the jfy£y( officers at the jail that he was a lawyer and knew his 
rights. He demanded the use of a telephone. The police at
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first refused but finally let him make one phone call. A1 then 
placed a long distance, person-to-person, collect call to New 
York. It would have been about 3*00 a.m. in the city. In as 
Xrf&y clear and as confident voice as he could produce, A1 told 
the operator to ask for "MR. FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT,the THIRD.
/ That's ROOSEVELT. R-0-C-S-2-V-2-V-T. Roosevelt, like in President 
Roosevelt. This is AL LOWENSTEIN, IN JAIL IN CLARKSDALE, MISS­
ISSIPPI, and I want to speak to Frank Roosevelt.** It must have 
been quite a performance, A1 phoned me in Jackson about 6t30 
the next morning, still in jail, and told me to call / Roosevelt 
and tell him why A1 had called in the middle of the night. I 
was glad to do so. Frank Roosevelt III had come to Mississippi 
during the summer and stayed with us at Tougaloo. Frank
told me X that he had been too sleepy to understand much of 
what A1 had said. It didn't really matter. The ROOSEVELT 
name (except for hated Elfcnore) still had enough magic in 
C6ctfioma, County, Mississippi to guarantee that no beatings 
occurred that night. A1 and the Yale students were released 
later that morning.
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Lowenstein was very angry at how little attention the
national press was giving our election campaing—*and the police- 
state environeraent surrounding it* In the days following his
own arrests the harassment grew steadily worse* In a press
statement Lowenstein gave his reactions*
"What is going on in the State of Mississippi in
October, 1963» is astonishing to an American citizen
not experienced in the ways of this state. It is of
course no secret that Negroes in general are not
allowed to vote in Miss*, but the American people need
to know that in addition to disenfranchising Negroes,
u
the preservation of the "Mississippi way of life** 
demands the intimadation of anyone not willing to 
support white }i rule • • •
"Campaign workers.*, have discovered that it is 
impossible to function in Mississippi with the mini­
mum safeguards of any free .
0 f / M  t o u f c  s k *  " '(we-easipai^n- w&v&era» from 6 "other parts of the Un•States") 
"We shall tell what we have found in Mississippi
wherever we go when we leave and we shall not leave
until we have seen through the rest^ f of this dismal
affair. We shall submit evidence of what we have found
Gom^ss o^nto the Civil Rights uofflffi±8$:eft-and to Members of the
Congress of the United States in the faith that the
American people, once they know the facts, will not
long be willing to allow tyranny to wrap itself in the
American flag in an American state.
"We are particularly grateful to the students...
who have taken time from their studies and traveled
long distances to assist in these efforts. It is of
course a pity that it should be necessary for people
to make such sacrifices in our country at this late
date, but it is wonderful to know that there are many
/M*/ Zliprepared to do so as long as it may be necessary.*7^
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Tv,e Freedom Vote wofefcer& were not the only political
su ffe r in g harassment in tfyl this election. Compared to what 
happened to the Henry-King workers, anything else is
trivial, but the Republican Party did complain that some
of their workers were being mistreated. At one precinct
meeting // hoodlums poured acid on a Republican car. Some
local GOP workers recieved hostile phone c a l l s S o m e
were asked to take down posters in their yards. Sone yfjtff State
were threatened with loss
of their jobs if they did not vote Democratic, in a grand 
understatement that still held some kind of truth, can­
didate Rubel Phillips once publicly complained, "They are 
treating my workers like ni5rgers. " ^
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The Freedom Vote election was planned to last for three
days, Nov. 2,3, and^ , the ^Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
before the regular election. The original plan was to
have people sign a register, giving a staff worker their
name and address, as they cast thejr vote. It soon
became evident that some people would be afraid to give
their names, so this was encouraged but not required.
The W i t /  GOFO staff and local people working on the
election numbered over 200/ and there were jlrf. about 5°
college students still in the state at election time.
Many local people in the "Movement" counties had been
trainied in the mechanics of managing the election. Even 
soon
so, we realized that many places would just have
to be given ballots and instructions to handle as best
Another
they could. A/ldecision was that, because of the 
violence and the meetings we had been forced to cancel^ 
we would accept ballots by Xma-il* encouraged people
to be honest (and we did trust the people on this point)
and mail their votes in to the Jackson office if they
lived in a place where it was too dangerous or difficult
to set up a ballot box. In most places we did place the
ballot boxes (which had been prepared by volunteers from
places like Tougaloo College.) The jLfii mimeographed paper
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ballots containing the names of the Democratic, Republican,
and Freedom candidates for Governor and It. Governor, were 
to be placed in cardboard shoe boxes, decorated with red,
white, and blue crepe paper. Anyone who was a le^al
resident of /lississinpi and who was over 21 could vote
in this election. r»y the weekend of the vote, the canroai?m had become
difficult that we now called it the"underground election."
The vast majority of the votes were cast on Sunday, at
the regular morning or evening church service. The church
would allow a COFO worker to speaker* or a local member who
was a campaign workeri the minister would add his blessings
to the whole affair? and, as the p&ano relayed and the choir
sang, the whole congregation would march up the aisle and
place their ballot in the box, which was often placed on 
the linen covered table where the regular offer in
was placed. Some Black cafe/s and pool halls were
allowed to keep their ballot box for the full three daysi
every customer was encouraged to cast his vote# And so
the black people of Mississippi (and a few whites) cast
their Vote /// for Freedom.
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The final vote in the Freedom Vote Campaign was about
90,000. It may have been as low as 80,000 or ao hi^h as
93p000. Tve ^ exact figure is hard to reach because some
votes were confiscated by -policej some communities counted
their own ballots and then send an approsinate figure in
to the state office $ some ballot boxes were not picked up
and counted until many days after the election? and letters
containing thousands of "underground*’ and "vote by mail**
ballots continued to come in to the Jackson office a full
month later. (The high estimate of 93*000 may also include
a slight duplication of several thousand votes in s o j a
few Delta counties which may list some votes both under
a town category and then under the county total.)
The 90,000 figure I believe is reasonably accurate. This
was less than half of the 200,000 goal) and less than a
quarter of the over 400,000 Black people of Mississinoi 
who should be voting in the real elections.
One of the most imporant aspects of the Freedom Vote was 
the opportunity presented for community organizing by the 
Civil Rights V.oveinent. "Old" movement counties turned in 
the largest votes? but, very significantly, SMCC and C0F0 
workers were able to began organizing local people in many 
new areas. Votes came from every single one of the 82 counties
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m + ~and from every city and small town in the state* The
communities where major organizing efforts were made, where 
the staff workers made sure that the ]fi new Move­
ment had some roots, were the areas where there either was
already a staff or where the staff planned to con­
tinue work after the election, in the winter of 1964, as 
possible, and certainly in the summer of 1964, These 
communities, either already having a-strong local organ­
ization or developing one in the election, ^ correspond 
with the communites that produced a significant vote in 
the election— of around 100 or more votes, Allrf of the 
Delta counties (except Humphreys and Yazoo— and contacts 
were made there) are in this category. Neighboring 
counties in north central Mississippi were* Marshall, $
Benton, and Lafayette, In j?/rth east Mississippit Lee, Lowndes, 
Clay, I/Ionroe, and Oktibbeha* In Central f4ississippii Warren, 
Hinds, Madison,Rankin, Simpson^n§cott, Along the Alabama
line in east Mississippi* Kemper, Lauderdale, and Clarke, 
s
In ^Xuth Mississippi and the Gulf Coasti Forest, Jones,
4 0Jackson, Hancock, and Harrison. Most exciting'the SNCC
workers was the breakthru into the old "Southwest" counties
such as Pike, Walthall, Marionjrf, Lincoln, and especially the 
area around ftat^ chez such as Adams and Claiborne counties,
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A number of counties turned in an excellent vote. As 
evaluated by the COFO staff these were either the counties 
where the major projects already existed— or counties 
where so many good contacts were made during the cam-
that it was clear that these would be the major centers 
of COFO work in 1964. The highest vote, naturally, was 
in Hinds County (with the city of Jackson) and in Coahoma
County (Aaron Henry's home town of Clarksdale). Most of the 
other Delta counties produced the major portion of the 
vote. Counties her with over 1000 people voting^werei
Panola, Eolivar, Washington, Leflore,“Homes, Quitman,
Tunica, and Tallahatchie (and, as above, Coahoma). Counties
that bordered the Delta such as Warren, Madison, and Marshall
also had votes this heavy. The center for work in north east
Mississippi )i was now Lowndew (Columbus) and several nearby
counties also had good votes. On the Alabama line Lauderdale 
(Meridian) had over one thousand votes. Forest County in 
south Pdississippi was in this thousand vote category as
were/^/j^//X/ Jackson and Harrison Counties on the Gulf 
Coast.
paign and such good local campaign commitfeifces established
with
Hol/mes
fon the Monday night before the regular elections on Tuesday,')
'the Freedom Vote &&& ended A  A MVictory Rally" was celebrated
in Jackson in the Black Masonic Temple building. The great
colored crepepe paper streamers 
auditorium was decorated with posters and Blackbaards
announced vote results from all parts of Mississipp^he "Henry-
King" ticket had recieved over 99% of the vote— a few votes
did go to the regular Democrats and Republicans, A dance band
added to the excitement in the room, A speakers platform filled 
r i 
the spot that had been the pulpit in the last big event in the
** fla^shall— the funeral of Medgar Evers, American JSSgs-and bunting
took the place of the ferns and flowers of that awful summer day.
Once again the room saw the bright lights and the maze of wires 
TV
of the EV cameras. (Because of the past, this room was always 
too full/... of a memo^ry, and too empty . But these were my
thoughts. Probably many others shared these thoughts. It
was not something to talk about.) The mood oj^our ^ party
victory all
was one of a great had survived the campaign.
Between speeches, and songs, and dances, the votes of 
the small towns and the cities were called out. Everyone 
cheered when the name of an especially dangerous community
»was called out. The names came from every part of the state. 
"AlligXator—  3 Votes for HENRY & King. No votes for anybody
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#^"BELZONI, 38 votes for Henry." Wild cheers/ for a true miracle. 
?B00 "BOGUE CHITTO- 10 votes," and Hollis Watkins whoops for
hiis hometown on the edge of a swamp in Pike County. "CLARKS­
DALE* £ 11 votes for Phillips? 20 votes for Johnson? 6552 
votes for HENRY." The room explodes with noise,... "COLDWATER,
One vote for Phillips, No votes for Johnson, 19 votes for Henry." 
And down the list of the familiar and bizarre names of Mississippi. 
"LIBERTY^#/ 3 votes, Henry & King." "OSYKA, 15." "Philadel­
phia, 5," "PORT GIBSON, 291 votes," and a big cheer because 
the crowd knows how important it is to. have created this open- 
ing for the Movement in this part of the state. "ROSEDALE..,. 
SILVER CITY....TCHULA....WINONA." And"YAZOO CITY , 32 votes."
There were a few surprise, such as the vote from Faulkner country. 
V"0XF0D, LAFAYETTE COUNTY, 375 votes— including a few white 
teachers at Ole Miss who came to the church but were afraid 
to give their names." There were some places where only a single 
vote was cast— usually by the mail. The precicnt then was 
listed as the ^ town of the postmark. One such vote came from 
the town of B00NEVILLE— where the HENRY-tKiWfe ticket had a 
total sweep. (And I laughed on that one— because Jeannette's 
sister, Margaret Gracia, was teaching at the state junior 
college there and I realized who had cast the vote.).
//
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There were several speeches throughout the evening before 
Aaron Henry came up to the platform. Some of us y{ who had al­
ready spoken had been a bit heavy? Aaron knew the mood of the 
crowd and th&t this was not a time to worry but to be happy. 
His victory speech included much of the material from his
standard campaign speech. All of us had heard most of its 
but we enjoyed hearing it again., - K
Henry began with Biblical lessons and the SNCC
staff shouted "Amen," and "Preach, brother, Preach,,," as if
this was Mother Bethel Church in Sunflower County., Aaron
' HciUtalked about the story of Esther and she did -the will
of God and saved the children of Israel. Then -fcfee audience
was reminded that we live in a time that the Lord demands
action. And, finally, the point, "If you contiraae to remain
quiet at a time like this, God's going to fini ararother way
to deli^ver his people." J
Then Aaron gave^ one of his favorite/-items,. "Whoever 
wins that election tomorrow don't matter to us. /$ . Paul
Johnson and Rubel Phillips are just trying to out; shout
each other. The only //KX/ American election is already
AV
over. Let those men fight each other tomorrow. 3They say
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they will keep the Negro down. Well, whoever wins tomworw is
only going to keep the state of Mississippi down, down on the 
bottom
fc$$£6&'where it already is ,* where it always is, Every time 
somebody counts up anything that matters, Mississippi/ is 
always last, always on the bottom. When there were 48 states; 
Mississippi was number 48. When Alaska became a state, Miss­
issippi finally mov^ed, to number 49, still the jibottom . And 
then Hawaii made it 50 states— and Mississippi made it to 
no. 50. And we know what it will be when Puerto Hico becomes 
ft a state!" Every audience loved this part of the speech. Then,
in honor of the Jackson celeberation, Henry attacked some of the
other political leaders of the state and threatened a coming 
day of political judgment for them. "With the right to vote,
we can pfrnake Senator Eastland and Congressman Williams do the 
44mambo iM
One of the first speakers of the rally had 'been Al Lowen­
stein. A1 praised everyone who had worked in the campaign,
•
stressing the significance of what it meant to bring to change 
to Mississippi. "This is the most significanty^for freedom 
in the entire United States because when you get: freedom in 
Mississippi, we'll have freedom in my part of North Carolina, 
in Birmingham, in New York, and in every part of this country.
/This is the first time in American it was necessary to campaign 
underground. //jtfl'm glad this victory celebration is out in the
open."^
The most beautiful, most meaningful speech of the/ evening, 
as always, was given by Bob Moses. He quietly congratulated 
the workers and the people on what they had done. HThe message 
of freedom has now been heard in every part of Mississippi be­
cause you took it there. There may be towns where you got only 
one or two votes but the people there ^ have heard, they may be 
very quiet— but the whisper of freedom is spreading in every 
place, every town in this state. Though we certainly can't]
realize it, history was being made all over the state this 
> week."^
But Moses did not just congratulate the staff. He never
ignored the reality^ of the problems we faced,. He discussed
the harassment of the staff and of local people, the problems
of fear in getting people to vote in our election, much less
dare to take the registration test. "These election returns
that we are shouting about do demonstrate the desire of the
Negroes of Mississippi to vote. We already knew that* now 
all America must know it. But this election also makes it
clear that the Negroes of Mississippi will not g^t the vote
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until the equivalent of an army is sent here. No political
machinery of this countyry will do this until there is
pressure from all over the country./ We don't expect to
correct the evils of Mississippi by this snail's pace voting
registration, but we do expect to build enough pressure to
make it ^politically impossible for a federal government 
to remain so indifferent..../^.. We expect our efforts to 
dissuade those who believe that anything less than federal
tropps will work."47
I had talked with Bob Moses almost daily during the
• . u
campaign and I knew what he thought about the possibility 
of ever bringing the kind of federal power to the state.
I could not argue with him that federal troops were the 
thing that was needed. But any such idea was very disturb­
ing to me. I had / long understood the necessity of out­
side intervention in the state— but I still hoped it
could somehow be done "non^-violently." Thus when it 
was my turn to speak at the victory rally I compared the
new college volunteers who helped with the election to
the 1961 "Freedom Riders." That had been a traumatic, 
but non-violent invasion of outsiders (joined, of course, by
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local Black people), I told the crowd that "as one Mississippi
native I want to extend the hospitality of our state to all
you outside agitators. I'm glad you are here. The papers here
and
call you invaders. That's probably true, b w e  all know 
we may have to see other kinds of invaders before this is
48finished, but they will be bringing freedom for all of us," 
During the evening, while the shou^ting and dancing
' ’ 1 c^ontinued downstairs, some of us from the campaign committee 
met in the office o t o  evaluate what we had
done. We were all very pleased with the results of the 
election. It was clear there would be at least 75# 000 votes,
and probably many more when the final count was completed. 
This was well )$X below our goal of 200,000 but, considering 
the harassment, this was an excellent outcome. We were so 
pleased that we could now give serious attention to some 
matters that had previously been just ideas. It was clear 
that we could mount a state wide campaign and the political 
direction seemed to be the one that produced the best re­
sponse. Obviously COFO workers would return to some of 
• «
the new commurfrtiels and have citizenship education classes 
and a voter registration campaign. But there were several 
other possibilities that we could now discuss. One was to
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go in to court with a legal action based on Reconstruction statutes 
and try to have the regular election voided and a new election 
ordered. But, although we felt there was a good legal case, 
we knew that court action would be very slow and so this idea 
was considered and then put aside,/// to be used in some other 
election. The plan that did appeal to all of us was a 
logical development of Al Lowenstein*s ideas about the Freedom 
Vote. This was to continue building on the base/ established 
in this election and challenge the seating of the all white 
regular Mississippi delegation at the 1964 National
Convention of the Democratic Party. Through"*^  Lowenstein
'{ A i“hrWashington contacts we had heard that President ICennedy.- w©st±d'
look with favor on such a challenge— at least as :far as some 
of the Deep South "Dixiecrat^" states were concerned.^ JFK 
supposedly, so we heard, wanted a showtown with some of the 
extremists in the ^///// South that might // lead to some 
restructuring of the Democratic Party. Whether we re&lly had 
Kenn^^s favor or not the idea of sending a rival del­
egation to the National Convention appealed to all of us.
The idea had been discussed several times during the cam— 
pagign. Now it was agreed that it should be done. The next 
state COFO convention would, of course, be asked to approve it.
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JFK
Aaron Henry //// and I certainly thought we would have the 
support of John Kennedy. Bob Moses and some of the SNCC workers 
were not so sure. Their experiences with the Kennedy admini- 
istration had hardly been & encouraging. I agreed with the
t m
SNCC criticism of the federal government jc;but still admired 
the President % for some things* and thought that the rumor
f
about his. support might be valid, if only because he had his
own reasons for changing the party. We certainly had had
little help from the administration during the election—
neither as personal support for the idea and the candidates,
or, more imporp^t//, as help from the federal government for
its citizens, Black and white, who were being harassed and
illegally jailed by the white authorities of Mississippi.
(y( There was one small hint of White House interest
Lowenstein
in the election. XX told us that the President had been kept 
informed about the events of the Freedom Vote Campaign. A1 
had also arranged a bit of protection for the candidates.
Aaron Henry and I both were given the name of a key White 
House aide and a special telephone number that we were to 
use only in case of a personal jrf ej*(/ emergency involving 
ourselves— such as the threat of beating or worse in jail.
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I peraonally carried that bit of paper with me everywhere I went,
I did not even feel tod much guilt about not using the number when 
I heard about campaign workers being in jail— including Lowenstein, 
himself* Of course I should have, but that scrap of paper 
seemed important to me, and made me feel a little more im­
portant. I attached less honor to the t//X token after a 
Black SNCC friend pointed out that Norman Thomas had, at 
least, come to Mississippi to help with the campaign, and 
none of the Kennedys had even said one word in our behalf—
much less used the Justice Dept, to help protect tas.X A 
special call to the White House might save the life of a
political candidate caught in a jail— but could help no one
’ else— and would not even have helped save me '‘or Norman
a,cf~oa My 4-Mf £>€-1
Shomas^ had our car^been driven off tire-highway.)
Ronnie Dugger, the editor of the liberal political newpaper, 
The Texas Observer, had spent several days in Mississippi cover­
ing our campaign. He attended the /K/X/ victory rally and 
was very interested in having a better interpretation of the 
election that what had been given in the speeches* So he got 
several of us together to talk. Bob Moses, at first, just
talked about the advantages for future organizing work that 
had come from the campaign. Then he became more realistic about
the problems we faced. And he turned back to his thinking about
a federal military occupation of the state. "Proba^bly in the
final analysis, it'll be ^ a question of troops, probably
something like occupation, if the Negro in the Delta is
IfQgoing to get the vote."
Al Lowenstein tried to say that there might be other kinds
of federal intervention— justice Dept, action, new voting laws,
and such. But I knew that Moses was probably right— even if 
we got some of the things Al was talking about* Then even
Al got very pessimistic. "The whole atmosphere here is head­
ing for the most dreadful situation, unless the $ rest of the 
country lets the white community here know it can't go on 
this way/V.... The whole community here
has been convinced that by simoly not yielding an inch they 
ilil m m SrSyi,
can preserve the way of life... there is not chance for the
moderate to come out." Lowenstein said that without
federal intervention there w//X/ would be an explosion that
"will not be non-violent. People will use guns.... there will
be the most awful blood situation you can imagine, and lit-
5*0
erally t there will be civil war."
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I was very uncomfortable as I listened to loses and Lowen­
stein. And I had the impression that Aaron Henry was also un­
comfortable and disturbed by the words of each sain. Perhaps 
both Aaron and I, as native Mississippians, had saever expected
the Freedom Vote to turn out as well as it did— and perhaps 
we had both expected something violent to happen to £ us.
Maybe we felt so much personal relief and surprise at the
<?C .number w  voters who did join our election, that; we just did 
not want to hear such serious, pessimistic talJr.
At a deeper level I knew that^had to listen. And I knew 
why I did not want to listen. Lowenstein and Mbses made me 
think about painful matters. They were both out­
siders and probably, from their unique perspectives, could 
see much about life in Mississippi that neitJier /Aaron or I 
could see. In different ways, I had more respect and trust 
for the opinions of these two men than anyone elise I knew.
When Lowenstein talked of possible ma jor vialessee, of the 
Movement reaching a point where non-violence mas rejected,
I had to listen. When Moses talked of the ultismate need for 
federal troops to occupy parts of Mississippi, 2 had to listen.
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And I had to think, I called my self a Christian pacifist— and
?I called myself a "Freedom Figher." Could I really be both.
I was not sure— but I knew I would pretend to be sure. I
was still trying to convince myself that the sacrifices of
a few people would be the way to avoid all the violence and
bloodshed that seemed inevitable. I was still convinced that
any battle that was p too violent, whever won, could not
promote the kind of integration and brotherhood I believed
in. No "beloved community" could survive— or grow—  in
violence. But what if too much blood was shed in vain,,.?
I listened to Moses and Lowenstein and I even began toi-
wonder about my own reasons for being in the Civil Rights 
Movment. Perhaps I was still a very loyal white Mississippian, 
in a strange way, wanting to see peaceful change, wanting to 
promote brotherhood— so that the Black men I called
"brothers"would not destory the white men I had once called 
"brothers". If men like Bob Moses felt that only federal 
troops would guarantee the right to vote for Blacks in Miss­
issippi, then, intellectually I gave my assent. I knew he 
was right. But, emotionally (and even in a religious sense) I 
still wanted to see "non-violent invaders only." Was I then 
just trying to prevent bloodshed because I dreaded another
:j ------- __ __ _
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"Reconstruction." Or, perhaps, even... I just dreaded blood.
L TWas I really a "FreedomFighter" or did^really stand in the way
of the "Freedom Fighers?" I had talked about the necessity of
"out side intervention" and of "creative confrontation" so
often to white friends in Mississippi, especially moderates
and churchmen. But did I want to be the judge of the limits
of intervention and of confrontation? I had talked so much
about "love" and about "reconcilliation," but was I just 
guilty of "preaching peace, peace, when there is no peace?"
I was very confused. I had long ago agreed with the SNCC 
workers yi that the state of Mississippi was already a
fascist state. As far as Black people were concerned, all
fth«. white policeman were just the armed troops occupying their
communities. Justice w m i g h t  mean replacing one
kind of troops federal soldiers.) for the local
troops. Logically I could and did accept that — and,
sometimes, 4 when I was in prison myself, I even wanted
it. But to hear Moses fi saying that the federal troops
were probably the only answer really upset me— He did not 
say the "best" answer. I knew that, personally, he would
prefer a "non-violent" way. Was this the "least violent" way?)
Our conversation with Dugger— and our own conversation that 
continued among ourselves=-took place before Aaron Henry and I 
gave our speeches, I knew I had to say something about the 
invaders and when I made the speech I took the easy way out, 
still pleading for non-violence, when I was not quite sure 
what I did think. But the matter of Reconstncution
just could not be pushed aside, especially since this "vic­
tory rally" was celebrating the most activity by Black 
Missisiippians since Reconstruction, But Reconstruction had 
never $ just been Black men fighting white men in Mississippi; 
there had been a few white men on the side of Freedom— the 
hated carpetbaggers from the north and the even more hated 
scalawags, the local whites. In my briefcase I had ar^incredible 
letter than talked about slavery and Reconstruction in Miss­
issippi. It was written by a Black man who believed that 
Black and white men could work together. I had read parts of
this letter at several political rallies in the Delta (even 
facing the Confederate Monument in Greenville.) And so in 
my "victory” speech I decided to read the entire letter from 
a very old Black man— who had seen years of hell In Mississippi 
but still had faith in God— -and in man.
W b Tougaloo Christian College 
133TTER Ij Tot Rev. Ed King, Tougaloo, Mississippi
From* Mr. P.S.Bowles, 1213 West Ave., Columbia, Miss. 
Dates Oct 20, 1963
(p.l) my yfjg dear Rev. Kingi 
• I have jus§ been handed a copy of The Mississippi
Press, together with a copy of the accompanying sheet that's
s. being sent out to acquaint the state with the plan of our 
political leaders with reference to the contemplated election
that is now only a few days ahead.
I do not want to take up too much of your time but
I will say/ that, what I have seen of the / effort of our 
leaders is highly compl^im/intary of the sanity and thought­
fulness of yourself and those wyo are working with / you.
. (p2) I see from the accompanying sheet that you were born at
Vicksburg in 1936, and I was reared just a few miles south of
Vicksburg at a place called Newtown, but which is ffyi now
gone into the river. I was born in Claiborne County, not
far from Port Gibson, on a plantation known as Caledonia in
X 00$ I869, just f r fy t jf / if / .  b years after the Civil War; but my
father and mother, having just thrown off their slavery 
chains, wanted to make some economic progress, but Negroes
at that early date couldn’t buy land just anywhere/ they
wanted to? so they heard of some land up there in Warren
County that Negroes could buy; and my father went up there
to see about it.
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And he found a lot of land of the Mississippi sidjfe of
3) what was known as Davis' Bend, where lived old Jefferson
Davis and his brother; but the land in question before the 
war came on, had been protected by a compet/ant levee system;
which the whites were able to keep up; but when the war
came on, it was too expensive to the whites, and they
were faced with the likelihood of losing their slaves tool;
so they were unable to keep up their levee system; so they
let it go,and decided to sell the land out to Negroess
And it was this land that my father had heard of as
being available for Negroes to buy; any he went up there
and bought him 100 acres, and built his home on it and
built him a store on it and a gin; and did well for several
years y  |vftss> river would overflow it every 2 or 3
u
years and father had to finally give it up, and move out 
in the# hill section of Warren County, and just let that
land go; so ^he finally moved out to a place just east
of a place called Cedars, above Warrenton.
And there he lived until he died. When we first
built our home our house was a good mile back from the
river; but the caving bank just kept busy; and we had
to move our house and gin twice; and the last time I
was out there our gin was almost in the river; and we
decided to not go to ghe expense of moving it any more,
as most of the children were then grown, and not; in­
terested in it; and so we just quite paying the taxes
on the place, and let the sheriff sell it for taxes.
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(p.5) There were 17 of us, brothers and sisters, including 
one half-brother,/ and one half-sister; and I was the 4th 
child of my father and mother; but they have all dropped 
out now except 3 of us. I am the only brother out of the
11 brothers still living;and I have 2 sisters still living 
out of the 6; my baby-sister / and the sister next oldest 
to ihjif to my baby sister.
My sisters live out West; in Los Angeles, California;
I nursed both of those sisters when they were babes. I was 
born on Sept. 29, 1869; accordingly on the 29th of last 
month I reached my 95th birthday; / and I am now hitting 
the trail on ray 95 years/.
My father was born in Claiborne County, only a few
i-
miles from Alcorn College. His master was also his father;
6) and he told me in his life time that he had a half- 
brother,(white) who was attending what was then called 
Oakland College, now Alcorn A. & M. College, and this 
half-brother was, according to custom, his young master; 
and when that young master got ready to go to college it 
was my father's job to hitch up the family carriage and 
drive that young master (and half-brother) to college; 
my father would have to go and bring him back home; and 
sometimes when he would go to bring this young master 
(/and half-brother)/ home, this young master would not 
be ready; and sometimes he and his other mates would be
performing in the chapel; and the chapel had an up-stairs to 
?)it, /  and in that case they would permlt ^  father tQ gQ up
stairs in the chapel and look on while his young master 
and his mates would be performing in the general chapel 
below.
But he said that it was beyond the reach of his fondest
dream to get the idea that he would ever have a son who 
would, in his father's own life-time, come to have a con­
trolling voice in directing the affairs of that chapel 
building, and not only of that chapel building, "but who 
would be the President of that same College, But
God moves in a mysterious way 
His Wonders to perform,
He plants His foot-steps in the sea 
And rides upon the storm.
I came to Alcorn^the age of 36 yrs,r and stayed
8)there, 4o yrs., moving 4 times from a lower to a Mgher place
ountil I becj?tm#e President, the Highest place within
the gift of the Board of Trustees? and voluntarily re­
tired from that place to private life, upon the TOluntary 
commitment of the Board of Trustees that I would remain 
on the College pay roll the rest of my natural life, under 
the voluntarily conferred title of President-Emeritus,
Well, I guess that's enough, at least for the time 
being.
Very respectfully yours / P. S. Bowles
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This letter did not answer any of my questions about
"Reconstujirctioni or troops or violence or the future. But it
did give me some XK kind of reassurance. The author was not 
bitter and he was not defeated. $ But some parts of the letter
were too much to think about— the slave own^ fer-father was 
probably a gentlemen, a "pillar of the church." What kind 
of society let a.man make fy lj£ /iS X £ ff£ / one half-brother be 
the slave to the other half-brother. One line / } { £ ) $ /  
had been haunting me since I received the letter— "this 
half-brother/ was, according to custom, his young master... " 
Coul. And I wondered— can there ever be peace, reconciliation 
in Mississippi, in America, until the white man atones??? But 
no man can atone for sin^ like thatTTaad.for. Is the 
problem then, that white Mississippi must see its sins,
■7and confess its sins, and ask forgiveness. The author of
my letter could forgive— but how many more Black people
„  d \ j j V\o cc.vftss o *" -As ^ per- ' <■] I j f  he
could forgivec. The more I thought about the matter the "k
more Biblical, even Old Testament-like, everything seemed. 
"Without the shedding of blood, there is no forgiveness of 
sins." But, my God, oh my God, what is the Christ? Has there 
not alreddy been enough shedding of blood? Must there be more?
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Paul Johnson, the Democrat, v/on the regular election. His'vote
was 192,000 to 118,000 for the Republican, Rubai Phillips. Black
people, for the most part, just rested on the day of that
election. When questioned by the press about Aaron Henry and
the Freedom Vote, Gov.-elect Johnson just acted as if the whole
matter did not concern him at % all— or bother anyone in white
Mississippi, The truth, of course, was that the harassment
was fewer of their extreme, interest in the Freedom Vote,
ciRonnie Dugger of The Texas Observer^lnterviowd Paul Johnson*
*A slender, balding man, Johnson scoffed at the 
figure of 80,000 mock votes announced as cast
in the Henry campaign. *A little over 12,000 votes 
were cast," he $  said* "They claim 100,000, but we know 
this was only done for the psychological effect that 
it might have on Congress and civil rights proposals.*n 
"Johnson was asked why only 20,000 Negroes are 
registered to vote in the state. "Because they haven"t 
made too much effort to vote," he replied. "They’ve, 
always had a g//// great deal of confidence in the 
white leadership of the state, and they realize that 
there are more Negrah home owners and farm owners in 
Mississippi than in any other state in the nation,♦♦♦/•
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'•What about charges Negroes have been intim­
idated when they try to vote? fI known of no intim­
idation that has taken place anywhere, nor do they, 
nor do they have any creditable documentary evidence 
of any intimidation,* said the successor to Gov*
Ross Barnett.
"The white students who cme here from other 
states for the Henry campaign, Johnsons said, •suc­
ceeded in making fools of themselves, without any 
inpact. Very few people knew they were in this
state.... The outside agitators have received 
practically no cooperation from your local Negroes.tM
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The leadership of Bob Moees made the Freedom Vote a major 
success for the Ilovenent in Mississippi— at a time when voter
registration had failed, v»tien demonstrations had failed, when 
America did not seem to caret and when leaders were shot in the 
back. Moses described the Freedom Vote as **the most unique elec­
tion in American history*^a The numbers of local people who 
voted—  and the local people who actually worked on the campaign 
committees, indicated that ”••• for the first time admass-base 
statewide organisation with political emphasis***** was possible® 
These oractical matters did concern Bob* But the thing that he 
felt was the greatest accomplishment of the election was the 
new spirit of pride in the black people of Mississippi and, in 
the staff, a revived feeling of hope that something worthwhile 
could be done in the worst state in America. Also very important 
in Bob’s analysis was the fact that so many people had done some­
thing significant together and for the first time— and so felt a 
new bond of unity* The pride, the hope, and the unity 
produced a determination that 196** would be the year for a major 
assault on the walls of segregation in its greatest citadel, 
Mississippi*
In the weeks that followed the election there were many 
meetings and conversations evaluating the Freedom Vote and 
making plans for the new year* Sometimes these were large 
groups of staff members, sometimes just a few people In long 
conversations and discussions in my living room at Tougaloo*
Early in January of 19$* OOFO published a pamphlet giving 
the goals for the year and the evaluation of the Freedom Vote*
The primary gain was in cossmunlty organization* COFO,s pam­
phlet statedt
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"The first (gain) was to lay a groundwork for
politic}^ organization around the state for serious
candidates for public office...* Perhaps the most
significant result of the Freedom Vote campaign
was in the area of organizational development. For
the first time a genuinely statewide operation took
effect. A central office v/as set up in Jackson to 
coordinate activities around the state. The five
congressional district offices, established in Sept.,
becamse organizational bases for penetration of
ft* neighboring cities and towns and
in practice expanded their operational scope beyond the
city in which they were based. The campaign workers
made contact with cities and towns previously untouched
by the movement."^
In terms of number# the election v/as very encouraging.
Over 60,000 Black people who voted had the courage to M fy ttL X X i/
give their names and addressed to Movement workers. We had
not expected half that many. The COFO workers now had these
names as well as the names of the hundreds of local people
who had worked on the election— and been givgn important
training in things like canvassing, supervising ballot box^s, 
making political speeches in their own churches, making
reports to the district and state offices, organizing their 
own neighborhoods or whole towns to work together on some­
thing controversial, X /} fX / / raising money for something 
more than just the local church— and, very important, meet­
ing other B^ack Mssissippians from other counties who 
were joined in the same kind of work and struggle. Bob 
Moses figured that the number of local people who could
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work on voter registration was increased ten times. In fact, 
there were now new communties which wanted COFO staff to set
up offices there. For the SNCC workers who had moved from
Me Comb in 1961 to Greenwood and the Belta//#^/ and gone through
long periods of just trying to K survive in a town as they
slowly convinced local people that there should be a Civil
Rights Movement, this / was a very pleasing development* Now
the problem was the shortage of SNCC and CORK workers who
could not possibly work in all the communities that were "ready*"
?ifif COFO official analysis of the campaign developed a 
second major theme, that "*** the campaign dramatized a 
few basic truths about Negro participation in Mississippi 
politics•
•*1* The first contention v/as that Negroes do 
not vote because of justified fears of physical 
and economic intimidation and also because of dis­
criminatory registration practices, not because
they are apathetic and have no idea of where 
their political Interests lie* The Freedom Vote 
clearly supported this contention* when they were 
given a chance, 83#000 (EK, the lowest estimate)
Negro Mississippians did in fact vote*
*2* The second contention was that if Ne­
groes were registered without discrimination and 
intimidation, they not only would vote, but that 
their votes would change the results of Miss* 
elections, and therefore of the political structure
of the state, now dominated by white, conservative 
racists* Aaron Henryfs 83,000 votes certainly would
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have influenced an election where the losing official
candidate received only about 130,00 votes, and the 
winner around 200,000, if they had been registered*
"The third reason for the campaign was to provide
a forum for discussion of the real issues in Miss.i
discussion of this kind is not possible in the context
Xof regular Mississippi political campaigns."^*
much greater than we anticipated, but it was certainly nothing
new for the Movement in Mississippi, One good result was that
so many outsiders like the Northern college students had 
seen— and experienced— the violence. One interesting thing 
we noted about thejif official harassment was that this usually 
did not involve^ the leaders and most publicized names.
This may have been f l j t just coincidental, but we had to admit
that Aaron Henry and I, the two candidates, had not been
arrested on the usual/ traffic charges or any other crimes, 
the
Also campaign manager, Bob Moses, was stopped by police 
several times—-but soon released after questioning— #and 
not jailed or beaten. Another obvious fact was that the 
candidates were still alive. We wondered if the white rulers
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A major Impact of the campaign was on the our
spirits. It now seemed that almost every problem in the state 
could be tackled. SNCC and COFO had learned in Greenwood in 
the winter of 1962 and early 1963 that there was no other 
way to face Mississippi. A "simple" voter registration cam­
paign became an effort at community relief so that every racial 
problem in the state had to faced. Education was seen in the
matter of so many illiterates and other adults who had little
confidence in what they had been taught. But the problems
of poverty, welfaret /Y  hunger, clothing all came to light
when prospective: voters discovered that failing the test
was only the start of their punishment for daring to
challenge Mississippi. People were fired from their jobs or
cut off welfare for attempted voter registration. And there 
people
were many /who were already unemployed and whose poverty
was so great that they would not dare take the voter test. SNCC 
soon found itself distributing food, clothing, and other help 
to the poor. Every community had a large group of teen agers 
and children— potential resources and man power for the Movement, 
but the students heeded training. SNCC soon discovered how 
much they needed education of all kinds. With this background 
of experience SNCC knew that any attack on one facet of dis­
crimination/in Mississippi, would probably be stymied by a 
combination of problemsin other areas. The System had to be
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fought as the monster it was, Tv,us as the confidence grew with 
the experience of the Freedom Vote, so did the awareness that 
the next steps, local or a state-wide campaign, would have to 
confront the major issues of the state. During the campaign 
there was a lot of talk and general agreement that the next 
major challenge would be at the 196*4- Democratic National
Convention, Soon we began talking about using the organiza­
tional efforts of this campaign (an opportunity— and necessity)
to reach the entire community, youth and adults, with a program
£.
that had a political base but dealtfi with all the needs. Thus
the seeds for future programs of Freedom Schools Community
repaving
Centers*and Movement participation in £igMAn^/poverty were 
all nourished by the Freedom Vote campaign.
(J f . / 3 j
// *
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of the state, in some way, had spread the word to the klan
types that the campaign leaders were not to be physically
attacked. It was # obvious that any amount of physical
violence towards local people and campaign workers would
and
not be stopped by the police*-aj$zf sometimes was done by 
the police. We knew that the violence and official harass­
ment had been quite effective--it cost us at least 100,000
votes. Now a very serious matter entered our discussion* 
i t / ' / t t /"If there could be this much violence and police state 
tactics in a "mock" election, what would be the price when
Black candidates actually campaigned in official elections// ?w
things were clear to ust the violence from the police
we&e bound to increase the violence from klan types was
bound to increase* the official use of ordinance^, traffic
violations, and other legal restrictions was bound to increase.
i^ither
It was also clear to us that/^ the liberal Kennedy administration 
nor the FBI were going to help civil rights workers or local
Black citizens, even engaged in something like a political 
campaign— where we thought /////// federal help was more 
likely than in demonstrations or ^  other kinds of protest.
The American government was not going to make any significant 
move against private violence, public violence^/ and police
brutality, or the misuse of law against the Movement. In
spite of all this, it was quite clear that the Movement would 
continue.
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Without the help of "outside agit&tors" the Freedom Vote
would never have been possible# As we examined the campaign 
we knew that there were now two categories of "outsiders#"
The COFO staff was composed of many "outsiders" who were
SNCC or CORE merabers/#t these people were from other parts
of the country but had moved to Mississippi for the specefic
purpose of working with the Movmsment and now considered
themselves residents# But they wore certainly not "local
people#" The$f new kind of 8utsider"was seen in the northern
students who had come in to the state for only a week or £ so
to do do valuable work under the leadership of the COFO staff
Neither the Black community nor the white community in 
Mississippi had enough resources, of manpower or of ideas, 
to bring change to the state# This had been recongnized as 
early as 1961 when the Freedom Riders came to the state and
the SNCC staff under Bob Moses direction came to Southwest
Mississippi to set up a permanent base for commun;J^ /^ ity
organizing# In 1963 the ideas and ///^////////^/ leadership
for the Freedom Vote had come from } i two "outsiders," A1
Lowenstein helped the Movement see the possibilities of
moving in a political direction# Bob Moses was able to be
a good leader, partially because he understood the local
people but certainly was not one of them. Moses identified
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with local people in their poverty and suffering. He took
the same risks of violence he asked of anyone else. But 
everyone always knew that he had not spent his life on
a Delta plantation. He was from New York$ his education had
been in the best schools of the nation. He was free to make
choices not open to local Mississippians— such as the choice
to live in Mississippi* Moses had ideas and talents that
were accepted by local people, because they trusted him.
And he respected them. He was able to lead because he 
found local people who were creative and ready~/////%f#/
work for major change in their own world, 
fcioses believed in training the local people in the job 
of leadership, so shared his thinking and planning with then.
The need for more manpower— which meant more outsiders
(&at/ least for several yaars, until enough local people
could be prepared for the jobs) was obvious, f  Even the
COFO staff in Mississippi, counting the many jfyf talented
local young people who were now working full time with
SNCC or CORE, knew that it was far too small to meet the 
needs— and opportunities—  for community organizing in 
the Freedom Vote. Outside help was needed just to do 
the simplest jobs like driving cars or operating mimeo 
machines, leaflettingf or answering telephones. But, more 
than this,outsiders usually brought in needed skills— such
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as the knowledge of how to organize poltical campaigns (some­
thing more complicated than just organizing a voter registra­
tion drtve or demonstration on the court house steps)t or how 
to prepare campaign literature! or X how to handle press releases 
Money was always a^item needed from the "outside *" it
was soon clear that the “outsiders" working with the Movement 
in Mississippi had many more contacts and knew far more about 
raising money than did the staff and local people in Mississippi# 
The Freedom Vote campaign was aided by some SNCC and cbRE staff 
who were Black* But all the northern college students were
white* (There were, of course« many B^ack c^X X tfd tf studnets
from Tougaloo College* who did valuable work on the campaign#)
We soon understood that the kind of student who would
m m m w m / m /
be able to leave his campus and come to Mississippi for a short
time was likely to be white1 very-well educated! and from a
wealthy or middle class family* Few B*jack students, in the
north or in the South, were able to leave their schools, ytytfX
much less bear the expenses of coming to Mississippi. The 
student who had this kind of freedom must have been one who 
did not have to worry about a part-time job, or his grades,
or travel and living expenses in the South#
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v/e realized that there had been more suppport from various 
kinds of "out sd|. e" groups for the Freedom Vote than for any
previous effort in the state. We now knew that this kind of
traditional// political focus (even if it was just a "mock**
easily
election) was something that could beyonderatood by important 
potential allies in the north. / As well as the expected support 
from the Civil Rights organizations, the Freedom Vote saw a 
new //// coalition supporting //////// us 1 m///// v///// money
came from northern liberals, from labor unions, and from
the National Council of Churches. Foi^hatever r/////// their
own reasons# 1$/////// COFO now assumed that in its future
projects (especially the politically oriented ones) it would
have important support from these groups— even if the liberal
administration in Washington was not with us.
The very presence of so many outsiders had a very important
///// result in helping break the terrible isolation felt by
Mississippi black people~-and by the civil rights workers who 
joined the local struggles. Just knowing that even a sit&11
handful of "Americans" ( as we sometimes called them) were
working in a place like Natchez or Canton seemed to reassure
the local COFO staff, and the peopfce, that Mississippi would
never be completely ignored by the rest of the world.
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The national press did not seem interested in Mississippi,
except when the major explosions or disasters occurred# There
was very little notice given to the major turn the Movement
had taken in the early fall of 1963 with the start of the
Freedom Vote campaign# A1 Lowenstein was especially concerned
about this and made many personal contacts in efforts to get
the news out of Mississippi— both about the significance of
what COFO was attempting, and the horror stories of the
violence and police-state atmosphere that now dominated 
Mississippi# A1 persuaded James Wechsler.of the N.Y*Post 
to talk to Aaron Henry by phone* Wechsler was quite im­
pressed and published a column about the campaign# He even
understood the problem of the isolation of the state1 "Some­
times Mississippi seems more remote, from the viewpoint 
of wire-service coverage, than Budapest or Afghanistan.
Dr# Henry has received few pre3s-notices outside of his 
state (and mostly &  derogatory ones within the state#"
Wechsler said that the campaign v/as the "real political
story of present-day Mississippi” ana not the official cam­
paign# He even quoted one of our major campaign themes,
that the Freedom Vote is "the only free election in the state."
The isolation was beginning to end* And we had such faith
that once"America" really understood about Mississippi, change 
would come*
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It was obvious to everyone that outside help— and "outsiders*1
actually working with the Movmment in Mississippi were necessary*
When the decision v/as made to bring in the northern students»
no one had //////////X// given much thought to the problem of
all of them being white* /// After the election campaign there
was a new problem for the Mississippi Movement# What was
the role of white volunteers?* This was just at the level 
of informal conversation for a time. It would be over two 
months before it became a matter for serious discussion at 
a COFO staff meeting# But the matter became an issue during
the Freedom Vote campaign.
Although I was not involved in any major conversations
about the white students, I did hear most of the points being
talked about— •sonetimes directly, sometimes second hand.. From
the / orignal organization of SNCC in i960 there had been a
few whites in the Movement# CORE had also been interracial
from its start* and the CORE Freedom Rides had brought
many whites into the state. But the original SNCC work in
to be limited to Black men/ (for.##
Southwest started out/,(for reasons of safety and // community
fears). But Black women soon joined the work and so did 
some white men like Bob Zeliner# By the time of the Freedom 
Vote there wore even white women, like Jane Stembrdige (from
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Georgia) and Casey Hayden (from Texas) working in the COFO 
headquarters in Greenwood or Jackson# Some northern white
men (like Mendie Samstein in Jackson q// a/i$ Dick Frey in
and 03car Chase w±th the Tougaloo v/ork-Study project) 
Greenwood)/also were working full time for COFO-SNCC# These
white people were always few in number, although #sometimes/ 
did have leadership roles in local projects# They were also 
"full-time" Movement people# But the northern volunteers
belonged in some new category# Their presence was needed—  
but sometimes it was overwhelming# The northern white vol­
unteers £  brought a $ 0  fresh spirit to ^ tired COFO workers 
and communtitiesj they brought a vital enthusiasm that was 
needed— but sometimes resented, by black and white "old" 
workers# The white volunteers brought skills, contacts,
and even work habits (less haphazard than much of SNCC) 
more
that were necessary for the political campaigning 
f£ of the Freedom Vote than for the traditional voter regis­
tration and Movement activities# In most cases the vol­
unteers treated the staff with a respect that bordered on
awe— but the staff still realized that there was a job they
could not do, that they had to have help from these white
volunteers to do it, and that hurt some people# The COFO
staff knew that more local people in Mississippi were ready
to move than could ever be reached by the limited staff. This
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was good news--and yet, somehow, it was sad news. It meant that
the Movement (which to the staff meant SNCC and CORE), as it had 
been built (and loved) for the past four years could no longer 
meet all the needs of the people, of the Revolution (that the 
Movement people loved to talk about// but not define.) Some­
how/ a miracle had happened. The Black people of Mississippi 
had taken up the Movement as their own. This was always the 
goal of the SNCC workers* many times all of us had
criticized the old NAACP for not wanting the people to lead 
the Movement, but keep the struggle for change in the hands
of just a few middle-class leaders. Now SNCC, which had struggled 
so hard to move the people, realized that they had won that 
fight. Because of SNCC and the COFO efforts (and the impact 
of the Movement in the entire nation in 19&3) people of 
Mississippi had suddenly moved out in front of the "pushers,"
Now the people were calling for help in the struggle. It
had been obvious in the first weeks of the Freedom Vote
campaign that outsiders would have to be brought it* it
was obvious that this would have to be a pattern in future
campaigns. But SNCC and CORE workers with COFO were,
understandbly, hurt and confused as they realized that mighty
SNCC could no longer fulfill all the needs of the people.
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(In the $2#/ winter days of November and December that followed the
fury of the campaign, COFO people, Black and white, seemed
almost to welcome the return to isolation and the old but; familiar
Mississippi tb d £  fought#)/ When the white volunteers first came
to the state, some of us wondered if they would receive the same
violence that the SNCC staff did# Everyone realized that just
being a white American student did not mean protection from
violence and police harassment# But it must have meant more 
federal concern— even if we could see no results of that federal 
interest in the state— because of the phone calls and letters to 
Congressmen protesting what the one-week volunteer had seen, or 
suffered personally# The white volunteers also had such important
contacts with the press and with money sources# Wo needed this*
we also resented it* Perhaps the most frustrating thing about
the northern white students (to me, personally, and even more so
to many of the COFO staff members) was their incredible
self confidence# They were not arrogant about things they did
not know— they quickly admitted they did not knww anything about
the kind of community organizing SNCC was doing in the poor
Black rural communities, and they sought advice/ and leadership
for every move. But there was still such an air of assurance-
liberal cM s
perhaps the very mark of the ^f/^/OT/Awerican. And confidence
was too often replaced by courage and bravado in the Movement*.
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(As a white Southernor I frequently felt ill at ease in
the presence of these Northern Americans, I often wondered if
I was really educated enough to talk intelligently with them. Tfte
students who stayed at my home would refer to books they had read
in highschool or college— that I had only vaguely heard of—  with
the assumption that I was as familiar with these sources as they 
were. It was not insulting, or condescending— but still awkward.
On some of those nights I remembered how frightened I was when 
I first arrived at Boston University to start my graduate
school work in theologyt I assumed that I must be the most
ignorant, most backward student, literally, in the whole £ £ £ /
school* It took me several months to realize that some students
from Indiana and Kansas did not know much more than I did— but
I still thought that all the New York and New England students
knew everything. Jeannette and I had talked about this several
times, because she had the same feelings when she had started
work at the B.U* School of Social Work. In the late fall of
1963 I knew what the COFO workers were feeling and talking about. 1
I was sure that the Black students roust feel 1 this inferiority, \y
y *
and *£hat is about the best word for it, in the presence of the 
brilliant white students, even more that I did* Of course we, 
im-^he Movement —  had Bob Moses as our leader. And he was the 
most brilliant of all. Soon some of the Black staff were beginning 
to attack Moses for this very reason— that he was so well educated,
O n m n a  A A A  V a a V s  m o d  o o l  . A —  a n r l
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Bob Moses must have seemed very "white* to many of the SNCC
workers, especially the native Southerners, who needed his 
mind, his spirit, his leadership— -but who knew very well that 
Bob Moses had many things they lacked. For the very first time
in those early winter days, I began to realize that there were
people within the Movement who no longer had a total commitment
to Moses, who might even resent him. Perhaps some of these
thoughts--in mo, in the white staff, in the Black staff— were
pressed on us, not just by the fact of the experiences of the
campaign— but by the somber dreariness and cold of the Miss­
issippi winter#)
The very presence of the Sutsiders? the northern white
student volunteers, stimulated both the local people and the
COFO staff— and some of us resented them at the same time that
we begged them to come and stand with us
(Black and white , northern and southern^"old” Movement people) 
all knew that these outsiders represented skills, and resources 
and manpower that we did not H have ourselves. We knew we d a /  
could no longer meet all the needs of the people, of the 
Movement. We knew we needed more help— and yet didn’t want it.
AtWe knew we would ask for that help— and yet resented it. And, 
now, we knew the help would come— and we feared it.
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There had always been some actual integration in the student
wing of the civil rights Movement# The very symbol of SNCC was
$ ( j/ elapsed ){$ hands, Black and white. But never had there been
the kind of interracial experience seen in the Freedom Vote#
After the campaign was completed the general assumption* was that 
there would be more efforts like this in the future, despite
the misgivings of some of the staff# The Movement people could 
now see that some whites could work under Blacks, but it was 
not easyj that some whites could work together with some Blac,s/,
but it was not easy#/ . .
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In she opinion of COFO the Freedom Vote was a great success.
Jit.But.there were still many negative ^consequences. The first 
was the response of white Mississippi* We realized that Miss­
issippi had made a major effort, from the state to the local 
level, to disrupt our campaign* This was a good sign that 
the political direction we had chosen (and the use of "out­
siders M on such a large scale?) was frightening to the state 
leadership* Therefore, we were determined to continue the 
work* But now we knew the price would "be very high. We knew—  
and white Mississippi knew— that the massive violence and the 
police harassment and use of legal technicalities and police- 
state laws (and even blatant arrests for traffic offences and 
such) had been very effective in reducing the possible vote 
in our campaign* We now expected white Mississippi to in­
crease the level of violence against the Movement and all 
Black Mississippians— and we expected many more laws to be 
enacted, by the state legislature as well as local government 
bodies, to directly curb Movement activity, espeically political 
organizing’* The fascist nature of the *closed soceity”
was bound to increase* the police state would become more 
oppressive*
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On the matter of violence, it was now clear that the 
violence of the white police might soon reach the point of 
actual murder— and this violence would not be hampered by the 
state government, or even by the Federal government. Private 
violence against Blacks and Qivil Rights workers would also 
face no interference from the local police, the State of 
Mississippi, or from / Washington. We all knew (and so did 
White Mississippi) that the authorities in Washington were 
not going to intervene against the Nazi-like misuse of law 
and public office against the Movement. The growth of
our fear of Mississippi was matched by the growth of our 
disgust for Washington* But we were determined to change 
Mississippi~-and to force the American government to V& 
help us change Mississippi. (Our basic rationale was still 
the idea that once the people of America really understood 
about the violence and police state that had been established 
in Mississippi, the good people would force the federal 
government to do its duty.)
(In the eight months that followed the Freedom Vote, down 
to the time of the Neshoba murders, the Mississippi Police State 
did indeed become more efficient, more terrible every day, and 
the American government did nothing.)
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One problem had developed in the 00?$/ campaign that
revealed some of the many divisions between the small group
of middle-class professional B^ack people in jrf Mississippi and 
the mass of the poor* Most people supported the idea of the 
protest vote in the campaign— as long as it was just a "mock'*
election. But the registered Black voters were requested
write-in
by GOFO to cast >&*^-in votes for Aaron Henry. The State
tried to discourage this by threatening to void all such
ballots. But the State did not need to worry. All over the
state» in the places where there were a few hundred voters,
this idea was criticized. The middle class voters were just
not going to "waste" a vote* They were daterMned to vote
for the “lesser evil” ca andidate* in this case the Republican.
Some SNCC workers were very critical of many /f professional
Blacks over this issue* The apparent unity of COFC had some
significant flaws. The COFO organization included some major
tniddl^ e class leaders, such as Aaron Henryf Charles Evers, and
in most cases,
Rev* R.L.T.Smith* But*that was only because the state NAACP 
was a member organization in COFO. Most COFO work was done 
by SNCC and in a SNCC style— which meantXX work among the 
poor* The local COFO groups were usually organizations set
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up by SNCC* There were many small NAACP chapters around the
state* But the entire NAACP membership at this time was less 
than^OOO. Many of these were professional people who had made
a donation at a "Freedom Tea" or in the annual "Miss NAACP"
or %lother-ofptfce-yearM fund raising affairs that were the
major activity of the branches. The strongest chapters were
in Clarksdale, Jackson, and the rural area of Leake County.
There were probably only a few hundred NAACP members who
were"active" in COFO or in the Civil Rights Movment.
community committee work 
Thus, most of the done in the Freedom Campaign involved the
poor and the lower^ class people that SNCC sought out* As
the campaign developed more / middl^e class people were 
brought in. But the policy about casting the "write-in"
vote had basicly been decided by people who had no vote
to cast. SNCC shouted, "Let the people decide," to people
who had no voice in that decision. (Obviously, with Aaron
Henry on the ticket, there were some professional and middle
class Blacks who did jf support the idea of the "write-in".
But 4 it was clear to me at Tougaloo that most of the white. J 'l jb
f<n
faculty were going to cast "write-in" votesy( while the Blacks 
voted for Phillips, the "reasonable" thing to do. I, person­
ally, strongly supported the "write-in" idea.) The pattern seen
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here* of SNCC leading the militant lower class BLacks into 
decisions for COFO that involved the whole state, then letting 
middle class Blacks know that they were expected to support the 
program, became the general pattern for COFO during the months 
that followed the election* Everyone knew that the few militant
N
professional men like Aaron Henry did not reflect typical
middlg class attitudes about the Civil Rights Movement• (I
am not sure that y( any other pattern was possible. Most
taiddle class people would have opposed every idea that SNCC
had, from the Freedom Vote to the Freedom Summer— and even
the idea that "unqualified illiterates” should be allowed
to vote# Many middle class Black citizens in Mississsippi
complained about the white voter registrar discriminating
ag&inst Black college graduates— but many thought it was
only right that the vote should be f( limited by educational
qualifications, as long as they were applied fairly*) The
Black middle class did vote in the election— for Aaron Henry
in their church on Sunday and for Rubel Phillips at the 
official precicnt on Tuesday* The unity of that Sunday /K
of the Freedom Vote was never reached again in the Mississippi
Movement *
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The confusing matter of the participation of northern 
volunteers— white students— has already been mentioned. After 
the Freedom Vote it was obvious that there was hositility 
towards white students in the Movementj as the participation 
of white students increased, the hostility would increase.
Some interracial friction was inevitable. In the fall of 1963 
no one knew yi how serious this would be.
In terms of SNCC (and the CORE staff who were always very 
similar) a major development in thinking happened during the 
Freedom Vote. Alhthough some might not jrant to face it, every­
one now knew that SNCC could not "save" Mississippi, (Some
Black workers with SNCC also realized a painful thing, that 
alone,
Black workers/ no matter how courageous and dedicated, could
never win freedom for Black people.) No fiy i0 one could give
better leadership to the struggle that was ahead than SNCC—  
but not even SNCC could be the only leader, or even the only
army.
In 1963 the Civil Rights Movement had become some kind 
of Revolution. SKCC and Mississippi had helped bring this 
about in all the nation1 and the events in the rest of Amer­
ica had also helped move the Black people of Mississippi. In 
a strange sense (just as had happened earlier to the NAACP) the 
process of change was now moving too fast for SNCC. Yet
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SNCC-b* more thay anyone else-*~had made this possible. And,especially 
because of SNCC, the time of Change had now come to Mississippi, 
even to the Delta, even to the Southwest, and even to Liberty*
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The Movement, the Revolution in Civil Rights, was slow in 
coming to Mississippi, The first year of the "Sit-ins'* hardly 
touched the state. But the local students moved the next year.
At almost the same time the "Outside agitators" chose Mississippi 
as their target, CORE and SNCC brought B^ack and white Americans 
into Mississippi on the Freedom Rides, SNCC, led by Bob Moses,
M Uand encouraged by the Kennedy administration, decided
to start a project of voter registration,- rather than demonstrations 
for public accomodations, in the South/westjz&orner of Mississippi,* 
yi The expected help from the £ £ federal government never camej 
white Mississippi attacked SNCC with all the weapons of the law 
and of tradition, indluding murder of local people. After a wave 
of violence that made it impossible to establish effective roots 
with the local Black people, SNCC moved to the Delta, COFO was 
set up as a/f way for all the civil rights groups (CORE, SNCC, SCLC,
NAACP, and local community organizations) to cooperate,
. In the spring of 1963 the people of Greenwood staged street °(vuh^
4r~
demonstrations over the failure of their voter registration drive—  
a failure because of white discrimination never countered by the 
federal government, &$/%/ During Holy Week the people of Bir­
mingham followed i'lartin King to prison. Soon X the Movement even 
rocked Jackson, the capital of Mississippi. But the federal gov
government refused to help. T I n  Jackson the leader was
and bitterness for the sH f t /  COFO staff. The goal of all the 
activity for all the years had been the vote* With the Vote For 
Freedom campaign the Movement turned away from demonstrations in 
the streets/ to a political demonstration for the right to be 
political.
One American magazine, The Nation, understood what was
happening in Mississippi and in all America/ TJie editorial 10^ .3 
simply i/id/led as "A Time of Demonstrations."
"The most audacious political candidacy in 
years is that of a Negro civil-rights leader, Aaron
Henry, for governor of Mississippi. No less startling
is the fact that his running mate for lieutenant
governor, Edwin King, is a white Mississippian..,.
"The mock ballot...is really a demonstration, 
in the form of an election. As such, it adds another 
technique to the marches, meetings, sit-ins, picket- 
ings and boycotts, whereby aggrieved citizens are 
trying these days to by-pass America’s frustrating 
political maze.
"Daemonstrations mean that aroused people have
killed. T e summer was a time of furious activity, few results,
general
decided to create a channel own through
which to express their grievances. That is what 
is happening in Mississippi right now with those 
900,000 Negro citizens who are denied the balloti 
they are constructing their own election machinery. 
So it v/as in 17&5 when the American colonists, 
unrepresented in the British Parliament and shut 
out of their own colonial legislatures, set up 
a Stamp Act Congress to represent their views#
"In 1676, Nathaniel Bacon led a group of 
frontier farmers, kept out of the Virginia House 
of Burgesses by an unfair electoral system, in 
a petition for redress of grievances. It was the 
first important demonstration in America, a 
hundred years before the Boston Tea Party....
((More comments and examples from American history followed. ) 
"That demonstrations have been found increas­
ingly necessary in American life these past few 
years— for racial equality, against nuclear arma­
ments, even for the use of parks by folk singers—  
is a sign once more of the inadequacy of the 
American political structure.
^When I first read that editorial I was very encouraged# It 
was one of the first significant 44 press reports of the Freedom
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Vote campaign# And it was very impressive to have our campaign 
listed among the many distinguished events of American history# 
(At that time I wa3 not quite ready to judge the extent of the 
"inadequacy" of the American political system. I felt very 
hostile towards the failures of the administration, but now 
thought that we had found the perfect way to produce "political 
demonstrations” that would enable the system to function and 
become more democratic#) It gave me a personal feeling of pride 
to see my own name listed along with HenryMs and see our 
efforts compared to the Stamp Act Congress and the Boston Tea 
Party# But I soon began to have different thoughts, and these 
were thoughts I did not want to think. The Stamp Act Congress 
was an important step on the road to Independence * so was the 
Boston Tea Party, which was certainly more radical, more of 
a "demonstration", more offensive in style. But how many men,
I wondered, participated in these events with the absolute 
confidence that their activities would guarantee a
reasonable settlement of their differences with the British, 
without the necessity of violence, war, and Revolution?/ How 
many men who put on the feathers and boarded the ship in 
Boston Harbor/ had hesitated to join such a fo&lish stunt, but 
//x^ rf/ finally joined the party, convinced that this kind of 
"wild” act just might communicate the despesation and anger
of the colonists to the moderates, to the men with good common 
sense, back in the Mother County.? For men like this— and 
there must have been some—  the Stamp Act Congress, the B^oston 
Tea Party, and all their other efforts were failures. The
political rights they wanted did eventually come, with Freedom, 
with Independency with Revolution and WAR. When the time came 
for violence, for bloodshed, were they still weeping over 
their failure to make their methods work? I wondered— #/t 
but I am not sure I wanted to know. I preferred to keep 
busy in all the everyday work of the Movement in Mississippi, 
where there wfj?6still plenty of nonviolent things to be done—  
by those who believed in nonviolence as a philosophy, or as 
common sense for the moment. Bob KMoses and A* Lowensetin 
both spoke of greater violence. Lowenstein hoped for a political 
solution soon— because he doubted that the federal government 
would ever send in the troops to occupy the state, as Moses 
thought necessary. I tried not to think about these things.
I told myself that the Mississippi Movement had found a new 
way, still non-violent, to c^K^/X/// produce change.
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PUBLIC ACCOMODATIONS 1963-64. TOUGALOO-SNCC CONCERTS 1-1
CULTURAL, ARTISTIC AGITATION COMMITTE
The Tougaloo College campus movement, a SNCC affiliate, 
helped with all the major -political campaigns and economic 
boycotts in the state during the 1963-64 school year. The 
students also helped SNCC and the COFO office with undramatic 
things like answering mail and sending out fund appeals. But 
the major efforts of the Tougaloo Movement were centered 
on two campaigns in the Jackson area, both with the same 
kind of foaus. There were attempts to integrate the white 
churches but these had little chance of success. But at a 
more significant level there was the possibility of keeping 
pressure on the white moderates, the people who had to 
accept the beginning of change. To turn Negroes away 
fro/m the white churches was harder to justify than from 
schools or movies. The first serious doubts about segre­
gation were felt here by the moderates. A second campaign 
by the $0 Tougaloo students focused on increasing the 
pressure on these white moderates. For too long the 
moderates had been silenti for too long the moderates re­
fused to recognize that Nggroes were not happy in their 
place. Public school desegregation was expected by the
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0f 1964. The year before that was seen as an 
important time and opporft$nity to f toe confrontation 
with white moderates in as many places as possible. Actual 
sit-ins in lunch counters or such was not possible because 
of the high cost of jail, bond money, and physical violence.
The churches were the^cene of confrontation^ and even conver­
sation *uJuntil the arrests began. We decided to carry the con­
frontation to every place possible—but with minimum use of 
our limited financial resources or bodies subject to arrest.
The focus was on the most vulnerable aspect of public accomo- 
dations—theatres, amusements, and public entertatinment. In 
1963 in Jackson segregation was total in such places—without 
even a MColored Balcony.”
(Before Jeannette and I had returned to Mississippi we 
had talked of the possibilites of agitation and progress in 
this area. A beginning had been made in the efforts to help 
Millsaps College desegregate the concerts and theatrical 
performances on its campus that were open to the general (white) 
public. In the spring of 1963 we saw that Millsaps College 
officials did not like the price of segregation—seeing the 
police and their dogs at work enforcing segregation. Teachers
students, and guests at campus events were embarrassed. Some 
let the administration know their feelings 1 they could not
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remain silent. The publicity, shame, and discomfort at the 
now visilbe price of maintaining segregation were too great. 
The school, after negotiations with Tougaloo, agreed to let 
Negroes^ come to public events on the campus—in one desig­
nated building, the "Christian Center Auditorium.” The 
Tougaloo Movement agreed to end f^ieagitation of that spring 
in exchange for a promise of desegregated concerts and 
public lectures the following fall. Logically actual deseg­
regation of their own student body should soon be possible 
if Millsaps College accepted any desegregation on the campus. 
This campaign was so successful it encouraged jdtf/X those 
of us in the Tougaloo Movement to expand the effort.)
/  In September of 1963 the Tougaloo Movement decided 
to attempt to desegregate all forms of ’live" entertain­
ment in Jackson. We knew that tbre would be no voluntary
could
desegregation. But we were convinced that we c*i4 publicize
the segregatiofn and persuade many national artists and
entertainers to cancel appearances at segregated events.
also
We knew this would $]L help keep % attention focused on the 
"public accomodation" law under debate in Congress. We 
did not expect any actual desegregation in Mississippi\ but
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we did know that many white moderates w«ld be forced to see 
the price of enforcing segregation—to see police arresting 
Negro students at their churches, their theatres, their con­
certs, And moderates do not like to see such things, to know 
such things. If white Mississippi wanted to preserve seg­
regation in every aspect of life, we would let them see that 
they could not do so with the ease of the past. Some of the 
"graciousness" would disappear from the life of the white 
moderates. We knew some whites in the churches had 
been driven, by their consciences, to speak in favor of one 
kind of integration. We hoped to do the same thing with 
other organizations, particularly the "Jackson Community 
Concert Association" which brought a series of national 
artists to Jackson. The people who supported classical music 
concerts were the type who/ controlled the society, the type 
who had to see the cost of enforcing segregation, to see 
the dissatisfaction of the Negro community. The audience 
we sought to reach was made up of both the moderates and of 
the "power structure" of the city. If there had been any 
chance of immediate success, the campaign would have been
-^
significant because anfl desegregation tolerated I by white
If
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Mississippi would make eventual school desegregation easier 
to tolerate. The decision-makers, the opinion-setters of the 
city (and of the state) as well as the "silent moderates" just 
might be reached at their churches and their public entertain­
ment. These people supported the status quo, not just be­
cause they believed in segregation, but because they did not 
think any major change was either possible or needed or de­
manded—and because the status quo was quite comfortable.
Most moderates tried to avoid thinking about the problems 
of Mississippi. The Tougaloo Movement decided to afflict 
the comfortable—to appeal to their good conscience and their 
self interest. The Tougaloo Movement and Medgar Evers had 
maintained a boycott against the major white businesses 
of Jackson since December of 1962 with the purpose of 
uniting the Negro community in a protest action and of 
creating pressure on the white leadership of the city.
The economic boycott hoped to create divisions in the 
traditional unity of the white leadership. The church 
campaign and the entertainment campaign were logical ex­
tensions of the boycott. We knew, certainly, that theatre 
and concerts would not be integrated just by request; thus
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we knew that an effort at a bo^jtptt by the artists was necessary.
V
But all of this was opportunity for sustaf'ined confrontation— 
and mi^t create more divisions among the white moderates and 
even the white power structure. Many leading businessmen 
served on the board of the Music Association. What would be 
their reaction if we could get one big name musician to cancel 
an appearance in Jackson?
The Tougaloo student movement was led by two SNCC veterans* 
Joyce Ladner was chairman and her major assistant was Joan 
Trumpauer. Austin Moore was chosen to be chairman of the new 
"concert" campaign. He worked as "Chairman of the Cultural 
fand Artistic C ^ j A g i t a t i o n  Committee" of the Tougaloo 
"Student Non-Violent Group." He wrote letters to every person 
or group that we could discover scheduled for appearances 
in Jackson. White students from Tougaloo went into Jackson 
and bought season tickets to the Community Concert series.
I even went to get tickets. When we bought the "memberships" 
we asked if it was possible to let "friends" use our tickets 
when we could not attend. We were assured that this was 
possible. vVe looked forward to the first concert when Negro 
friends mi&t attempt to use the tickets.
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The SNCC "Cultural and /Artistic Agitation Committee" of 
the Tougaloo Movement waged a year long battle. There was 
more than enough work, jail, violence, shootings, cross­
burnings, and general terror to keep us all quite ^ aware that 
this was Mississippi and the motto of "Never" applied to all 
aspects of life. But, above all, this was a time of joy.
This campaign was fit one of the most delightful struggles 
in the Movement. After a few weeks the careful planning and 
work began to produce small victories (at a time of no victories 
in other efforts) that amazed everyone--the white citizens of 
Jackson and the Black students of Tougaloo. Both sides 
realized that Negroes at Tougaloo were listened to by
famous names from the outside world an^ sometimes even 
heeded, despite the best efforts of the bes$ white citizens.
The "Cultural and Artistie Agitation Committee" seemed to
ha« as much influence in America as did the Jackson Community
Concert Association. And Austin Moore of Tougaloo often
had more influence in some matters than Mayor Thompson of
Jackson. It was a happy time—for the Movement. It was fun.
The strategy for the campaign was quite simple. Austin 
Moore and his Tougaloo committee selected their targets and
then communicated with them# Many letters, long distance 
phone calls, and even personal meetings followed
Ibefore a 4 particular performer TPimdri decided to cancel or 
not. The fact of segregation and of the arrests of Negroes 
who might try to attend a particular concert or event were 
cited. Reference to the peaceful desegregation of audiences 
at Millsaps College was helpful. Through COFO all the 
national civil rights groups were contacted and asked to 
support the work of the Tougaloo students. Since the Tougaloo 
Movement was directly affiliated with SNCC that organization 
did most of the other support work. Letters and contacts 
from SNCC national supporters helped convince performers 
that they should accept the Tougaloo invitation to boycott 
white J#ackson. Some artists refused to cooperate. Some 
did not understandi some did not care? some seemed to 
see nothing wrong with white only audiences
* But most people contacted were genuinely 
concerned when they discovered the facts about segregation. 
Some hesitated to cancel because they felt a moral (and/or 
financial and legal) obligation to honor their contracts.
But some felt that the crisis of the times demanded a 
moral /  stand on their part, and so cancelled their concerts.
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Others had their moral commitment reinforced when they leanned
that Negro students who attempted to attend their concerts
faced jail and physical beatings* that white police,
armed with guns and dogs, would be guarding their cacertsj
white
that the discreet audience of music lovers might easily
be converted into a mob which would beat up Negroes during 
the overture to their tfyi show* that, quite importantly, there 
would be major national publicity about any such events that 
happened at their concert, /£)(% Within a few months white 
Jackson still had segregation, but often there were segre­
gated audiences staring at an empty stage. The precious 
"way of life" was no longer very enjoyable.
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In the spring of 1963 Millsaps College awkardly maintained 
fi the traditional segregation of their public conerts, theatre# 
lectures and other events open to the genera^ublic. Black 
and white persons from Tougaloo frequently attended such 
events and were turned away by embarrassed college officials. 
Then the Tougaloo people refused to leave on several occas/ions 
until after the white/ police and their dogs appeared. Millaaps 
did not want to arrest teachers and students from a neighboring 
college (or alumnae). After negotiation we agreed to end 
the pressure for a perioc^of four or five months? Millsaps 
promised to quietly desegrate certain events in the fall.
The promises were kept—by both sides. Early in the fall 
of 1963 Millsaps College Voluntarily"(that is, without a 
federal court order) desegrated its public programs (but 
not its student body.) To make sure that everything went 
as peacefully as possible careful arrangements were made. 
Interracial groups of faculty and students from Tougaloo 
went to Millsaps. Seats were chosen with care—in the 
middle of the auditorium. White people from Tougaloo 
occupied seats at the side of their Negro friends, in a 
sort of bumper guard arrangement so that no local whites
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would be seated next to a Negro by surprise. Friendly Millsaps 
people occupied seats on the rows in front and behind of the 
desegregated row. All went well? there was no riot, no panic, 
no exodfts of white people from the auditorium. But there were 
many Jackson citizens present and many must have been surprised. 
But since the mood seemed to be to accept the strange event, 
no one did anything. There were not even any nasty comments 
made to the Tougaloo Negro/es, The use of restrooms and 
water fountains also presented no problems, Everything 
seemed so normal* yet the impossible had happened in Miss­
issippi, Millsaps College, no doubt, received hostile 
comments and letters from irate supporters * probably lost 
some funds* but had really made a very courageous, and 
reasonable—even moderate stand. It was a matter of 
pride for the college (and for Jeannette and me as 
Millsaps graduates,) The same plans were followed for 
the second desegregated event at the school--but the 
Movement could never follow plans too closely. One 
car load of Tougaloo people arrived late at the concert, 
did not get the special planned seats, and were given 
seats, by the ushers, on the very first row. They were 
very visible (but still no problems) and some Millsaps 
moderates were sure they had deliberately planned to sit
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The first concert of the series sponsored by the Jackson 
Community Concert Association was to be a performance by the 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestrion Nov, 1, We had purchased 
several tickets a month earlier during the "public" sale 
of concert "mmmberships." We had no question as to whether 
Negroes, with or without valid tickets, would be admitted 
to any such concert in Jackson. We also had no doubt that 
to even go up to the door f of the concert hall was a dan­
gerous act. So we X contacted the touring orchestra and 
unsuccessfully tried to persuade them to cancel their concert 
A visiting teacher in the Tougaloo College English department 
for that year was Dr. Elizabeth Sewell, a British citizen.
She made a personal appeal to the conductor, Sir Malcolm 
Sargent, who refused to help. Dr. Sewell wrote a letter 
explaining the events rfyiXft!y(/XdXX00 which was published 
in the "Manchester Guardian." To the British readers she 
wrote?
Assuming possible ignorance of the facts of 
of life in Mississippi which in this matter do tend, 
to normal minds, to seem incredible, and having 
first spoken to the British Embassy in Washington,
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I contacted Sir Malcolm Sargent earlier on his
tour and spoke to him by telephone. He said that
he had not known the audience would be segregated
but that in any event it was not his business, any
more than it had been when the orchestra toured
South Africa. The New York agent for this American
said
tour, when I spoke to him, siad that it was not 
his business. A fellow-Engl&shman, visiting 
Jackson with a Yale group, and I, felt that what 
an English orchestra did in such a situation 
was our business. We tried a further personal 
approach* you cannot picket in Jackson—you 
would be arrested at once* the upshot was that 
Nicholas Bosanquet accompanied to the concert 
a senior music student from Tougaloo College....
THe Black student was Robert Honeysucker, a leader in 
student government activities, and a long time worker^ with 
the campus Movement. He had been arrested for other demon­
strations in previous years and was again willing to risk 
another /  arrest. Honeysucker and his new British friend, 
Bosanquet.arrived at the concert hall exactly on the hour 
scheduled for the opening of the concert. They easily 
passed through the outside doors and presented their 
tickets to an usher. Then they were told to wait.
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The concert "began. Before the first 4lt featured music 
the orchestra played the national anthems of both Britain 
and America. While ushers, concert officials, and police 
surrounded and questioned the two students, the British 
man stood in silence, listening to "God Save the Queen,” as 
the Black man explained the simple fact that they had tickets 
and would like to attend the concert. As the applause for 
the orchestra died down and in the moment when Sir Malcoihm 
Sargent lifted his baton the crackling sound of a 
voice on a police walkie-talkie speaker could be heard 
throughout/ the auditorium, ”Yeah, a Colored and a white 
one, but we got them and we'll take them right to
jail.” The final spluttering sounds were drowned out by 
the orchestra proclaiming, ”0h, Say Can You See....”
(The men were hustled out and placed in jail. The 
charge was ”disturbing the peace.” They were released 
the next morning—after / we had posted $ 500.00# bond 
for each.-)- Because of intervention of the
British Embassy the charges were eventually dropped.)
During the intermission of the concert one proper 
white lady was chatting with the wife of a Millsaps teacher. 
This conversation, like many others that night, was not
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about Beethoven but about Mississippi and segregation The 
first lady just had to talk about what had happened, "Why,
I just don't know what will happen to us. First I see 
Nigras arrested at my church. Now I see them arrested right 
here at my concerts. Why, its getting to where I can't go 
anywhere without having to think about all this segregation 
business."
Although thojlse of us in the Tougaloo Movement were 
disappointed that the ooncert had not been canceled, we did 
regard this first concert visit and arrest as a successful 
evening—especially since n/X^K// neither of the students 
was beaten by the police. The fact of their arrest we knew 
would be very helpful in convincing ffifi other artists to 
cancel concerts in Jackson.
The "Manchester-Guardian" even printed an editorial 
on the matter, titled* NOT ON THE WHITE KEYS ONLY.
"Whether they chose to admit people with 
red hair or blue eyes was not for me to dis­
cuss or to give an opinion about." Thus 
Sir Malcolm Sargent, explaining on Tuesday 
why the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra on 
its recent / tour of the United States
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went ahead with a segregated
audience at Jackson, Mississippi.
•.• talk of red 6airor blue eyes misses 
the point... The division of blafic from• • •
white is the greatest single domestic issue 
before the United States to-day. It is 
also one of the greatest issues that torment 
t#e world at large... The Musicians' Union 
in this country already frowns on concerts 
before segregated audiences in South Africa. 
It now propose, quite rightly, to "look
United States. We need tfnot make heavy
weather of the Jackson incidentj but no
British artist can now plead ignorance or
2
inadvertence if it recurs.
The night of the segregated concert was a time for some 
expressions of doubt on our own part. We thought the 
campaign was a good strategy#* But the reali/ty(certainly 
no surprise) of the jailing, the knowledge that as we sat 
around drinking coffee and making plans our friends might 
be suffering a beating, made us a little less sure about
everything. Then Dr. Borinski (who had hoped such confron' 
tation /  would be unneccessary) told us the confrontation 
had to continue—and gave us a strange story of another
close!yM at contracts in the
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day when a Ger/man orchestra had presented the Beethoven 
Ninth Symphony to an undisturbed audience of music lovers
in a concert hall only a few blocks away from a Nazi
might have been, 
prison. And I wonder/^ed what|if someone had disturbed the
"Ode to Joy" as these two young men had disturbed the
peace and beauty of the Jackson concert.
And I wondered what might yet be.
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The next attack of the "Cultural and Artistic Agitation 
Committee" was on a show of folk singers. The "Tri-College 
Council" was sponsoring the "Original Hooten/fanny U.S.A." in 
the same City Auditorium where the concert arrests occurred.. 
The sponsoring organization represented the three white 
colleges in the Jackson area? the local Black colleges 
were not included.
m t t / m /
Two men from Tougaloo, one Black and one white, joined 
the line at the 0  ticket office several days before the 
concert. The Black man was politely told that the concert 
had just become a total sell out* there were no tickets 
left. The white man standing in line just behind him 
approached the window, expressed hisj^ disappointment, and 
said, "Are you really out of tickets?" The white woman 
replied, "Oh, no. I just had to tell him that." And she 
sold the tickets to our Tougaloo man. A block away the 
two men got into thfc same car and laughed as the white 
man gave the tickets to the Black man.
Telephone calls to New York and other parts of the 
nation let us explain the situation to the manager of 
the folk singers troup. They were interested and agreed
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to meet a delegation of Tougaloo students at the Jackson
airport as soon as they arrived. They listened to the
Tougaloo students who met them and quickly agreed that
they did not want to contribute in any way to the present
state of things in Mississippi. But they hesitated to
cancel the concert. Some of them returend to Tougaloo
with our students while others stayed in Jackson to
try to negotiate with the concert sponsors and the
management of the city auditorium. No integrated concert
was possible in Mississippi, they were told, and threatened
breech of
with a $20,000. law suit for contract as^
well as probably losing future bookings in other parts of 
the South. By late afternoon they settled for a loss of 
$2500.00, cancelled the segregated concert, and most of 
the performers agreed to come to Tougaloo for a free show— 
no tickets and free to all to come. That night the Tougaloo 
chapel was filled to hear Glenn Yarbrough, Jo X^apes, the 
Halifax III, and the Journey Men. Some white students from 
the local schools also attended. While we enjoyed a kind 
of Freedom Celebration at Tougaloo, long lines of frustrated 
whites^f^over 1500^ gathered at the auditorium to get refunds
\L<
on their jap useless tickets.
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An announcement was placed in the white college newspapers 
the next week statingi
- ■' —A
The Tri-CoLuaae4lrCouncil deeply regrets 
the inconvenience and disappointment caused 
our students by the cancellation of Hoot­
enanny U.S.A. Friday night. The situation 
was the result of ever-present social pro­
blems which are, of course, quite outside 
our control. Money paid for tickets will 
certainly be refunded,^
It was a victory to have student government leaders 
at white colleges recognize that there were ’*ever-present 
social problems.” The Mayor of Jackson still claimed no 
such thing existed and most white moderates wanted to 
believe that. The goal was still to get white moderates, 
campus leaders and community leaders, to directly feel 
some small consequences (such as losing a concert) of
those social problems and someday realize that such
. their
problems were^ot /quite outside control.
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There were other integrated concerts that fall* These 
were events at Millsaps College, The Christmas pre­
sentation of "Messiah" by the Millsaps Singers was attended 
by Negroes from Tougaloo and some adults from Jackson as 
well as by many white persons from Jackson. As a college 
sponsored event there was no question that it would be 
desegregated. But a second choral concert was also de­
segregated with no major problems. This was by the 
Jackson Choral Society, a local all white civic group 
which had no official connections with the college but 
just wanted to use the college auditorium./ Many of the 
singers in this group were members of local church choirs 
in Jackson—and must have known that any Negroes who came 
to their churches were arrested. And many of these 
singers must have belonged to the Community Concert 
Association. They could have held a segregated concert 
in a public school auditorium. They knew the issue and 
decided not to change their plans for using the Millsaps 
auditorium. Another "voluntary" step towards desegre­
gation by white moderates was made. We enjoyed their 
performance of "Elijah."
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There was one major concert that opened to a segregated
audience on the Community Concert Series. This was a fall
ble.
performance by the Koutev BulSigian National Dance Ensemb®*
We made efforts to reach this group before they came to
Jackson but without success. T^is time our conspiratorial
efforts $ failed because of an unusual obstacle. We tried
to explain the segregation problem to secretaries at the
Bulgarian Embassy in Washington. But the explanations and
requests to cancel the performance of this touring dance
group just never made sense to anyone we talked to. It
was not until the very afternoon of the concert date that
we discovered the difficulty. Due to problems of a Southern
white telephone operator trying to understand the voice
of a Southern Negro student and then relay all this to
a Northern long distance operator we were given the phone
humber of the Bolivian Embassy instead of the Bulgarian
Embassy. We did not have enough money to dare risk an
arrest by sending students with tickets to the concert.
So Jackson had its concert—performed, as we noted with
b
delight, by a Communist Ballet. And we, so our accusers 
said, were the local arm of the international Communist 
Conspiracy.
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In late January of 196^ the campaign began to have 
even greater results than we had dared hope for. The impact 
began to reach all types of white people, far beyond the middle 
class concert goers. Soon almost everyone, Black and white, 
had to talk about the problems of segregation in public 
entertainment (and in general). Not only was the matter 
before Congress but it became a topic of almost daily 
letters to the editor of the Jackson newspapers. And 
Mayor Thompson of Jackson made frequent public stataments 
on the matter that could not have served us better if 
they had been written by a Tougaloo student..
One week was almost a "Protest Segregation Festival.”
It began with "Hoss", "Little Joe," and "Dad Cartwright" 
of the TV "Bonanza" show who, according to the advertise*rtn,
. will be X  in Jackson February 1 and 2.., (at)... 
a mammoth trade show in the Mississippi ColXiseum depicting 
100 years of progress ^in commerce and industry by the
ixMagnolia State." After weeks of correspondence with the 
Tougaloo students (copies of which were sent by the stu­
dents to Mayor Thompson) and pressure from SNCC the Bonanza
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cast contacted Charles Evers in the Jackson NAACP office to 
see if conditions were as bad as those described by the 
Tougaloo studetns. Evers assured them that the segregation 
was quite total. The first to cancel was Dan Blocker who 
sent a telegram which was actually printed in the Jackson 
press t
I have long since been)/ in sympathy 
with the Negro struggle for total citizen­
ship, therefore I would find an appearance 
of any sort before a segregated house 
completely incompatible with my moral 
concepts— indeed repugnant.... I will 
not be there.
Blocker was joined the same day, Jan. 22, by the rest of 
the cast, Lorne Greene and Michael Landon. The frustration 
and fury of white Jackson was increased the next day when 
word came that the the replacement act, Donna Douglas— the 
"ellie Mae ofthe "Beverly Hillbillies—  also would not 
appear. These were probably the two most popular TV shows 
in Mississippi.
The affair became the front page banner headline stories. 
The Daily News stated* "MAYOR URGES WHITE BOYCOTT. Blasts 




to boycott^ the Bonanza show and the sponsor's product.! The 
The TV boycott was called "selective viewing."7 -r
Mayor spoke to a big crowd of city employees and TV and radio.
The cancellation, he said, "... was the greatest insult to
the intelligence and activities and good work of the people
cof Jackson.1* He condemned the Bonanza cast as "... these
three who say they are not coming to Jackson... because
9they don't like the way we live...’*' The Mayor's finest 
statement, which we were to quote a thousand times, was* 
i  We want business, industry, and
people to come into Jackson and Miss­
issippi, but only if they like what
10we are doing and the way we live.
He did not just critieize distant enemies but made a specific
attack on the students from Tougaloo College who had written
both the performers and even the Mayor demanding that shows
be integrated or cancelled.
A week later the Mayor held another televised rally as
he gave a speech to the city employees. This time, again, his
whole talk was devoted to the cancellations. But now the
issue was bigger than just Mississippi. Mayor Thompson's
plan of W'iMjLjL getting thousands of people to refuse
to watch such offending shows as Bonanza was a new way
of fighting the national Democratic and Republican parties
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and of saving the Southern way of life— and, perhaps, all 
America, Other city officials echo|ed the Mayor, Every day 
the newspapers carried items from columnists and letter writers 
eager to join this new crusade. Again the paranoia of white 
Mississippi became very visible as well as the other idea 
that went with it, the believe that Mississippi, the ne­
glected, mistreated step-child, jbiXtf would one day be re­
cognized as the chosen instrument of God to deliver all the 
good and faithful people of America.
First the Mayor. The Daily News had a picture of the 
grinning Mayor surrounded by thousands of post cards and 
letters supporting his call for not watching Bonanza. The
caption stated, with no intended irony, MASK BONANZA BLACKOUT." 
A very long article contained only parts of the Mayor's speech»
The tone was the same throughout and the following quotations
are representatives
If I were to look at the Bonanzas on 
TV, I would be saying this to myself* I 
do not mind the Bonanzas breaking a con­
tract—  I don't believe in good faith 
anymore.
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I am willing for a few colored agita- 
tators who foolifigly profess to speak 
for all the good colored people, to con­
tinue their intimidation without any 
objection on my part,
I would be telling my public officials 
that in the turbulent days ahead, you can±t 
count on me to support them when real 
trouble comes— and it is c oming— I wish 
now I could tell you some of the things 
that are ready to happen.
I would say that I am supporting these 
agitators in their threats of the past and 
the one s they boldly plan for the future.
I wuld admit to myself that I have no 
pride whatsoever— no respect to calmly 
accept such insulting treatment.
Inasmuch as the Bonanzas notified the 
sponsor of their ignominious retreat 
through the NAACP* instead of directly,
I would accept the fact that from now 
on the NAACP is the proper agent for 
all engagements in Mississippi.
*The Mayor, like most whites, used the names of the civil 
rights groups almost interchangeably. The Tougaloo SNCC 
group was thought of as NAACP. In this particular case 
the Bonanza people had let Mr. Evers announce the cancellation.
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If there is in Mississippi this Sunday- 
night— and forever=- a complete blackout of 
the Bonanzas by the good white and good 
colored people, we will be accomplishing 
these things*
0  It will lead to the cancellation of the
Bonanzas... It will renew our courage to 
Xto do what is right and necessary. Hun­
dreds of thousands of people in at least 
several southern states will go along 
with us—  and other millions all over U.S. 
will later on regret they did not.
During the next few months we will be 
in all kinds of lawsuits brought by the 
NAACP, including the rights of people to 
run their own businesses, thi/Sr churches, 
their schools— the nation will be com­
pletely divided and torn asunder by the 
civil rights fight in Congress— There 
will be threats of violence by mass 
demonstrations. There will be all kinds 
of efforts to intimidate the weak— And 
at the present time we can look for no 
feutside help. But if we prevail in this—  
one of our most important efforts— your
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public officials in Mississippi and all 
over the South will be tremendously encouraged—  
and with your help, your sacrifices, and 
your prayers in our future efforts— the 
good white and colored people of Miss­
issippi, Alabama, Louisiana and other 
southern statew will be recognized as a 
powerful, influential part of the nation, 
and then these foolish policies of the 
National Republican and Democratic parties
will change for the betterment of the
12
entire
For many weeks the good white people of Mississippi 
echoed the sentiments of the i ayor in a stream of letters 
printed in the Jackson papers, A lady from Jackson who 
gave her address as Camelia Drive sounded an appropriate 
battle crys
Why would we spend our time watching 
a hee-hawing hoss who slaps at our Miss­
issippi beliefs and sho's word means 
nothing. When in Mississippi do as the 
Mississippians do.*
,,• it reflects on his lack of know­
ledge of history and current events if he 
doesn't know about our convictions and 
the strength behind them.
* Underlining mine— EK.
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There will be no more Bonanza 
in our house on Sunday night.
A lady from Vicksburg expressed the popular opinion that 
Mississippi had all the home grown talent it could ever need*
When the KoHeywood stars of Bonanza 
refused to appear in Jackson recently, I 
immediately cut that show off my list.
I am sure most of my fellow Mississippi- 
ans feel as I do. Who gives a tinker's 
dam about Ho H y  wo stars, or that
rat race in Hollywood, anyway, and who needs 
soae Hollywood actor or actress in Miss­
issippi when we have Mississippi people 
with the best talent in the U.S.A., and 
our Mississippi girls are the most beauti­
ful in the world.
I predict television won't last, just 
as the movies didn't....
If the actors from Hollywood do not
want to come to our wonderful state, I
14say good riddance....
M/mwwmwAs with everything else in Mississippi, God and 
Christianity became^ all mixed up with this ussue. One 
typical letter from a Jackson man proclaims the faithi
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Like Mayor Allen Thompson I would like 
to express my view on these outside do- 
gooders who only want to do good for them­
selves and try to hurt the good people of 
the South,
Speaking of the Cartwright family of the 
Bonanza Chevrolet show, we got along fine 
before we ever heard of them, and we can 
get along fine without them or the pro­
ducts they advertise, as long as they 
feel the way they do#
They should stay away from Mississippi, 
kind
or some good warmhearted Christian
may get to them and convert them to a real 
clean way of living and loving,
I feel sorry for them because they need 
some teaching on God's Word, because they 
do not practice what they preach, I watch 
their show mainly because I haven't seen 
any Negroes on it. But from now on my TV 
set will be turned off during this and 
Ed Sullivan's * shows— and neither will I 
buy their sponsor's products.
These are my sentiments.*'*
*For about ten years some white iviississippians had refused to
watch the Ed Sullivan show because Negro entertainers appeared
frequently (and were frequently blocked out by the local station 
meaningf^• £52 show was called the "N.L, Sullivan Show,
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The Bonanza show was cancelled a week before the show date*
On the day after this was announced came the word that the
replacement from the Beverly Hillbillies would not appear.
rocked
On the third day an even more shocking cancellation e]?eke4
white Jackson. Over 5000 people were gathered that Saturday
night in the ihississippi Colis^eum for a March of Dimes
A1 Hirt, the white jazz trumpet
Benefit show white only, of course). The show did not player fromNew Orleans
start on time and the audience began to grow impatient. Forty
a man
minutes later walked out to the center of the
stage and announced that he had a copy of a telegram to read.
To Mr. A1 Hirt*
Your performance this evening at the 
Mississippi Coliseum will serve the pur­
pose of perpetuating the vicious system 
of segregation in Jackson.
We speak in behalf of many Negro cit­
izens who would like to attend your per­
formance in dignity but are prevented from 
doing so by the city's racial policies.
Other groups, including Hootenanny USA 
and Bonanza, have cancelled their scheduled 
performances for this reason. We urgent­
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Did you receive the article from Irv 
Kupcinet? Please read it before you do 
anything. Please contact me immediately
at 362-5 5 1 6,
PEACE, FREEDOM, AND EQUALITY
Austin Moore, Chairman
Cultural & Artistic Committee 
Tougaloo College
The man at the microphone was just able to say that A1 Hirt 
would not perform ^  that evening and that the entire pro­
gram was cancelled when his words were drowned out by a howl 
of rage. The white ladies and gentlemen began shrieking, 
stomping, beating on the chairs (even knowing down some 
folding chairs and using these to beat on the floor), and 
filling the air wi^h obscenities.
The telephone number that was read to the 5000 folks 
and later repeated on radio and TV just happened to be 
the home phone number for Rev. Ed King at Tougaloo. Hundreds 
of hate calls and threats of violence followed 
throughout that night and for the next few weeks,/
It was a Saturday night and thus a normal time for 
some white men to ride down the County Line Road near the 
Tougaloo campus and take a few shots at the campus houses.
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But the number of such shootings this night was far more than 
normal. And many cars came by, almost until dawn, honking 
their horns (and probably shouting curses). One carload 
of white men actually circled through the campus after 
midnight and fired guns (but no one was injured.) then sped 
away.* Soon after this busy night the cross burnings started.
A1 Hirt, a white Southerner, had been undecided right 
up to performance time about cancelling. He had been con­
tacted before he came to Jackson but gave us no answer.
Austin Moore was very shrewd in his work. He got a friendly 
columidst in the Chicago Sun-Times, Irv Kuocinet, to print 
an item about the segregated concerts in Jackson, the pre­
vious cancellations, and the fact that A1 Hirt was seheduled 
to play in the segregated auditorium. Mr. Hirt must have 
understood that publicity would surround either his per­
formance or his cancellation. When he arrived in Jackson 
Austin Moore went to his hotel to talk to him again. With 
Austin was Matt Herron who let Hirt know that he was a 
photographer for Life, Look, and the Saturday Evening Post 
magazines. Austin assured Hirt that Negroes would try to 
attend the concert and would probably be arrested. Austin
also feared white mob violence. Then contacts were made
■‘‘'The auto license number was given to the police and the FBI. Tougaloo 
President, Dan Beittel, even checked and got the name of the owner. The 
FBI and the police did nothing. The shootings continued.
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by Hirt’s staff with the Jackson city officials. They seemed
to assume that Hirt was, naturally, a racist. They assured Hirt
that he need have no worry about any Negroes getting in to
the concert, that any Negroes who dared try come to Hir*ts
show would be instantly arrested, that Hirt could rest assured
that there would be no incidents. Racial incidents were just
not going to be tolerated in Jackson, With this assurance
finally given// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  Hirt gave
the
his assurance that ^/performance was cancelled,
Austin Moore and the other Tougaloo students chose to
v
assume the Hirt acted / from the best motives. In a letter 
to Hirt, / Moore wrote:
There is not much that I can say to you, 
after the great American type action, that 
you took here in Jackson, I feel that the 
cancellation of your performance will serve 
to insure the efforts of Americans over the 
country, who will see a Southerner make such 
a sacrifice towards racial equality.
Thank you Mr. Hirt and your group, on be­
half of Negroes over the county, May God be 
17with you, !
To the Chicago columnist Moore wrote:
t RHirt is the greatest horn since Gabriel,
X
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The next day, Sunday, there were no cancellations. It 
was a normal Sabbath for Jackson. Noffmal for the times. Al­
most every major white church in the city had police guards 
posted in front. ?0lice cars and paddy wagons were even 
parked in front of several churches. In some places the 
police carried walkie-talkies? in some places they even 
hadjf'olice dogs, barking from their cars at the white fiff. 
children on the way to Sunday School. Everyone knew the 
police were on guard to catch any ^Negroes who might try 
to worship at a white church. The church visits had been 
a regular feature of Jackson life for many months— and there
had been many arrests of Negro students and sympathetic 
northern white ministers who accompanied them in attempts 
to enter segregated churches. On this particular Sunday 
those of us at Tougaloo were exhausted from being awake 
all night and in no mood to risk arrests or beatings at 
the hands of the faithful. We did manage to send a few 
students in to knock on the door of some small suburban 
churches which had never had the opportunity to bar the 
door to us. The students explained to the enraged ushers 
that they did not realise that churches were just as 
segregated as the City Auditorium. They asked the ushers 
to explain the difference between a Christian church and 
a segregated place of amusement. The students just tried 
to talk for a few minutes then left before the police 
arrived. There were more gun shots fired at the school 
that night.
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Monday was a quiet day for all of us in Jackson. But in
Atlanta John Lewis, Chairman of SNCC, was busy helping us put
pressure on future visitors to Jacksonl The very next day
big
white Jackson was planning to enjoy one of the frig events
of the year. This was the "Legislative Welcome Dinner"
under the joint sponsorship of the City of Jackson, Hinds
County, and the Jackson Chamber of Commerce. The state
legislatj£j?Jf / had just opened its session in Jackson and
wives
all the legislators and state officials and their wife© 
were being honored by the Jackson civic and business leaders. 
Special guest of honor was the newly inaugurated governor.
The £ea=fc%ii3?e4 speakers for the event included the Mayor, the 
President of the Chamber of Commerce, the President of the 
Hinds County Board of Supervisors, and the featured speakers, 
Congressman George P. Miller (D. Calif.), Chairman of the 
\louse/$f&Xf&fyf&/£0- Areonauticd and Space Committee, and James 
///v/ebb, chief administrator of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (which was building a new base in Miss­
issippi as part of the moon project).
Our protest campaignwl|i» ^XX completed with a telegram 
from SNCC and John Lewis asking both men to cancel their 
appearances or otherwise emgSrass the U.S. government and 
appear to be endorsing segregation (and face demonstrations). 
The dinner was for public officials and chanber of commerce 
members. Lewis explained:
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There are no Negroes in those positions
because the state does not permit Negroes
to vote in sufficient numbers to elect
public officials. The Mississippi state
legislature publicly supports a oolic/y
of segregation which includes inequality 
1 °of employment, y 
This telegram was released publicly the day before the 
planned dinner.
Late in the afternoon before the banquet the congress­
man and the :ASA official sent word that they could not 
appear at the segregated affair. (r/ And we in the Movement 
as well as the white leaders of idssissippi knew that such 
action could only mean the affair had drawn the attention 
of the President, Mississippi appropriately criticized LBJ 
for ruining their party.) Just a few hours after the news 
of the cancellation was released the white leadership of 
Mississippi gathered in a segregated Jackson hotel ball 
room for their big party. Over a thousand people stood when 
the orchestra played ’’Dixie." Rebel flags decorated
the hall. The replacement speaker was from % Holmes County, 
Mississippi, an employee of the Soil Conservation Service.
At Tougaloo we joked that white Mississippi missed hearing 
about the moon and space exploration but did enjoy a fine 
talk about fertilizer.
y *r -r
The matter of desegregated concert and lecture halls
m
spread from Jackson the next month to north Mississippi and
"Jo A
the University of Mississippi. <Ia^ em*i Bowman, a white SNCC 
worker from Oeorgia, had enrolled in the graduate school 
at Ole i/iiss for the spring semester. There she attempted 
to fmd and organize the few liberal white students. The 
Ole Miss people knew about the Jackson events and wanted 
to try something on their campus. Meredith had graduated 
during the summer and the only other Negro student had been 
expelled from the university in September. So once again 
Ole Miss was segregated. But the administration wanted 
an image of a peaceful campus— even tho segregated. Sever­
al Ole iiiss students secretly went up to Holly Springs to
S' c- o I
talk to Movement students at the o@-£ie^ e there, Rust
College. The Black and white students worked out a plan
to send Negro students to a '’public" lecture at Ole iuiss.
word leaked of the Plan and the university officials were
alr^eted— which was probably good since campus police acted
properly and helped break up a mob of white students which 
started
attacking the Negro students when they attempted
four
to walk in the campus auditorium. The Negro students were 
allowed to enter and joine^ /f. 200 whites to hear a talk by
TV. commentator Howard N. Smith.
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Ole i iss, Stan Musial, Grafman
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The University officials did not want to publicly turn 
•Negroes from a neighboring college away from public lectures.
But they did not want to unset the x.iississipoi state legis­
lature or their more rabid students either. So the Chancellor 
issued an order that 0, all future "oublic” events on the 
campus would be limited to faculty, staff, students,and 
their personal guests. This, naturally meant that all 
whites and no Blacks could attend since for any liberal white 
faculty or students to publicly claim a ;':egro as his personal 
guest meant ostracism and trouble for the teacher, violence 
and possible death for the students. The climate at le Kiss 
that spring was actually that bad. This new policy amounted 
to an unofficial segregation jfyi scheme and was recognized as 
such a few weeks later when a group of folk singers, The 
Journeymen, cancelled their Ole ..iss performance.
Back in Jackson the "message" reached yet another aud­
ience in mid February. At the request of the Tougaloo "Cultural 
and Artistic Agitation Coifimittee" and B.NCC the former baseball 
star, Stan iusial, newly appointed director of the President's 
Committee on Physical Fitness, cancelled a speech before the 
segregated Jackson Touchdown Club banquet and the Mississippi 
Sports Kail of Fame.
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Austin i. core and his committee members were pleased at
all the pbblic statements of Mayor Thompson to the effect
to come into
that "... we want people w m / u i / u  Jackson and Mississippi 
but only if they like what we are doing and the way we live... 
All correspondence with people shfeeduled to / appear in 
Jackson carried ample quotes from the Mayor. Mo longer 
was it just a matter of keeping a contract but now the 
Mayor made it appear to be a full endorsement of Miss­
issippi segregation to perform in Jackson.
For several months Moore had been in frequent contact 
with a pianist, Gary Graffman scheduled to appear in late 
February for the Community Concert series. A few days 
before the concert Graffman cancelled and gave as his 
reasons
With all the recent development in the
achievement of meaningful civil liberties,
and particularly in light of the civil rights
legislation now in process of enactment by
Congress, I feel more keenly than ever that
it is my duty to be responsive to a situation
2 Xlike the one now confronting me.
The day before the conert the music association found
substitute, David Bar Ilian, an Israeli pianist. But
when this artist discovered the circumstances of the matter
he also refused to play the concert. At almost the last
minute a musician willing to play to the se-^related Jackson
C v  " '
audience was found— tike / German pianist, Hans Richter-
Haaser. Two legro students presented tickets at the
door but were blocked by ushers and police— but, sur-
admittance•
prisingly, not arrested, just refused/i^anee. We did
not mind too much. It all seemed appropriate that, as
we joked at Tougaloo, ^ Jackson had to look in a iiazi
direction for its entertainers.
The pian/ist told the press why he had not cancelled
his concert. He / explained that as a foreignor he did
not want to become involved in internal problems in this
country and that he could see no relation between music
22and the race issue.
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The Graffman cancellation was a major turning point in our 
camaaign. This received national publicity and prompted a 
series of articles in the New York Times about the problem of 
segregated performances and, particularly, about the efforts 
of the SiNGG group at Tougaloo. Newsmen sought out prominent 
musicians for their opinions? others voluntarily gave public 
statements condemning segregation and supporting the boycott. 
Such publicity in the Bast could only strengthen the campaign. 
The "Times’' stijfpy for Feb 27 said, in parti
A protest by prominent concert artists 
against the segregation of audiences in the 
South appeared to be in the making today.
The move, quietly supported by leading 
civil rights groups, was touched off M  by 
the refusal of Gary Graffman, an inter­
nationally known pianist, to play at the
municipal auditorium of Jackson, kiss.,
23tomorrow night.....^
A few days later the"TimesM carried stories with news of
prominent artists asking their managers to omit segregated
concerts from their bookings. In the following weeks many
artists issued public statements supporting Graffman for
cancelling the Jackson concert and declaring their own
personal opposition to segregation. Soon some of the major
the conductors,
figures of the musical world such as^Leonard Bernstein and 
Erich Leinsdorf, and the pianists Vladimir Horowitz^ and
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Arthur Kubinstein were expressing support of a campaign to 
obtain pledges from o/>f// artsts to refuse to % play segregated 
concerts. The statements by the German pianists who found 
nothing wrong with performing in Jackson although i.egroes 
who wanted to hear the concert faced arrest seemed to offend 
many other musicians. These men insisted that there was a 
moral responsibility for musicians in such crisis situations, 
She "Times*' carried these statements:
,,, i.r, Horowitz supported the active artists 
who have taken a public stand on the racial 
issue,
Defining music as the "highest expression 
of the spiritual unity of mankind," the 
Russian-born pianist j^ft^the performers 
ought to convey the message of human dig­
nity and independence, "especially in 
view of the political and social real­
ities of our time."
• • •
The danger of a revolutionary situation in 
the South as a result of the denial of 
/civil rights to Negroes was cited by 
I.-iT, Leinsdorf as a compelling reason for 
"an unqualified stand" by the artistic 
community.
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jir, Leinsdorf, a native of Austria, who/
became an American citizen in 1942, said it
was "unthinkable” to him that anybody who had
experienced racial intolerance in Kurope
24could do anythin" less.
The strongest statements of all were made by the great 
pianist Arthur Rubinstein. The"Times" reported*
Arthur Rubinstein said today that music­
ians should "actively participate in foster­
ing" civil rights. He praised those artists 
who refuse to play to segregated audiences.
f^The pianist expressed strong disagreement 
with the thought that artists should not 
become involved in the race controversy. 
Discrimination on religious or racial 
grounds, i.;r. Rubinstein said, "is a human 
problem from which no one can escape."
... he said the young artists who had 
made a public stand on segregation had 
taken "a right and natural step."
The dangers to a free society, he said, 
are "apathy and complacence" in the face 
of injustice. //
• • •
- r. ^Rubinstein strongly disagreed with 
a statement by the German pianist, Hans 
Richter-Haaser, that musicians should stand
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aoart of race and political problems.,,,
"iv.usicians are human beings too,” ilr, Rubin©
stein said, "and they have the same moral responsibility
2 stowards their society as everybody else." J
Many musicians, such as Rubinstein, had set their own 
policy for many years of not playing to segregated audiences 
A few weeks after making his strong denunciation of segre­
gation Arthur Rubinstein made an appearance in Jackson, 
Mississippi. Put it was not for a concert. He came it South 
for the wedding of his son to the daughter of the local 
rabbi (a liberal on racial issues). An oft repeated story 
was told of an incident at the wedding reception. A very 
well meaning and very unknowing Jackson society ^ matron 
approached i.ir, Rubinstein and suggested that he just must 
return to Jackson and give a concert sometime. Arthur 
Rubinstein smiled sk&i the lady and sweetly said, "I 
never played in Rerlin when the Nazis were running 
things there; I don't see how I could play in Jackson, 
Mississippi now." Perhaps the incident was apocraphal—  
but white Jackson repeated it many times in anger and the 
story soon reached Tougaloo v/here we repeated it with
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fits first cancellation of this campaign had been that of 
a group of folk singers in fit tall* this show mm sponsored
by « group of students from ths three «hit« colleges in
the Jackson area* tougaloo students thought the idea of
jtffollsgs students working together to sponsor a concert was
a grtftt thing* so the very night of ths first cancellation a
group of student® fro® all five local colleges was formed to
organise another folk festival—this tlaejf on an integrated
tells# the fougaloo Cultural and Artistic Agitation Cownii-
ttse €14 west of the work but white and Black students fro»
the other schools joined them* Joan Bass agreed to do the
show at Tougaloo.
fh# first Sunday flight in April saw a Festival of Freedom.
the fougaloo Chapel was fiiXX filled with the mmt integrated
audience ever to attend any event In Mississippi* The
ads placed in the Jackson newspapers proudly said, •!tmtmB
mi£om*n Aiktin Moore and 91s committee sent letters to
every college newspaper In the state* At Ole Miss and
other white state colleges posters wore £ nailed to trees
and placed on bulletin boards by a few daring students
before dawn* Most were soon t o m  down—and reappeared with
the nsxt dam* White students on the committee in Jaftkson
actually sold tickets on their own easnnises *
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students ©am# to tha ooeort fro® awary m $w  aollaga if*
tha stat#, for moat of tha *feita atwtanta It m s  the first
tins© thoy had ovar In contact with Blaotra outaida th#
"normal** fUMiasippi patterns. For mm* it m i  also the first
time they had •vsr oidt a ^itk with th# rulas of aagrsgatian*
It mm a major cracK in tha nails of tlia^Olosa# Society** For
ft whit© studant to attand th# oonoart took a wajor met of
Ha facei ostracism from fri«nd». toaohare. admlni-
atratons* and his family* And Jfthara « »  always tha possibility
of actual vlolonca from tha •Rabal tindarground* chapters*
a group of secret societies at several white schools* or*
pmi*ed to spy on | a n i  hajrrasa Illiberal end i®@dleipets tsa^ 1,
char® and fellow students*
there must have been aiany* eamy taore whita students who
wanted to com® to fougalo# to haar Joan Baas but Just did
not dare* the Tougaloo students (who joked about tha weekly
shootings and frequent jallitiigs they experienced) thought
of tlmmmlmm aa Hiring in an **oaai» of freedom* and fait
raalr pity for tha whita students of Mississippi* Among 
Austin
letters that Ana** floors received h i  this ona fro* a student 
at Mississippi state University in Starfcville who could
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hardly believe that the oonoert waa actually open ta white 
atudente from * "State," The latter la full of oaution end 
oareful identification with «na of the 'tawi Moderate" etu- 
dentai
It taw oowe to «y attention through a 
fellow etudent and good friend, Seorge 
Qttlngar* that Joan 3m m  la aaklng a 
peraonal appearance at your college on 
April the fifth, Qaorga that
tha price tar ad aleeion ticket* la one 
Collar and fifty oenta and that atudente 
fln» "State" would toe woleoae.....
dflhfcdllk. JifeAifcdM m a* \ ■Mb4k» V  dA  <flkJMiE5MksAHy rCK}9HM«v*« •• S H  |i| WOtlJtCI W C 7
aueh like to attend the oonoert,
Zf thle la poaelUe* enel/tfoeed la 
three dollar*/** *'
If ouch a request la tapeaalfela, X 
plaaae Inform aa aueh.
mg.
ViHMr |MMt **t tAumm #ny • mwMMWit .  »  .▼ *#ww w w 1I1 IP TlflpI® AW*. W' VnJMM wlr* «v“* P# # #
An® titer sad letter e n e  ffcw the BKKier*t« i«i***Mmtsi 
editor of th<* Jackson Daily N i w f Franlr HulM tutio had
■ -3 s_ «2 -
helped X  pi%il#i% *£ far the conewt in the fUfe****** 
which aleo toolc courage* For thi# help m  mmnt him free
m  uonceruB
tickets/ He wrote to Austin Moore t
Thanks again for bringing me the 
tiekets. I hope you will understand 
why I feel I must reimburse you for 
1foem. there are many things which I 
would like to do which I'm unable to 
do, but I’m looking forward to hear­
ing Mies Baez and I hope I f&W shall 
meet you there.
It was a beautiful night* Joan Baes sang the old 
ballads of Bfcglani. and the new Freedom Songs of America*
She understood fverything about the audience* that
Early
was why she had come* JSraijp on the program she sang a 
new song# •Birmingham Sunday! and I began crying—for the 
children of Birmingham and for/ all the rest, for the dead
/;'
and for those of 4s still living. Joan stood in the place 
where the pulpit usually was placed for the Sunday worship 
services. Her presence just added to the physicaljfeppear- 
ance of the chapel with Jits wood paneling ^ drgan pipes, 
/wooden bea$s/ arched windows, and pews. It seemed like 
a religious occasion, a holy place, a time for / sacra* 
raentaV^X^/K/ giving and sharing, a time of communion.
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We had invited the SNCC and CORE workers in the state on 
the COPO staff to attend the concert and almost all of them 
were there. It was good to he together at a time of joy 
instead of s? crisis. For themf and all of us, Joan sang a 
group of Freedom Songs. I wondered whether this was a little 
too much for some of the teachers and students from the 
white colleges and, especially, for some of the adults/ from 
Jackson who were present. These were the songs they had 
seen and heard on tV§ hut never "live." But no one seemed 
agry or upset. At the end of the evening Joan invited us to 
all stand, join arms, and sing *We Shall Overcome." We did— 
black and white together—even in Mississippi. We swayed, 
back and forth with the slow rhythm, and many of us were 
crying—old veterans and newcomers. It was one of those 
few beautiful moments that kept the Movement alive, that
made it possible to believe that "someday* might really
our our
come-*that "someday* was worth^ fighting ////, living
our
///» dying./*#/
W& had a reception for Joan Baez and all our guests— 
anyone who wanted to come—in Warren Kail following the 
show. And then, till the late hours of the morning, the 
Movement people gathered in our living room with Joan
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Baez to laugh, to sing, to think, to plot, to dream.
the Mississippi press played up the news about the inte­
grated concert and many letters to the editor in the days that 
followed showed great shock that so many white students from 
•our'* colleges had come to the radical center of Tougaloo.
Joan Baez, naturally, was frequently attacked. One letter 
came from Hazel Craig of Xndianola, Miss., a frequent 
writer to the papers*
Editor, Daily News—I note that Folk Singer 
Joan Baez/ who appeared recently at fougaloo 
Southern Christian College has refused to pay 
60 $  per cent of her income tax on grounds 
that she does not believe in weapons of war.
This is quite in line with the social gos­
pel which according to J.B.Matthews is iden-
(sic)
tified by interracialism and pacificism, its
28
two prime requisites.
Things were getting difficult for white Mississippi. Hot 
only did Tougaloo Negroes show their Black faces at white only 
churches and concerts1 now the white sons and daughters of 
Mississippi 4. were actually going to concerts at Black 
fougaloo. Many letter writers commented on this situation.
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white
A ministerial friend of mine* Jim Waits, in Biloxi
*
a satirical letter perfectly capturing the s££le of the 
regular letter writers, fhe Jackson ClarlSjf Ledger did 
not seem to realize what it was and printed the letter*
Bear Editort
What is this younger generation coming tot 
I understand that folksinger Jean (sic) Baez 
sang to an integrated audience at fougaloo 
packed with students f*om Ole Miss, Mississippi
0 State, Millsaps,—and of all places, Miss* 
Issippi College!
What kind of alien teachings are these stu­
dents getting in our Mississippi institutions 
of higher indoctrination anyway?
fhe legislature ought to investigate! What 
we need is a ban on student travel, or a ban 
on folksinging, or better still, more home- 
workt
Can it be that our own home-grown Miss­
issippi boys and blrls voluntarily mixed 
with that bunch of "quacks, quirks, and agi­
tators *•?* Can it be that our pure innocent 
youth from Ole Miss and these other schools
# Delieberateiy misquoting the "quacks, quirks, and queers** 
statement made by the Lt. Governor as a description of fougaloo 
College which the Legislature was attempting to get closed.**0
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lowered themselves to betray the doctrine 
of "segregation forever/?". X thought that 
was always the work of "ouiside agitators."
If many more renowned artists cancel Jack* 
son performances i we may all have to go to 
fougaloo for our cultural and aesthetic 
pleasures* But of course we could always 
watch T*V*~- or could we?
Faithfully yours,
J .Duckey
930 Dank St., Biloxi (Miss.)30
6^ Concerts XVI *A XHHT BY BIRGIT NXUSOit 
and CECILIA WARD,"
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There was no violence on the fougaloo campus the night of the 
Joan Baez concert* Perhaps one small reason for this was that white 
Jackson had/ just had a saall victory in their campaign to keep 
their concerts segregated. Our effortts had failed to produce 
a cancellation of the biggest concert of the year* The major 
attraction on the entire series of the Music Association was 
the famed Swedish singer# Birgit Nillson, Following the Graffman 
cancellation and all the publicity and statements by musicians 
condemning segregated concerts we assumed that Nilsson would 
cancel her performance. Probably white Jackson thought as 
much. Austin Moore and his SNCC committee had been in con* 
tact with Miss Nilsson and her management for months. The 
Tougaloo Cultural and Artistic Committee had suggested that 
Miss Nilsson give her concert at fougaloo where there would 
be an appreciative* Integrated audience. At the least, she 
was asked to cancel the segregated ^concert. But, two days 
before our integrated Joan Baez folk concert, this news item, 
in big letters and extra spacing, appeared in the Jackson papersi
Nl&SSON WILL SING HEREt
WILL NOT KEEP HER F£ FEE
NEW t o m  (UPI)~* Birgit Nilsson, world 
acclaimed operatic soprano, will contrlbtle her
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fee for singing before a segregated audience 
in Jackson# Miss.# to an integrated institu­
tion for children# it was announced///// Wed* 
nesday.
A spokesman for Miss Nilsson said she would 
honor her contract to sing in Jackson April 9 
because she feels she is morally obligated 
but that she will not keep any of her fee »re- 
portedly several thousand/ dollars* She has 
asked her management to submit individual
<Z£rf<
fceatracts to her in the future "for assurance 
that it is a just one for all audiences."
Miss Nilsson signed the contract / with
the Jackson Community Concerts Association/ f. ; '
lap| year. The Jackson Student Non-Violent 
Co^ rdijiatiiftg Committee had asked the Swedish- 
boiki soprano to cancel her performance•^
That announcement pleased Jackson and may have let a few 
people think things were settled* But the news item was the 
first that the Tougaloo SNCC group had heard about the plan 
to still hold the segregated concert then make a nice dona­
tion. Poor Miss Nilsson. We soon were convinced that she 
was acting with the best of intentions—but through a very 
understandable error she and her management had been dealing
_ )
with the HAACP* At fougaloo we were convinced that the NAACP,
/  ■
in Jackson and In New York, was certainly not acting with the 
best of intentions, (Earlier that year the fougaloo campus 
NAACP, one of the oldest college chapters of that organiza­
tion, had become so discouraged and disgusted with the NAACP 
that they broke their affiliation and became a SNCC chapter.
But because of the national significance of the concert cam*
o»r
paign in Jackson and because of a desire to cooperate when
possible the NAACP had been asked to assist us in the concert
campaign./ On other cancellations we knew that the HAACP,
both in their national office and in the local office of
Charles Evers, had moved from a point of "assisting*1 the
fougaloo SHCC campaign, once there began to be good publicity
in it, to a position of trying to take over the negotiations
with artists scheduled to visit Jackson and to be the
spokesman for all that was happening, fhe angry fougaloo
students tolerated this situation, thinking j(no harm could;/
come. But this time there was trouble. And Birgit Hilson
was caught between the white segregationistsi the eonserva~
*  Civi( H j^ ^ T
tlve NAACPi and the B3baak~stu4ftftto -of jftisfliflslppl.
Perhaps the problem arose when Miss Nilsson turned to Hew
York area civil rights offices instead of the dificult matter
of handling all comunication with those directly involved at
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Tougaloo College in Mississippi.
fhe fougaloo students were furious when they realized that 
the NAACP had negotiated a "settlement** without consulting them, 
fhe compromise of playing the segregated eoncert and making a 
donation was not at all acceptable to the fougaloo Movement, fhe 
press and the surprised Miss Nilsson were immediately so in­
formed . But the unfortu^nant singer was also being/000)0 /  
attacked by the NAACP. Charles Evers had helped with the plan 
in Mississippi! in New fork the work was done by John Morsell, 
assistr^at executive director of the NAACP. Both ends of NAACP 
were upset at %ha press announcement of the cancellation, fhe 
' y/
BPI item said, quite correetly, that the 0 0  Jackson SNCC group 
has asked for the cancellation. But there was no mention at all 
in the news of NAACP (which we thought had played a rather
4 / rf
dirty role and which the NAACP, itself, seems to have played
/ / i .
what it thought of as a satisfactory role.) Part of the deal
(as explained by Miss Nilsson to the press) was that the NAACP
! (i
would be given credit for the affair in the news media. (Credit—
i
or blamb—that the fougaloo SNCC group thought they most cer- 
talnly did deserve. Publicity —and the inherent money raising—
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was probably the primary consideration of the NAACP.)
fhe fougaloo committee quickly let it be known lhat they 
still were demanding that the conoert be cancelled, fhe stu­
dents also let Charles Evera and the NAACP know that the pro­
test would be continued. fhe"New York Times" made national news 
out of the confusion. Austin Moore m s  interviewed and quoted 
as saying he "could j/not understand the reasoning that led the 
NAACjZfP to accept the compromise. . . . " Mr. Moore was being 
polite. After several of us had talked with Charles Evers 
we realized that ft he and the NAACP were angry that their 
orgaaization and names had not been mentioned in the press
release and that SNCC hadt and, several of us were convinced,
a
the matter of making donation of the fS concert fees to a
children/Ss charity was also a compromise//from that which
was desired— that the money should^be donated directly to
the NAACP. was made very clear to Mr. ^Evers that he was
for
not in any position to// negotiate^or try to take over the 
fougaloo SNCC group and that he would look very bad, very 
conservative, in the national publicity thatj^ would be focused 
on the continuing efforts by the fougaloo students to get thec-^°er^  
cancelled. Once there was a possibility of bad publicity, Mr.
Evers, naturally, immediately changed his position. He became
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far more militant that ths SNCC students. This was, of course, 
in words only. But it helped his reputation—and it helped our 
cause•
ft The •Times* carried the new words of Charles Evers in the 
same article that quoted Austin Moore. This time Mr. Evers de­
nounced the compromise *
•Hundreds of Negroes will he out there 
demonstrating if she comes, Charles Evers, 
field secretary of the N.A.A.C.P* in Jackson, 
said last night. *We donft want the money* 
and Miss Nilsson will find no integrated insti­
tutions in Mississippi to which to donate it.*-^
(Suchd a demonstration was an excellent idto. But the 
result would have jrf been mass arrest and several hundred thou­
sand dollars tied up in bond money as well as problems for
local
¥$//%/ the NAACP in the matter of defying the court injunctions 
against demonstrations in Jackson. The strategy being used 
by the Tougaloo SNCC group was working very well without resort 
to such strong tactics. But now t)l0  there was a threat of 
mass demonstrations. At Tougaloo we just laughed because we 
knew, from bitter experience, that Charles Evers was lyingi 
that Charles Evers and the NAACP would make every effort 
possible to prevent any such demonstrations. Luckily Miss
•EKt a very interesting and revealing comment.
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Nilsson did not know that Iver® m s  bluffing. In white Jackson 
they must have laughed/ because they probably knew* from pleasant 
experience, that Charles Evers and the NAACP were not about to 
lead, or support, significant mass demonstrations in Jackson*) 
Miss Nilsson then cancelled the concert. fh« news / m s  
announced in Jackson on the morning following the integrated 
Joan Baez concert at fougaloo • Following the on/off confusion 
of the preceding week the cancellation m s  even more effective • 
Miss Nilsson Issued a statement, explaiA^her understand* 
ing of the confusion—and giving a strong personal statement 
against segregation/ She said that she m s  unaware of the
segregated nature.of the concert when she signed the contract
honor
but did feel obligated to tK// it. She sought a compro
miset
On March 17, my su^estion of turning over 
the fee of this concert to a worthwhile cause 
for the benefit of a integrated institution 
for children m s  wholehaartedly endorsed by 
Dr. John A Morsell, / assistant executive 
director of the NAACP in New York, and by 
Charles Evers, field secretary of the NAACP
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in Jackson* Beth expressed full understanding 
for my position as a grateful guest in this
countrf and led me to believe that this de­
cision would hilp their cause* On March 31#
I informed the management of the Jackson Com­
munity Concert Association of my decision.
On April 2, however# Mr. Evers informed
me that the NAACP in Jackson had changed its
mind and that there would be race-riots» were
I to sing. I did not understand this reversal
at first# but later learned through a letter
that it was the result of the NAACP#s reaction 
to the
$4 the way the Jackson press had ignored NAACP
part in the proceedings.
I am now facing two moral Issues t fhe ful­
filling of a contract and not being the cause 
of a demonstration which might be physically 
hamful to the citizens of Jackson. There can 
be no doubt that the second is much the strong­
er. 1 have therefore decided to cancel the 
appearance. At the same time I repeat my stand 




Birgit Nilsson announced thatJ^j^SSncert was cancelled only 
tiie
four days before 0  evening that white Mississippi had planned 
as its finest musical event in years# Immediately the Jackson 
sponsors announced that there would be a concert—but they 
could not name the artist. Daily the news carried messages 
reassurring the white audience that an artist of the same 
caliber and reputation as Miss Nilsson would perform, (fhe 
only artist who could possibly fill such billing was Jkeontyne 
Price, the soprano from Laurfl# Mississippi. But... Miss Price 
was Black and that did present some problems.)
Frank Mains, the amusements editor for the Jackson Dally 
News, was a moderate and sympathetic to our cause. In his 
columnp "On Stag#? he had this to sayi
Don't ask ME who's going to appear in 
the Jackson Music Association's final con­
cert of the season this Thursday night. The 
only thing I know is that it's not going 
to be me. A JMA spokesman tells me that 
there WILL be a concert but would not say 
(1) by whom or (2) whether or not SHE 
knew who it would be.
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Furthermore, if the Music Association follows the 
same policy which It did last time—and I*® stir© 
it will—I won't know until the performer 
steps up on the stage*
So please don't call and ask me in the 
thought that I know hut am not saying—1*11 
he just as uninformed about it as you* A 
great many people did call me just before 
the last concert thinking I could tell them 
who the artistf was and 1 had to say that 
all 1 knew was what 1 wrote in the papers*
And it*11 be the same this time*
Quite exciting, isn't it? Rather like 
buying a looked trunk at auction*
If you enjoy that sort of thing*
Bon't }S misunderstand—I'm not blamblng 
the Music Association! it has no choice 
in the matter**
It, like Miss Nilsson, is caught be* 
tween the Immovable object and the irresist* 
able force*
And that is that*^
*1Ki but Mayor Thompson maln/tained that all segregation in Jack
son was "voluntary4* and claimed the city police only enforced seg 
regation when desired—or to **preserve the peace • **
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fhe "Mystery Artist*1 game ©Med a few hours before the con­
cert when local radio stations carried the news that Miss Birgit 
soprano from
Nilsson,/^ Sweden» would be replaced in her Mississippi concert 
by none other than Miss Cecilia Ward, 0 soprano from Alexandria,
Louisiana, fhe announcement proudly explained that the
famous artist, Miss Ward, had just completed/ a week's engage­
ment at the First Baptist Church in Jackson where she was 
the featured soloist for the Annual Spring Revival. Miss Ward
■■ ■ i
had graciously consented to stay in Jackson atid replace Miss
\
Nilsson.
fhd papers the next day praised the artist and said that 
the audience ft was one of the most enthusiastic and appreciative 
ever seen in Mississippi, fhe world famed soprano / was joined 
by a tenor ( from a local Methodist church choir) and
brought the thrilled audience to its feet for a standing 
ovation following a brilliant and deeply moving rendition of 
the beloved duet, "Sweethearts," from Sigmund Romberg's
•Maytime.- M / t M M / M M / t m
At fougaloo we celebrated with our own concert of Nilsson—on records.
From my perspective 1 could hardly believe that Victor
in Jackson Jeannette and
Herbert had substituted for Wagner but I too could sing that
it was " the end of a perfect dajJu*
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Two weeks after losing the opera star Jackson had still 
another cancellation* This time Sammy Kaye and his orchestra 
cancelled two shows* But some local talent kept performing 
and some degree of segregation was preserved* And some was lost.
The Jackson Little Theatre had a public sale of tickets to 
their performance 4 of “Miracle Worker.* Since Black students 
considered themselves as part of the public they purchased (thgrough 
friends) tl/lekets and entered* the theatre. Shocked (and possibly 
sympathetic )ushers admitted them and gave them seats t but the 
first act curtain on the Alabama scene was delayed and soon 
theatre officials arrived and Insisted that the students leave 
or be arrested by 44 the police who were waiting outside. They 
left—as the audience buzzed with conversation about the matter. 
Belhaven College (local white Presbyterian school) presented a 
"public" celebration marking the 400th anniversary of the birth 
of Shakespeare. Black college students and Black and white 
Tougaloo teachers attended§ 4 we did not leave until the college 
^President* himself* had been brought to speak to us and was 
forced to admit that the police had been called and he would 
arrest visiting students and teachers. So much for Shakespeare.
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After many people understood what was happening, after the police
earis arrived, we peacefully left* And, under guns and dogs, the
v
liberal arts festival got under way* fhe loeal white Southern 
Baptist Mtti&t/ ft school, Mississippi College, presented a choir 
in a concert of sacred music, this time we had let a few sympa 
thetio friends at the school know that Black students were coming, 
fhe Blacks were admitted to the 4. concerts but, mid way in the 
coneert, in came the school officials, who insisted, in a very 
embarrassed way, that the music was for"white only** Again the 
SNCC students from fougaloo left peacefully and were the only 
ones to maintain any dignity in the affair. Many people in 
Jaokson could no longer take segregation for granted* now 
teachers and college presidents had to personally identify 
themselves with the police in maintaining segregation. Life 
for the moderates was not very easy—not any more.
One of the closest movie theatres to the fougaloo lampus was 
known as the local "art* t6itJS2<*meaning they sometimes showed
a foreign film or something else "arty." fhe manger was a 
decent man—and it was the decent people who were silent in 
Mississippi. One big movie that spring was "fhe Cardinal* 
which actually had a scene of a white priest and a Southern 
lynch mob. fhe irony of showing that to a segregated audience
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was too much to ignore* And wo had another poijvfc to prove— 
that white audienees would not always respond as a lynch mob 
just to the presence of a 0 Black person, even in a situation 
where segregation had been the custom*/ Friendly whites, follow­
ing plan, stood in the ticket line, bought the tickets, and 
then quickly handed them to Black students who walked up just 
at the planned minut/e* fhe Blacks opened the theafere doors 
and stepped in, gave the tickets to the startled usher, quickly 
walked past him and into the darkened auditorium. Nothing 
happened I It was a Sunday night and the audience—as we had 
carefully checked—was almost all students, mostly from near­
by Millsaps College* At the end of the film the theatre lights 
came on—and everyone realise$ihat for over two hours they had 
been integrated* And nothing happenedI Some people paused at 
the door to look back, perhaps the amount of talking lessened 
and the whispering increased* fhe four Black students and 
several whites from fougaloo joined the line walking to the 
exit* Several Millsaps students recognised us and waved in 
a friendly, casual way. It was history* It was still Miss­
issippi* And nothing happened!
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We were afraid to leave the theatre—and afraid to stay, 
wondering whether some police were going to rush in and grab 
us, or whether a mob was gathered outside. But, we whispered 
to each other, we were the ones who 0  claimed such things 
could he done without trouble • And so we cautiously
left the building. And nothing happened! Ho police* No mob.
A white Mississippi audience had accepted the presence of 
Blacks in a movie theatre, fhe fears of the moderates that 
every tiny fijtft$/ degree of change meant massive violence and 
too much trouble was wrong. At Millsaps College students and 
Jackson citizens who came to campus concerts and plays knew 
that Negroes would be present (as at an integrated performance 
of "My Fair Lady* to which many frustrated Jackson white con­
cert goers came in a season when most entertainment did not hap­
pen.)
fhe theatre manager called us at fougaloo the next morning. 
He was amazed and pleased that there had been no trouble* and 
had not wanted trouble brought into the situation by calling 
the police, fhis time he had not called the police, he ex­
plained, but we had to understand that he feared all ki^ds of
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trouble if the Blacks returned* He did not expect trouble fro® 
his usual audience* But there might be a crowd of hostile whites 
brought to the theatre just to cause trouble, he might be bombed, 
and he might be arrested by the local police* Once there was 
any kind of trouble all his audience would be afraid to come and 
he would be out of business* We were very sympathetic—and very 
Impressed that he had not called the police when we first arrived* 
We understood his situation. He m s  upset that we had "tricked* 
everyone to get ini but we explained that this was easier for 
him to explain to the police or any criticis that if we had
openly asked him to desegregate. By "trickery* we had helped
k
him to what he really thought was right t something he could 
not have done openly—without great risk and sacrifice. He 
had a strange offer which we accepted. He also had relation­
ship with the management of the one local movie house for 
Negroes (which usually showed double feature,old low grade 
filmst^-and did not admit whites from fougaloo.) He suggested 
that he would have a special showing on Sunday afternoons for 
fougaloo .1888*1.. Black and white, of every movie that played 
his "white" theatre*/# fhls would be FREE—if we would just not 
return to the "white" theatre. He promised that his theatre 
would be the first in Jackson to desegregate after the public
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accomodations law passed Congress. We pointed out that the 
law* rather than ending the freedom of a private businessman, 
as in his case* would really free the businessman, would give 
him an excuse, obeying the law, to do what he knew was right*
It was not reasonable to expect /  him, or any businessman, to 
risk losing his whole business by acting alonej only with a law 
that had the same provisions for everyone was such a change 
possible* fhe new civil rights law would guarantee equality— 
for merchants and customers, for all citizens* 1 think that 
he understood us* I think that we understood him** We accepted 
the compromise* But only to a point* At the first chance of 
a good film we really wanted to see, "Lord of the Flies," we 
asked for the integrated Free showing—and got it* (I organ- 
ized several chapel discussion groups around the book and we 
took busloads of fougaloo students into Jackson to see the 
show—using chapel funds for the bus rides.) After this one 
show the Movement students talked over the situation and agreed 
that the white manager was being very honest and fair with usi 
we were sure we could trust him in the futures we did notjl want 
to cause him any trouble so agreed among ourselves not to ask
civil rights advocates know of the situation—/ without using 
names.)
shows in tom. (We quickly let Congressional
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•HOLIDAY ON ICE & JAIL-
72
The more pressure we created on white Jackson the more 
the hostility towards fougaloo College and the Movement in­
creased. Almost every weekend shots would he fired at the
campusi and with the warm night# of spring there were some-
burned
times midweek shootings. Crosses were lra«4 at the campus 
gates. Hate calls and threates of violence increased on
the telephone— from my home phone to the dorm phones to the 
switchboard. Several attempts 44 were made (sometimes by 
masked men) to attack fougaloo people on the roads between 
campus and Jackson. A 44 dynamite blast demolished the un­
completed structure of a Negro motel biting built in fougaloo 
village (and we thought that the klan had just mistaken this 
large structure for a campus building*) Police cars were 
often parked near the gates and followed known Movement peo- 
pie Into Jackson frequently. False traffic tickets were a 
common form of harrassment. (fhis business was so serious that 
I cojuld never drive anywhere alone for fear of f% violence or
worse from the police i I was jailed several times on false
M 4'traffic charges— but always had people in the car with them*
taken to jallv^y^/v/ m jj  
who were alsoXfiifKfrb^fhe police.) fhe State Sovreignity
Commission and the State Legislatire tried to close the school
e 1 ?
by revoking the charter. (Such efforts did» eventually»abreak 
the influence of the Movement at fougaloo* but not that spring.)
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Net ©very effort to produce a cancellation was success-
\{\^A
ful. following our victories of early Apr 11awas a major yffi*  
show, “Holiday on Ice,* that refused to cancel* The idea 
of a Yankee lee show being the major amusement for the entire 
year that supported segregation was humorous % but the perform­
ances ran for several nights and we could not let anything so 
big go by without protest. Negotitiations failed after )(ji 
officials of the show said that would lose $50,000*if they 
canceled, fhey also explained that they had had a bad season.
We felt they were not to© concerned about the problems of 
segregation. We explained that Blacks who came to their 
show (and we had already purchased ticket^ malt orderj^would 
be jailedi management said that was not their concern. We then
said we couldn*t picket their show In Jackson but we could get
Civil Rights 0 groups
in other parts of America to boycott them, jl The manage­
ment was not worried. ffjt This groui^ ras too big for the Tougaloo 
SffCC group or our Atlanta SNCC supporters. So, with some hes­
itation, we asked Charles Evers and the NAACP for help. Here 
was finally something that a nationwide organization like NAACP 
should be able to do. We wanted them to help with tt*boycott 
and picketing threat for the 4 rest of the country. Evers
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was glad that the fougaloo students were willing again to work 
with him. But his promised help never materialized. It was soon 
time for the ice show performances to start? we had told their 
mangement that there would be terrible publicity for the show 
if Negroes were arrested • But we hoped v/e would not have to 
risk actual arrest, fhe climate of violence was steadily rising 
in Mississippi. It was very dangerous for Movement workers 0  
to be in the hands of the policef and, jd always a pracitcal 
concern for the fougaloo Movement, it was only a few weeks before 
final exams, a time when Movement activity usually slackened so 
students could focus on shhool work. Charles Evers was on the 
spot. He assurred the students they could count on him and on 
the NAACP. He wanted us to work with him and trust him, rather 
than trying to raise our money from Atlanta or New York ourselves• 
We agreed. Evers promised that the NAACP would have enough ball 
money sent in (at the expected$500.00 minimum per demonstrator) 
for about two people to risk arrest each of the three nights of 
the ice show. He also promised that one of the local Biack law­
yers on NAACP retainer would be ready to bail the students out 
of jail immediately.
fhe first night things worked out well enough. White fougaloo 
people got seats with no problems. But two Blacks, Eddie McKay
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and Bobby falbert » were arrested the opening night.
According to plan, we got them bailed out of jail quickly, fhe
lay DeVogel Gershon Konditi, 
next show a white student.and an Afrlcanv tried
to sit together and were put out of the building but not arrested §
they left when ordered to do so. fhe management of the eity "Col-
isejfum” said that the tickets we used must have been duplicated.
fhe bond for the first two arrests amounted to one thousand
dollars for the jrf two men, customary highest possible bond.
This was exactly the amount we had expetted« but Charles Evers
seemed very surprised although it had been carefully explained
to him when he agreed to help with the business* For the third
show we had planned to send two more students. 1 contacted Evers
ahead of time to make sure that he would again have the money
and the lawyers ready. It was an awkward conversation, apparently
the national NAACP which was sending the money did not really
approve of what we were doing# the arrests were jus_t too close
to their definition of "demonstrations* and "sit-ins" and were
not strictly legal test cases. We were not pushing the eam-
pagln just to win a legal caseithat had been tied up in the
courts for years already, and Congress was now working on a
public accomodations bill, fhe confrontation was the crucial
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thing. Evers was hesitant but quickly denied that he and the 
NAACP would not go through with the business. He assurred us 
that everything was in order on his end for the second chance at 
arrest.
For the next show two students, Marion Oillon, Black, and 
Eli Hochstedler, white, tried to together in the white
balcony. They refused to leave and were immediately 
arrested. Immediately I called Charles Evers to let him handle 
the bond and legal matters to get them out of jail. Charles 
Evers could not be reachedI I soon found out that he was out 
of town§ his office did not know wheret none of the local Black 
lawyers who worked with NAACP had been told there would be a 
second night of/ arrestst no one in the NAACP local office or 
Jackson leadership knew anything about the promised money. The 
two students had entered jail confident they would be released 
in a few hours. They remained in jail almost a full week!
They were, of course, beaten. In the jail they were placed 
in segregated cells. For a Black prisoner this usually meant 
relief from the hatred and violence of the police j but for a 
white prisoner it meant more punishment from the other white 
prisoners who might be criminals or worse but, on the race 
issue, were good Southerners.
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Eli Hochstedler wrote a report of his jail experience for the 
FBI and for 00/ 0 the Movement, fhe jailers let the white prisoners 
on his cell block know that Eli was in the Movement and was a 
demonstrator# On the second night in £ 0 X / prison, in the Hinds 
County Jaili
Around 9*30 p.m. about a dozen prisoners came 
into my cell where I was trying to get to sleep.
One of them said they wanted to talk to me. fhey 
Insisted that I get out of the bunk to talk, 
fhey asked a lot of questions about my reasons 
/for coming to LMississippi and attending foug­
aloo College. I tried to explain that I came as 
a transfer student paying my own way, that I 
had not come to stir up trouble, but to get a more 
accurate picture of the South, to meet new 
friends, and to broaden my education by living
and studying in a different environment. I sensed
+-UoT't&airthey were not too friendly, so I tried to 
reason with them. I tried to explain that I 
was a young student, and I did not claim to 
know all the answers. I told them that if they 
could give me some good reasons for not doing 
what I had done, I would be willing to listen 
and learn. But all they said was that "We 




coming down to stir up trouble, what is going 
to>(^  happen to them.**
fhe spokesman for the group then told me
was
to stand up and roee\ the first one who/a* going 
to work on me. He pointed to a huge man called 
*finy.* As I stood up finy hit me near my left 
eye and again knocked me down. After two or 
three blows I landed in a lower bunk bleeding 
from my face and nose. When they saw I was 
bleeding freely one said
•That should be enough for right now.* I crawled 
back into my bunk. Someone then suggested 
taking ray mattress away, finy ordered me to 
roll up my mattress and to place it on an 
adjoining bunk. I then lay down on the steel 
plate of the bunk.
After a few minutes the prisoner who had 
introduced me to finy came over to me with a 
^leather belt about an inch wide and three 
feet long. He announced that he would be the 
next one to work on me. After lying on the 
steel about ten minutes, I was ordered to come 
off ray bunk. I hesitated but the prisoners 
threatened to kill me if I didnft follow 
orders. So X did as told. A prisoner then
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told me to lean over with my head down on the
lower bunk. I was wearing only my underwear shirt
and shorts. He then started lashglng me with the
belt. After eight licks he ordered # me to lower
my shorts, after which he continued the whipping.
During this time 1 repeated, "Father forgive
them, because they really do not know what they’re
doing* and help me to take it and forgive.*
fhe prisoners jeered and made remarks like,
*fhe Lord won't he&p you here.* After sixteen
to eighteen las hell I felt I couldn't take it
any longer, so I screamed... As I yelled, I
stood up. Something (I think it was finy#s fist)
then hit me near the right jaw and sprawled
me out on the bottom bunk, fhey thought 1 was
... No one beat me any more
had been knocked ou?..
that night... 
fhe next day my left eye was nearly swollen 
shut* My right jaw had swollen so much so that 
I could scarcely open my mouth wide enough to eat. 
I also had difficulty in sitting down. In the 
morning the jailer asked me what ha happened to 
me the night before. Because all the prisoners 
were nearby I didn^t want to say. I told him I 
had run into something. He chucfykled and asked 
me what I ran into* One of the other prisoners
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said I had slipped and fallen in the shower* fhe 
jailor again asked what really had happened* I 
told himf"X'd rather not say.*/// He at no time 
offered any medical assistance.
At breakfast Saturday morning I gave most of 
my food away, giving my coffee to finy. Later on 
in the day finy and a few others talked with me.
He said he had a soft heart and didn't want 
to see me get hurt but that what I had gotten was 
only a ta3te of what some of the guys had planned 
for tonight. I had expected to be released from 
jail//// on Saturday on an appeal bond. But for 
some reason or other the money never came. When 
I realized I would not be getting out of jail Sat­
urday, because of fear and deep depression, I made 
a statement with the / pretense that I was chang­
ing ray beliefs on civil rights. From then on I 
received no more attacks..
fhe experience of Marion Gillon, the Black student, was 
even more horrifying, fhe black cell block was down the hall 
from the white cellblock* From there Gillon could hear the 
white prisoners beating his friend. fhen he heard the terrible 
scream when Eli passed out. A white jailor came to th e 0 X cell 
door,laughing. Gillon asked what had happened, fhe guard re­
plied § *He*s dead now. You won't be seeing your buddy anymore.
We killed that son of a bitch. We’ll get you tonight.*1 fhe guard 
made a final threat to throw Marion in the cell with the white 
prisoners and walked away, still laughing. Marion lived for the 
next several days thinking that his friend was dead and that 
he, himself, would soon be killed, (fhe sadism of the white racist
C
policeman who- is clearer here than in the actual violence of 
the beatings.)
Meanwhile I was desperately trying to get the students out 
Rumors
of jail*— £#»•**»(viw the Negro underground communication from 
trustees at the jail) reached us of the beatings— or 4 worse*
1 y it tfhe doualoso students (and some teachers) were very angry at
me because I was the one who insisted that the civil rights
5hil
groups had to cooperate, who insisted that we should,)trust 
Charles Evers and the NAACP* The fougaloo students had been 
against trying to work with Evers and the NAACP in any fashion—  
but they followed my advice* Now two men were suffering in 
jail. After several conversations I  decided that what had 
happened was that the national NAACP did not approve of the 
planned demonstrations but that Charles Evers, himself, was 
caught between the pressure of his national office (and what 
ever other forces pushed him into that direction) and his 
desire to / look good in the local community and with the
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fougaloo Black students, the major Movement center in his 
community. He was too weak a man to (clearly)tell either the 
national office or the studentsVjphat^hT was really supporting, 
this wa s a very charitable view. Whether it was Indecision or
Aworse, for whatever reasons, C arles Evers and the NAACP had once
again demonstrated that they could not be trusted to carry through
fhis latest incident was just one of many 
on their commitments or any other strategy, fhe Movement stu- over manyyears.
dents at fougaloo said that they would never again work with 
Charles Evers or the NAACP. fhat was a reasonable decision.
But for my part, I knew that I would continue to work with 
Evers and the NAACP t but I would never try to get 
anjpne else to risk themselves in such a way. I would cooperate 
with NAACP and with Charles Evers when possible* but I would 
never again trust Charles Evers, I would never again trust 
NAACP.
ty-f uoncercs —
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fhe segregated "Holiday on /Ice* show was the last major 
entertainment in Jackson that spring. Many 44444/ folksingers 
came to Mississippi in the summer of 1964— but to perform at 
the Freedom Centers of the COFO summer projeet. Sometimes local 
white college students (a few u\44444444/ liberals, 44 that is) 
actually attended some of these shews. COFO tried to rent 
fo44y Coliseum in Jackson for a folk festival that would have 
an integrated audienae. fhe city refused permission for the 
show.
But 1964 was a political year, and that was entertainment 
enough for most white Mississippians. But even here the 44£44 
Black presence kept intruding. Neither concerts, churches, nor 
precinct meetings were safe anymore. All stayed segregated, 
but not/ without effort.
On the night of Sunday, June 21, three civil rights workers 
disappeared in Neshoba county. We assumaed they were murdered, 
fhe very next night two Black fougaloo students made one more 
attempt to attend a *publie* meeting in Jackson, fhls time it 
was a speech by the son of U.S. Seiji. Barry Goldwater. As 
usual, the 044/4/ Blacks were not considered*citizen** and 
were not welcome, fhey were refused admittance. I suggested
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the students, -Marlon G413Um and BdCtin"TtoKay? sent a telegram
complaining about the affir to Sen. Goldwater. fhey did and
he replied the next day!
MSSRS MARION GILLON AND EDDIE MCKAY
TOUGALOO COLLEGE TOUGALOO MISS
IF YOU CAN PROVIDE ME WISH ANY INFORMATION 
IDENTIFYING THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR EVICTION 
FROM THE MEETING WHEN MY SON SPOKE, I WOULD 
APPRECIATE IT. YOU ARE CORRECT IN ASSUMING 
THAT I DO NOT APPROVE OF THIS TYPE OF ACTION 
AND HAD I KNOWN THIS I WOULD NOT HAVE ALLOWED 
MY SON TO SPEAK UNDER THESE CONDITIONS. THANK 
YOU FOR BRINGING THIS TO MY ATTENTION.
BARRY GOLDWATER US SENATE.38
We were pleased with the statement from the senator and gave
it to the press. To Xhave this senator# their one great hope# 
make such a statement must have been very hard on white Mississ­
ippi. It was a very appropriate final straw. A few weeks later 
Congress passed the Civil Rights law with its strong section on 
public accomodations. The reaonable expectation was that Miss­
issippi would not accept the change. But— as we had hoped— there 
was major division in the ranks of the white leadership. The 
Governor and the White Citizen's Council called for de/flancet
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the Mayor of Jackson and the i Chaaber of Commerce called for
peaceful obedience. This was the first major division in jtjfai
H M H t / M m m  Mississippi. It was repeated six weeks
token
later when the state faced the first public school desegregation* 
An organisation of moderate white women was allowed to speak out 
publicly in favor of preserving the public school system, fhe 
campaign of the "Cultural/ and Artistic Agitation Coramittee*of 
the M0vement at fougaloo College— along with a long
time boycott of businesses, the steady pressure of the visits
to segregated white churches, and the general pressure of the 
COFO work in the state— had finally brought about division, the 
emergence of something like a voice of moderation, and the
acceptance of the first steps towards change in the white
■ C S
community jt M i f&Mjt of the "closed society,"
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Itt the fall of 1964 most movies, concerts, and other public 
entertainment I w  actually open to the public in Jackson, 
Mississippi. (This was a legal fact everywhere in the state, but 
in many places $ fear of violence kept Blacks fro® using their 
rights.) There m s  some attempt at turning some concerts into 
•private club* & £  membership organizations. The last major 
segregated concert in Mississippi was one such affair, a per­
formance of the "private* Jackson Symphony Orchestra with the 
organist, E. Power Biggs, as guest soloist. Naturally we asked 
Mr. Biggs to cancel. He refused and his attitude was just about 
the worst of any person who had to face this problem in the 
previous eighteen months. I wondlf if he p/layed only on the^hite 
keys of the organ. (The next year jl Tougaloo College was 
allowed to make a substantial donation to the symphony and was 
listed in the program, along with the white colleges, as one 
of the local sponsors»)
The Jackson Music Association j4j£ff had been the major target 
during 1963 and 64. Because of our campaign they had great 
dificulty booking concerts for the 1$64-65 season. But the 
organization decided, early in the fall, to accept Blacks 
as “members" and let them attend the concerts. We ordered
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twenty two memberships and send in a list of names. Letters and 
tickets came back for twenty Black students and teachers at 
Tougaloo College. Another letter and a check with a refund 
of our payment on the "membership application" came to me 
saying that the membership committee had not approved the 
application of either the Rev. Edwin King or Mrs. Jeannette 
King. So, under the new law and under the new customs, the 
Blacks from Tougaloo could attend the concerts. But there 
was nothing in the U.S. Constitution or acts of Congress 
that could help Ed and Jeannette King attend a concert in 
Mississippi. It was quite ridiculous— and somehow natural 
and very Mississippi. We laughed.
The first concert (and first arrests) of the 1963 series
was the Royal Philharmoic Orchestra of London* The 1964 series,
because of booking problems, opened with entertainment of a
slightly different caliber~~Mantovani and his orchestra* Frank
Hains wrote in his Jackson Daily Hews entertaiment columni
REJOICE IT WASN'T LAWRENCE WELK
(A Jackson letter writer) saysi "Tour "feudin" 
with the JMA patrons is amusing and believe me I'm
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on your side. We can rejoice that Lawrence Welk
wasn’t booked with permission to rope off the
center section so the senior citizens eould
dance. Keep writing!•
Funny thing*.... the first thing I said to
my companion after we arrived at the Mantovani
concert and looked at the program— after I
recovered from the convulsion I had when I
found MI Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now1* near
the top of the list— was “I guess next year
39we’ll have Lawrence Welk."
So, for a time, the Mississippi audiences would have to
be in doubt about their entertainment, fhe only thing no
longer in doubt was that the audiences would be integrated.
Ofice change was accepted, once movement was begun, even
Mississippi could move faster and further than anyone dared
imagine. Within two years Leontyjfne Price was to perform in
Mississippi
the once segregated £/;tf//Coliseum to an integrated audience 
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